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Abstract
Web services are software systems that are designed to support machine-to-
machine interactions over a network. These services enable people to access a
wide variety of resources through their personal computers or mobile devices.
Nowadays, most of the traditional business activities and manual services
are being enhanced by web services.
When using web services, users expect that not only they are continually
available, but also they work correctly and provide secure access to data.
However, ensuring the quality of web service implementations is not simple
for several reasons. First, they are accessible using public communication
protocols from anywhere in the world by a large number of users. Therefore,
web services should be robust enough to be able to accept correct input and
reject incorrect and malicious ones. Secondly, the reputation of web services
greatly depends on how they perform as expected while securing users’ data.
Finally, the implementation of web services should be developed in such a
way that it can ensure access control of users. Implementing new features or
modifying a developed feature requires additional attention to ensure that
access control is not altered.
Software testing is one of the techniques used for quality assurance of
software systems. In software testing in which a set of inputs is provided
to the system under test and the outputs produced are compared against
the expected outputs. Testing is typically a largely informal process, which
in many cases is left at the end of the software development process and
reduced to fit the project deadlines. Thus, there is a need to deploy novel
testing methods that will make testing of web services both efficient and
effective.
In this thesis, we define a model-based testing approach to evaluate the
behavior of web services and their compositions. The goal of using models
is to introduce a verifiable specification of the web service that is used later
on to generate tests that are executed against the implementation of the
web service. In our approach, we use model checking to make sure that the
requirements of the web service are satisfied by the model-based specifica-
tion. Then, we use model-based testing to check that the implementation of
the web service corresponds to verified specifications, and consequently to
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its requirements.
As a first step, we study how the interaction of the web service with their
environment can be modeled and used for test generation. To this extent,
we conduct a systematic literature review on the use of environment models
in model-based testing. Then, we provide a first approach in which the
interactions of web services with their environment are modeled with UML
sequence diagrams, while the behavior of the web services is specified with
UML state machines. Both models are transformed into Uppaal Timed
Automata, to verify that the behavior of the services allows the specified
interactions. Besides, we verify that different requirements of the web service
are satisfied. The resulting verified model is used for online test generation
against the implementation of the web service.
As another contribution of this thesis, we define an approach to assess
the robustness and security vulnerabilities of web services in the presence of
unexpected or invalid conditions and inputs. To that extent, we extend our
previous MBT approach in the context of mutation testing. In model-based
mutation testing, the original test model is altered via mutation operators
to provide slightly incorrect behavior. The mutant models are used to gen-
erate tests that will provide invalid test inputs to evaluate how robust the
service implementation is to such inputs and if any security vulnerabilities
are exposed.
Furthermore, we extend the above approach with two contributions. We
first define a set of mutation operators for Uppaal timed automata and we
evaluate them empirically in the context of web services. Then, we propose
a novel mutation-selection technique that eliminates the mutant models that
are not useful for testing and we, consequently, reduce the test execution
time. The results show that these techniques increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of our approach.
In this thesis, several tools that facilitate testing activities support the
testing approach. In some cases, we used existing tools like the UPPAAL
model checker and the Uppaal Tron test generator. In other cases, we have
complemented the existing toolset with new tools. Notably, for the mutation
testing approach, we implemented a tool called µUTA, which automates the
mutant generation, mutant-selection, and mutant execution processes.
The approaches defined in this thesis have been applied in two case
studies. The results show that our testing methodology can create test
cases that explore the behavior of the systems extensively and reveal new
faults that remain undetected by traditional model-based testing methods.
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Sammandrag
Webbtjänster är mjukvarusystem som är designade för att stöda växelverkan
mellan maskiner över ett nätverk. Dessa tjänster ger tillg̊ang till ett brett
utbud resurser fr̊an sina persondatorer och mobiltelefoner. I dagens läge kan
man se en förbättring av traditionell affärsverksamhet och manuella tjänster
orsakad av webbtjänster.
Användare av webbtjänster förväntar sig inte bara att de är kontinuerligt
tillgängliga, men att de ocks̊a uppfyller alla krav p̊a datasäkerhet. Dock är s̊a
finns det m̊anga orsaker som gör att det inte är lätt att säkerställa kvaliteten
av webbtjänster implementationer. För det första, är de tillgängliga till ett
stort antal användare globalt, genom allmänna kommunikationsprotokoll.
Därför borde webbtjänster vara tillräckligt robusta för att kunna acceptera
en korrekt inmatning men ocks̊a rata en inkorrekt eller skadlig inmatning.
För det andra, hänger webbtjänsters anseende p̊a hur de förväntas prestera
p̊a samma g̊ang som de m̊aste bevara integriteten för alla användares data.
Den tredje orsaken är att webbtjänst implementationer borde utvecklas s̊a
att de kan garantera att den implementerade åtkomstkontrollen är verksam.
När man utvecklar ny funktionalitet och förändrar existerade funktionalitet
krävs att man uppmärksammar att det inte sker oavsiktliga förändringar i
åtkomstkontrollen.
Mjukvarutestning är en av metoderna som används för säkerställning av
kvaliteten för mjukvarusystem. Mjukvarutestning g̊ar ut p̊a att man gör
en inmatning till systemet under testning och jämför utmatningen fr̊an sys-
temet jämförs med en förväntad utmatning. Mjukvarutestning är vanligen
en informell process som ofta lämnas kvar till slutet av utvecklingsprocessen,
s̊a att den ofta minskas i omf̊ang för att passa projektets deadline. Därför
finns det ett behov av att använda sig att nya mjukvarutestningsmetoder s̊a
att testninen blir b̊ade effektiv och verksam.
I denna avhandling definierar vi ett tillvägag̊angssätt för modellbaserad
testning för att utvärdera beteendet av webbtjänster och kombinationer av
webbtjänster. Målet med att skapa modeller är att man ska kunna göra
en verifierbar specifikation av webbtjänsten, som man senare ska kunna
använda för att generera mjukvarutest som jämförs mot implementeringen
av webbtjänsten. I v̊art tillvägag̊angssätt använder vi en modelchecking-
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metodik för säkerställa att webbtjänstens krav möter den modellbaserade
specifikationen. Efter detta använder vi modellbaserad mjukvarutestning
för att säkerställa att implementeringen av webbtjänsten motsvarar den ver-
ifierade specifikationen och som konsekvens ocks̊a webbtjänstens krav.
Först studerar vi hur samverkan mellan webbtjänster och dess omgivning
kan modelleras och hur den kan användas för generering av mjukvarutest.
För detta ändam̊al gjorde vi en systematiskt litteraturstudie om hur an-
dra har använt modeller av omgivningen i modellbaserad mjukvarutestning.
Efter detta presenterar vi en ett tillvägag̊angssätt där webbtjänsten omgivn-
ing modelleras med ett UML sekvens diagram, medan webbtjänsten själv
beskrivs med UML tillst̊andsmaskiner. B̊ada modeller översätts till UP-
PAAL Timed Automata för att man ska kunna verifiera att tjänsternas be-
teenden till̊ater specificerad samverkan. Därtill verifierar vi att webbtjänstens
olika krav uppfylls. Den verifierade resulterande modellen används för online
generering av mjukvarutest mot en implementering av webbtjänsten.
Som ett andra bidrag i denna avhandling, definierar vi ett tillvägag̊angssätt
för att utvärdera webbtjänsters robusthet och säkerhets s̊arbarheter i närvaro
av oförväntade och ogiltiga tillst̊and och inmatningar. För detta utökar
vi v̊art modellbaserade tillvägag̊angssätt i avseende p̊a mutationstestning.
I modellbaserad mutationstestning modifieras det ursprungliga testet med
en muteringsoperator för att skapa ett aningen inkorrekt beteende. Mu-
tantmodeller används för att generera mjukvarutest som ger inkorrekta in-
matningar, s̊a att robustheten mot s̊adana inmatningar kan utvärderas, p̊a
samma g̊ang som nya säkerhetsbrister kan uppdagas.
Slutligen breddar vi det ovanst̊aende tillvägag̊angssättet med tv̊a bidrag.
Först definierar vi en samling muteringsoperatorer for UPPAAL Timed Au-
tomata som vi utvärderar empiriskt inom sammanhanget för webbtjänster.
Sedan presenterar vi en ny metod för att välja ut muteringar som kan
utesluta mutationer som inte är användbara i testningssyfte. Genom att
använda denna metod kan man minska mjukvarutestens tidsanspr̊ak. V̊ara
resultat visar att dessa metoder förbättrar v̊art tillvägag̊angssätts effek-
tivitet och gör det mera verksamt.
Under arbetet för denna avhandling har flera verktyg använts som stöder
den presenterade mjukvarutestningsmetodiken. I n̊agra studier använde vi
verktyg som UPPAAL modelchecker och UPPAAL TRON test generator.
I andra fall s̊a har vi kompletterat existerande verktyg. Ett exempel p̊a
ett verktyg som vi implementerade är µUTA som automatiserar mutant
generering, urval av mutanter och en mutantexekveringsprocess.
Tillvägag̊angssätten som definieras i denna avhandling har tillämpats i
tv̊a fallstudier. V̊ara resultat visar att v̊ar mjukvarutestningsmetodik kan
skapa testfall kan göra omfattande utforskning av ett systems beteende, s̊a
att nya fel som blir annars skulle förbli oupptäckta av traditionella modell-
baserade metoder kan bli avslöjade.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software is an integral part of many systems and devices. It defines and
controls the behavior of various types of systems, from large-scale infras-
tructures, such as financial networks, the Web, traffic control systems, to
personal devices such as mobile phones, web applications, and home appli-
ances. Software technologies have become an essential part of people’s life
enabling instant access to remote resources and automating most of their
daily activities. Web services are such software systems that are designed to
enable machine-to-machine interactions over a network. They are accessed
via a set of well-defined interfaces supplying information to other servers or
applications, which in turn provide the information to end-users in a human
readable format [80, 109].
Web services concentrate large amounts of sensitive data related to their
users and are expected to be responsible for their integrity, robustness, and
security in the presence of stressful conditions [30, 110]. Robustness and
security of web services are among important subjects in software testing.
Web services are expected to not only be fully tested based on their specifi-
cations but also they should not have any unexpected behavior in unknown
conditions. To evaluate whether a web service is correctly implemented, a
set of tests can be executed against the system and the test results can be
compared with the expected results. In contrast, in order to examine the
robustness of a web service, its implementation should be executed against
negative or malicious test inputs intended to break its functionality and re-
veal internal defects. Robustness testing in service-based systems consists of
techniques for the evaluation of the systems in presence of erroneous input
conditions to explore potential security vulnerabilities [30, 58].
Authentication and authorization are among the main security concerns
in web services and data that they maintain. While authentication proce-
dure verifies user identity, authorization defines and maintains access con-
trols of content within the system. In web services such as social networks,
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in which users define and change their relationships, groups or privacy of
their content, specifying the authorization and authentication are challeng-
ing. Flaws in the implementation or specification of user credentials in web
services are still among top security concerns reported by Open Web Ap-
plication Security Project (OWASP) [105]. The reason behind this problem
is that the development of service-based systems has been evolving rapidly,
resulting in poor software quality [77].
Software quality is mainly achieved through applying verification and
validation (V&V) procedures throughout software development life-cycle
[2]. The goal of verification and validation is to produce precise and cor-
rect systems. V&V have been described from different perspectives which
are provided in the literature [47]. In the context of software engineering,
verification and validation are defined as follows:
Verification determines whether the products of a given devel-
opment phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that
phase [47].
Validation evaluates a system or component during or at the
end of the development process to determine whether it satisfies
specified requirements [47].
In other words, verification provides evidence that the system conforms
to requirements (e.g., for correctness, completeness, consistency) for all sys-
tem life-cycle activities. In addition to manual reviews and walkthroughs,
verification can also include formal and mathematical activities such as
model-checking and theorem proving to determine the correctness of sys-
tem behavior. In contrast, validation includes a set of activities such as
executing the system to gain confidence that the system can accomplish
its intended use, goals, and objectives. Software testing is the method of
V&V, examining software product compliance with specifications in each
development stage, as well as evaluating them against user requirements.
In a typical testing process, the requirements of a system under test
(SUT) are analyzed to define the test criteria that are used to design test
cases. After test design, the test cases are implemented into executable test
scripts, which include a test oracle. The executable tests generate a range of
inputs and check if the expected output is received, based on the test oracle.
While the testing process for most types of software systems is relatively
the same, many new testing techniques have been progressively developed
to deal with their steadily growing complexity [19, 24, 74, 85]. In the scope
of testing web services, studies show that simulating stressful conditions
and applying advanced techniques such as fault injection [112], cross-site
scripting (XSS) [51], threat modeling [78], and mutating input data [62,
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63, 65] can significantly improve the web service quality and speed up the
expensive process of testing.
As software systems are getting more advanced, modeling has been
widely accepted for design and testing [29, 103, 108]. Models reduce the
complexity of specifications by removing unnecessary details and focusing
on more significant parts of the systems. Formal modeling languages are
used to specify complex and critical systems and verify their behavior rigor-
ously. Models can represent either the behavior of a SUT or its environment
or both [45, 46, 49]. In a system that the environment (i.e., nature, human,
or machine) can influence its behavior, using the model of the environment
facilitates evaluating the behavior of the system.
Model-based Testing (MBT) is a testing technique that relies on mod-
els of a SUT and/or its environment to derive test cases [108]. MBT is
primarily a black-box testing technique that generates tests from abstract
behavioral models with the goal to validate that the actual behavior of a
system complies with its specification. In the domain of safety-critical sys-
tems, MBT is becoming an increasingly important technology recommended
by safety standards such as IEC-61508-3 [32]. Such a testing approach that
verifies whether a product performs according to its specified requirements
are referred to as conformance testing.
To achieve a higher quality of software systems in terms of robustness
and security, they need to be tested further under unexpected conditions.
To assess the robustness of a system with MBT, one can model negative test
scenarios that intend to break the functionality of the software. However,
manually defining the possible negative scenarios is generally error-prone
and unfeasible in complex systems. One way to create the invalid tests
is to mutate the test cases by combining MBT and mutation testing. The
combination is known as Model-based Mutation Testing (MBMT) [8] or spec-
ification mutation testing [12]. In MBMT, the original test model is altered
systematically by mutation operators creating multiple versions of a model
(known as mutant models). The mutants can be used for the automatic
generation of mutated test inputs that are executed against the SUT.
With the use of web services in businesses and critical applications, there
is an increasing need for design approaches that support complex scenarios
and timed behavior. Moreover, security concerns such as authentication and
authorization require specific attention in testing. Identifying such proper-
ties and verifying them with formal models have been done in small number
of studies and requires more research. Even though the available MBT test-
ing tools and techniques show valuable results, there are no broadly-adopted
testing method for web services [106]. In a study by Utting et al., [108] on
MBT approaches, it has been identified that using MBT for non-functional
requirements such as security is still an open issue.
Recent surveys by Papadakis et al., [83] and Jia and Harman [50] pro-
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vide a comprehensive overview of the studies in the mutation testing field.
In both surveys, combining mutation testing with other testing methods has
been concluded to be promising. However, the majority of the generated mu-
tants are usually insignificant (i.e., they are equivalent, redundant or trivial
mutants). Due to the complexity of identifying such mutants, in many ap-
proaches, all mutants are used for test execution, which decreases the speed
of the testing and leads to low efficiency in mutation testing. Moreover,
due to dynamic changes in web service features, their security should be
evaluated and measured constantly. Efficiency of evaluating the robustness
and vulnerabilities of web services is, therefore, essential for providing secure
systems as it reflects on their quality of service (QoS) and overall cost and
is the main topic of this thesis [110, 57].
1.1 Research Questions
The overall objective of this thesis is to investigate the use of model-based
testing techniques based on Uppaal timed automata and to enable a model-
based evaluation/verification of robustness and vulnerability of web services,
by employing mutation testing. To achieve these objectives, we define the
following research questions:
(RQ1:) How to design and verify the model of web services
with Uppaal Timed Automata? We explore how to build models from
web service specifications. A correctness property can then be stated with a
formal specification language, which can be used to verify the model auto-
matically via model-checking. (RQ2:) What is the role of environment
models in model-based testing? Namely, we investigate the state-of-the-
art in utilizing environment models to enhance model-based testing. Addi-
tionally, we review application domains and modeling languages that use
environment models. Answering this question will also help to understand
the main features of environment models used for testing web services and
how can they further improve the quality of tests. Which leads to our the
next question: (RQ3:) How to use the model of web services and
their environment for functional testing? We plan to extract tests
from models of web services and their environment models and examine the
functional behavior of the web services against their implementations. Be-
side testing functionality of web services, another important issue is to test
the robustness of web services under unexpected conditions. Thus, the next
question is: (RQ4:) How to mutate the models for robustness and
vulnerability testing? We aim to explore a set of mutation operators
to create invalid test inputs that intend to examine the robustness of the
system and expose its vulnerabilities. Generating mutants usually causes
testing overhead and reduces the efficiency of the testing. Therefore, the
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final question to answer is (RQ5:) How to select a subset of mutants
to increase the efficiency of testing? We investigate a mutant reduc-
tion strategy that eliminates insignificant mutants, such as equivalent, or
redundant mutants, to reduce the number of tests.
The research contributions of this thesis and the original publications
address these research questions.
1.2 Research Contributions
In this thesis, we use the formal specification for evaluating the robust-
ness and security of web services with Timed Automata (TA). Figure 1.1
illustrates an overview of the approach which is a combination of multiple
phases. The upper part of the diagram shows the five main steps of our test-
ing approach, while the lower part of the diagram presents the corresponding
activities in each step.
The blue part of the diagram follows the principle of the MBT. From
the requirements, a System Model is created and verified, leading to a Veri-
fied Model. For generating executable test cases, the abstract (model-level)
tests that are derived from the verified model are translated during the Test
Generation step. The test cases, then, will be executed against the imple-
mentation of the SUT and the test results will be analyzed.
Figure 1.1: Overview of our testing approach utilizing MBT (blue) and
MBMT (purple)
The purple part represents the MBMT steps, which start only after the
MBT steps are completed. The precondition for MBMT is that all generated
tests in MBT have passed (i.e., the model conforms to the implementation).
The first step is to generate Mutants, i.e. variations of the Verified Model
with slight changes. These mutants will be used individually for test gen-
eration. However, to select only the relevant mutants, we eliminate Invalid
Mutants and generate tests from the remaining Valid Mutants. The tests are
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executed against the implementation and if an error is detected during test
execution, the model used is considered as Killed Mutant, otherwise, as a
Alive Mutant. The remaining Alive Mutants are further analyzed to reason
whether a defect is present within the implementation or in the specification.
This thesis advances the state of the art by proposing a set of tool-
supported approaches for functional and non-functional model-based testing
of web services in the semantic framework of timed automata. The approach
allows simulation and verification of service specifications, including time
properties, and test generation from such specifications. In addition, it pro-
poses a novel method for model-based mutation testing using Uppaal timed
automata that can be extended and applied to other application domains.
The efficiency of the approach is improved by defining a novel mutation
selection approach which reduces the number of mutants that have to be
executed.
Our testing approach relies on the following contributions, that are pre-
sented in the List of Original Publications on page V.
Designing and Verifying Web Services with Formal Models
The first contribution addresses RQ1 and includes an approach to model web
services and their compositions with Uppaal timed automata, allowing to
simulate and verify the behavior of the web services. Models can either be
built directly from the web service specifications, or can be transformed frm
other modeling languages, such as Unified Modeling Language (UML). As
part of this contribution, we present an approach to convert the specifica-
tions represented as UML models into Uppaal Timed Automata (UTA).
The UML models that we use for transformation consist of State Machines
and Sequence Diagrams. The service requirements are mapped to the UTA
model during the transformation. We define a set of correctness properties
that are included in the specifications and Uppaal model-checker decides
whether the formal specifications satisfies the functional requirements.
This contribution is presented in Publication I and Publication III. Publi-
cation I demonstrates model transformation, verification, model-based test-
ing of a web service composition that consists of three web services that
are orchestrated by a central web service. The central web service (i.e, the
composition service) can invoke other services while exhibits timed behav-
ior. The web service composition is built upon RESTful architecture [89]
and its specification in UML State Machine format is transformed into the
UTA model and then is used for online model-based testing.
Publication III extends the transformation and test generation for web
service composition. A set of transformation rules are defined that maps user
scenarios from UML Sequence Diagrams into UTA models. The resultant
UTA model consists of an environment model (the user behavior) interacting
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with the model of web services. The environment model is used for verifying
the interactions between SUT and its environment and for generating tests
and generating tests.
Exploiting Environment Models for Model-Based Testing
Due to interactions of web services with various systems, or applications,
understanding the role of environment models is essential for the assessment
of web services. The second contribution is to systematically collect, review,
and classify the studies on employing environment modeling in testing. We
define a set of questions that identify the main characteristics of environment
models, the types of systems or application domains that they are applied
to, and how they can facilitate test generation. The literature review is
performed from publications retrieved from different academic publication
databases such as ACM, Science Direct, and Springer.
This contribution addresses RQ2. The complete process of the literature
review is presented in Publication II. The results show that environment
models are especially useful in testing systems with high complexity and non-
deterministic behavior and can improve automatic test generation. Besides,
the environment models can be used for defining invalid test scenarios that
simulate stressful conditions to check some of the non-functional properties
such as robustness and safety of a system.
Chronologically, the literature review performed after the work of Pub-
lication I, as a way to improve the test generation process. The information
that is attained from the results is used to test the behavior of a web service
with environment models, as presented in Publication III.
Testing Functionality of Web services with Uppaal Models
As third contribution of this thesis, we evaluate the functionality of web
service compositions with model-based testing (MBT) using the Uppaal
Tron testing tool. From the model, abstract test cases are derived and
with a test adapter are translated to executable test cases, which are then
automatically executed against the implementation of the web service com-
positions. The presented testing approach is an online testing, in which
each test case is generated and executed based on the result of the previous
test inputs. This testing technique provides an increased probability of test
coverage and an ease of test case maintenance.
This contribution addresses RQ3 and is presented in Publication I and
Publication III. In Publication I, the model of web service composition is
used for the test generation, whereas in Publication III, the environment
model (user behavior) is used for test generation.
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Evaluating the Robustness and Security Vulnerabilities of Web
Service Implementations Using mutations of Uppaal Timed Au-
tomata
The fourth contribution is to mutate test models to automatically generate
invalid test inputs for evaluating the robustness of web services and finding
possible vulnerabilities. To this extent, we implement and extend a set of
mutation operators that systematically change the model and create several
unique mutant models, each carrying a mutation. By applying the MBT
technique on the mutant models, invalid test inputs are generated and ex-
ecuted against the SUT and possible hidden faults in the behavior of the
SUT can be revealed.
This contribution addresses RQ3 and is evaluated in two case studies
within three publications. Publication IV presents the details of the MBMT
approach and evaluates it with the web service composition which was tested
with the MBT approach in Publication I and II. The result of applying
MBMT shows that the system contained some hidden faults that were not
exposed by the MBT approach. The second case study consists of user
interactions via social web services. Publication V describes a model of
single-user activity within a blog web service and tests its implementation.
Publication VI presents multi-user activities results of the experiment and
shows that mutating specifications helps in detecting faults that could not
be revealed in MBT conformance testing previously.
Defining Mutant Selection Criteria for Model Mutations to Im-
prove MBMT Approach
One of the main challenges in generating mutations is to distinguish sig-
nificant mutants from a large number of trivial or unsuitable mutants. As
the fifth contribution, we tackle this problem by defining mutation-selection
criteria that eliminate equivalent, or unreachable (i.e., the mutated part of
the model is not reachable and thus, the mutated behavior can never be
enabled) mutants. This contribution includes modifying the process of se-
lecting mutants with model-checking. A mutation-selection technique for
timed automata is defined to systematically verify each generated mutant
and increase the efficiency of the testing approach. This contribution an-
swers RQ3 and is presented in Publication VI.
Developing a Supporting Tool for MBMT
Our last contribution is related to implementing a tool for automating muta-
tion generation and verification. As a part of the improvement in the MBMT
approach, we develop a tool named µUTA that automates mutation gener-
ation, mutation verification, and mutation-selection processes. It consists of
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several mutation operators, each systematically alters elements of Uppaal
models such as deleting edges, or changing variables. From each mutation
operator, various unique mutant models are generated. For each mutation
operator, a set of model-checking rules such as reachability or deadlock free-
ness is defined that distinguishes invalid mutants and eliminates them from
test generation. The tool is introduced primarily in Publication IV and
Publication V. The tool is modified in Publication VI to support new muta-
tion operators and mutation-selection criteria. This contribution partially
addresses RQ3 and RQ4.
1.3 Overview of Original Publications
In this section, a summary of original publications is presented as well as
the contribution of the authors towards the publications, the relationship
between the publications and how they address the research questions posed
in Section 1.1. The research questions are addressed in 6 publications as
listed in Table 1.1.
Publication Research
Questions
Case Study Model Testing Activity
I RQ1, RQ3 Hotel-Booking UML (SM)
& UTA
MBT
II RQ1, RQ2 - - -
III RQ1, RQ3 Hotel-Booking UML(SD)&
UTA
Environment model,
MBT
IV RQ4 Hotel-Booking UTA MBMT, robustness,
Testing tool
V RQ4, RQ5 Blog UTA MBMT, robustness
VI RQ1, RQ4,
RQ5
Blog UTA MBMT, security
Table 1.1: Original publications, the research questions they addressed, case
studies used, modeling formalism, and testing activity
Publication I introduces an MBT approach for validating a web service
composition. The functional requirements of a web service are transformed
from UML State Machine (SM) to Uppaal TA, and the model is veri-
fied with model-checking. The study answers RQ1 and RQ2 using a Hotel
Booking web service composition as a case study.
To extend the validation process with various test cases, we study the role
of environments in test generation. Publication II is a systematic literature
review to understand the state of the art of environment modeling in MBT.
RQ2 is answered by defining search criteria and carefully selecting related
work on MBT approaches.
The results of Publication II are used to include environment models in
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our MBT approach. In Publication III, we transform user scenarios in the
form of UML Sequence Diagrams (SD) into UTA and include user behavior
in the model of Hotel Booking. This study also addresses RQ1 and RQ2.
In Publication IV, we utilize MBT for testing the robustness of web
services by combining MBT and mutation testing. From UTA model of
the Hotel Booking, various unique mutants are generated, each artificially
creates invalid test inputs to evaluate the robustness of the implementation
of the SUT. We introduce our model-based mutation testing tool, µUTA,
which systematically generates mutants from the UTA model. The result of
the study answers RQ3.
Publication V reports an experiment of our approach on a different case
study, Blog, with different properties. The test model is created in UTA
directly from the Use Case Diagram. The study answers RQ3 and RQ4.
In Publication VI, the model of Blog is extended by adding security
properties such as authentication and authorization for users. In this study,
we define the security requirements for two users that have access to shared
resources via Blog. We also improve µUTA by introducing two more mu-
tation operators and mutation-selection criteria. The work addresses RQ2,
RQ3, and RQ4.
In the following, we highlight the contributions of the author in each
publication.
Publication I: An Integrated Approach for Designing and Validat-
ing REST Web Service Compositions
In this publication, we present a model-based testing approach. The tar-
get subject in this paper is to model and test a web service composition,
such as hotel booking that orchestrates other web services, such as banking,
searching, and booking web services. In web service compositions, a user
only uses one web service interface, namely a web application to book a
hotel and all other interactions among web services are hidden. We show
how a web service requirements modeled in the UML modeling language are
transformed into UTA models. The transformed model is verified using the
(T)CTL model-checking technique. Once the model of the web service is
verified, it is used for generating test cases to evaluate the correctness of the
implementation of the web service. We develop a test adapter to translate
the model-level tests into executable test inputs and execute them with the
Uppaal Tron testing tool.
Author’s contribution: Faezeh Siavashi applied the transformation
of the model and verified it based on the web service requirements. The
author also set up a test adapter and performed online MBT and evaluated
the approach by comparing the results with the result of applying code-based
mutation testing.
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Publication II: Environment Modeling in Model-Based Testing:
Concepts, Prospects and Research Challenges. A Systematic Lit-
erature Review
In this publication, we aim to understand the-state-of-art of using environ-
ment models and their advantage in MBT. First, we define a set of research
questions to identify the scope of our review, then we retrieve related work,
read them and analyze them to answer our research questions. From the
result, we conclude that using environment models can be helpful in robust-
ness testing, safety testing, and regression testing. Besides, we discuss what
modeling languages have been used in related research to capture environ-
ment behavior.
Author’s contribution: Faezeh Siavashi defined the research ques-
tions, conducted retrieving and reviewing papers from different scientific
databases under supervision of Dragos Truscan. The search process in-
cluded defining search strings, collecting data from the selected papers and
analyzing them.
Publication III: Scenario-Based Design and Validation of REST
Web Service Compositions
We utilize the results from Publication II to employ environment modeling
best practices to design test models. Similar case study as Publication I is
used in this study. We define a set of transformation rules that maps from
elements in UML sequence diagram to corresponding UTA model separating
user behavior (as an environment model) from the web service behavior (the
SUT model). We verify that the UTA model complies with the service re-
quirements via model-checking technique and execute tests that are derived
form the environment model against the implementation of the web service
composition. We evaluate our approach in environment model-based testing
by applying a number of code mutations.
Author’s contribution: The main idea was developed in collaboration
with all authors. Faezeh Siavashi defined the transformation steps from the
sequence diagram to a UTA environment model and defined verification rules
for the requirements in the model. Furthermore, she evaluated the testing
approach by comparing it with the previous study.
Publication IV: On Mutating UPPAAL Timed Automata to As-
sess Robustness of Web Services
In this publication, the goal is to assess the robustness of web services. We
further examine the robustness of the web service composition that its func-
tionality is evaluated previously in Publication I and III. Specifications of
the web service composition are modeled in UTA, and online MBT is used
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to verify the conformance between the model and the implementation. We
adopt, modify a set of well-defined mutation operators for UTA and generate
mutants. The mutants provide artificial invalid test inputs to examine the
vulnerabilities of the system under test. We evaluate our approach by em-
ploying it for testing the web service composition and comparing the results
with the test results from the MBT approach in Publication I and III. The
experiment shows that the mutating specifications are useful in detecting
errors that were not revealed previously in the conventional conformance
testing methods.
Author’s contribution: Faezeh Siavashi proposed the idea of mutation
generation, extracted a set of previously defined mutation operators, and
conducted an experiment on testing web service compositions. She evaluated
the approach under supervision of Dragos Truscan and Juri Vain.
Publication V: Testing Web Services with Model-based Mutations
In this publication, we improve our MBMT approach by experimenting on
a different type of web service, such as a social network, in which the user’s
activities are intensive and they can create and manage groups, news feeds,
and relationships which brings more complexity in testing such web services.
Moreover, we modify the mutation generation process by detecting and elim-
inating equivalent mutants, which have identical input-output behavior with
the original test model, thus are not valuable for mutation testing. The
process of detecting equivalent mutants is done by applying bi-simulation,
which executes each mutant against the original model and compares its
input-output sequence and criteria. The resulting mutants are then used in
the online testing tool, Uppaal Tron to check whether the latter allows for
unspecified behavior. The experiment shows that the proposed approach of
mutating the specifications is effective in detecting errors both in the system
functionality and in the test model.
Author’s contribution: Faezeh Siavashi designed and specified the
model of the case study from the requirements, verified the model and
conducted conformance testing and model-based mutation testing with the
model of Blog and its user and evaluated the results.
Publication VI: Vulnerability Assessment of Web services using
Model-based Mutation Testing
In this publication, we improve our MBMT approach by experimenting on
a different type of web service, such as a social network, in which the user’s
activities are intensive. As such, users can create and manage groups, news
feeds, and relationships which brings more complexity in testing such web
services. Furthermore, we modify the mutation generation process by detect-
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ing and eliminating equivalent mutants, which have identical input-output
behavior with the original test model, thus are not valuable for mutation
testing. The process of detecting equivalent mutants is done by applying
bi-simulation, which executes each mutant against the original model and
compares its input-output sequence and criteria. The resulting mutants are
then used in the online testing tool, Uppaal Tron to check whether the
latter allows for unspecified behavior. The experiment shows that the pro-
posed approach of mutating the specifications is effective in detecting errors
both in the system functionality and in the test model.
Author’s contribution: Faezeh Siavashi suggested the idea of the
study and designed and verified multi-user behavior of a social web ser-
vice using UTA model. The mutation-selection criteria were defined with
the collaboration of all authors.
1.4 Research Settings
The research approach we followed in this thesis work is a combination of
design science, which is more concerned with building artifacts, and empir-
ical studies, which are based on applying experiments. Figure 1.1 presents
the testing approach that we present in this thesis including modeling and
verification, test generation, test execution, mutation generation and muta-
tion execution. The major part of this research revolves around model-based
design and model-based mutation. The presented testing technologies are
validated in two industrial projects.
The research on model-based testing was initiated as part of the PAM
project [82] including five Finnish industrial partners. The focus of the
project was on investigating the capability of model-based testing principles
in the continuous integration process in the telecommunication domain. The
goal of the project was to evaluate the use of model-based testing to address
the increasing complexity of software specifications, to enable test design
automation and to provide dedicated tool support for industrial software
testing. The author’s task in this project was to study MBT for online and
offline testing and evaluate a real-time system’s behavior based on various
test cases. As outcomes of research in this project, Publication I and III are
reported.
The next phase of research included conducting a comprehensive study
on the principles of model-based testing, their domains, and potentials on
advancing test automation. Furthermore, using models for combining mu-
tation testing techniques with model-based testing was investigated in this
phase. The Faculty of Science and Engineering funded this part of the
research at Åbo Akademi University. Publication II and IV and V are con-
ducted during this phase.
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Finally, the last phase of the thesis has been done within MegaM@rt2
European project [75] which is a large scale project with 27 academic and
industrial partners from Finland and other European countries. The goal
of the project is to reduce the cost of software development and testing and
in deploying scalable model-based methods. The objective of the project
was also to assess the vulnerability of intensive software with model-based
mutation testing. Publication VI is the result of the research during this
phase.
1.5 Structure of Thesis
The thesis is prepared as a collection of peer-reviewed articles and contains
two parts. Part I provides a summary of the research, while Part II presents
the original publications. Part I continues as follows: Chapter 2 provides
essential background and covers essential related work. Chapter 3 presents
a summary of the main contributions of this thesis and focuses on answering
the research questions. Finally, Chapter 4 presents discussions and evalua-
tions of the study and draws plans for some future works.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related
Work
This chapter is divided into the following parts. First, we briefly present
the concept of testing software quality, its different approaches, and ter-
minologies. Next, an overview of web services is provided including their
robustness and security concerns and related work on testing web services.
Besides, the preliminaries of modeling frameworks such as UML and UTA
formalism are presented and the related studies are provided on using mod-
els for model-based testing. Finally, the concept of Model-Based Mutation
Testing with UTA is presented and related work in different studies is de-
scribed. We compare related work on model-based mutation testing with
our approach.
2.1 Overview on Software Testing
As mentioned in Chapter 1, software testing is a method of examining the
compliance of software products with their specifications in each stage of
software development, as well as evaluating them against user requirements.
The goal of software testing is to increase the confidence in the correctness of
a software product by executing certain test data with the intent of finding
inconsistencies. IEEE Standards Collection for Software Engineering [116]
has classified different types of anomalies as follows: A human action that
creates an incorrect result in a software product is referred to as an error.
Misconception and misunderstanding of software specifications or incorrect
implementations are common causes of errors. The lack of success in a sys-
tem or system component to perform the required function within specified
limits is known as failure. It is an externally visible deviation from the sys-
tem’s specifications. Manifestation of an error during software execution is
called a fault (defect). Incorrect processes or wrong data definitions can lead
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to faults. Detecting faults has been explored from different perspectives, and
various testing approaches have been presented [76].
In most traditional testing approaches, the testing activity accompanies
the software development process. A software development process starts
with user and system requirements analyses, followed by system architec-
ture, designing components, and implementation [5]. As shown in Figure 2.1,
for each stage of the development, different levels of testing are provided.
To assess the software with respect to its specifications, acceptance testing
can be applied, while to evaluate the end to end user scenarios across the
components that make up the system, system testing can be used. Inte-
gration testing and unit testing can be applied to assess the integration of
the components and evaluate the correctness of the individual components
respectively.
Figure 2.1: Traditional software development process with testing activity.
Reprinted [or adapted] from [5]
From a more abstract perspective, testing is divided into two types:
black-box and white-box testing [84]. Black-box testing is a testing method,
in which the internal structure of the system under test (SUT) is not known.
Thus, the test focus is on the observable behavior of the system under test.
In contrast, white-box testing is a testing method in which the implemen-
tation of a system under test is known. It is based on an analysis of the
internal structure of the system by measuring coverage of code, branches,
paths or conditions in the implementation of the system under test.
Many studies have presented tools and frameworks based on test gen-
eration strategies and algorithms that are surveyed, same as previously
[19, 24, 74, 85]. These frameworks automate the test generation process,
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reduce the time of testing, and increase the possibility of finding certain
faults that otherwise may not be possible to detect.
Despite the widespread use of testing in the contemporary software in-
dustry, ensuring that the software works correctly in practice is challenging.
The first challenge originates from the well-known limitation in testing as
introduced by Dijkstra: “Testing shows the presence, not the absence of
bugs (faults)” [21]. In other words, testing may be able to detect a fault
in a system, but it cannot ensure that the system is fault-free. Therefore,
test inputs should be designed to explore more extensive and more complex
behavior of the system.
Software applications are constantly upgraded to newer versions. Usu-
ally, large numbers of test cases are designed and executed to examine the
correctness of new features. Moreover, the integration of the newly added
parts with the rest of the programs should be tested before each new re-
lease. As a result, continuous testing of programs and maintaining the test
cases are generally expensive and time-consuming, and in many projects, the
testing process is terminated before products are tested thoroughly. This
problem is evidence of the need for defining and establishing testing methods
that can effectively reduce the cost of testing.
In recent years, many new testing techniques are progressively developed
that can detect many unknown and hidden faults in systems that were pre-
viously tested. Many studies have presented tools and frameworks based
on test generation strategies and algorithms that are surveyed, the same as
previously [19, 24, 74, 85]. These frameworks automate the test generation
process, reduce the time of testing, and increase the possibility of finding
certain faults that otherwise may not be possible to detect.
In this thesis, the testing approach involves the system level and ac-
ceptance level in the V model in Figure 2.1. Specifications and user re-
quirements of web services are instantiated as models.Our testing process
comprises the requirements of the SUT are analyzed to define the test cri-
teria that are used to design test cases. From the test model, abstract test
cases are generated and converted into executable test cases. The executable
tests create a range of test inputs that are defined in the test design stage.
Finally, the tests are executed against the system and results are evaluated.
2.2 Overview on Web Services
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a software paradigm where compo-
nents are created with a well-defined interface, and each component contains
a distinct functionality known as a service [25]. Service-oriented applications
are loosely coupled, meaning that they have little or no knowledge of internal
structures of other services [52]. This feature makes SOA applications to be
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independent of any specific technology. SOA allows developers to combine
and reuse existing services in the production of new applications in an ad
hoc manner. For instance, an online shopping system can be created by
utilizing other services such as online payment and delivery services that
are already provided by other businesses.
A web service is an example of SOA offered by a machine or an electronic
device via the World Wide Web [15] and intended for machine-to-machine
communication. Web services are self-contained applications, can be pub-
lished over a network and can be invoked or updated remotely via Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [61]. Messages between web services can be in
machine-readable file formats such as Extensible Markup Language (XML)
[38] and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [11].
The most common technology choice for transferring messages is Sim-
ple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)[15]. A SOAP web service defines the
structure of messages with Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) [102].
WSDL creates a machine-readable description of how a service can be in-
voked, what parameters it accepts, and what data structures it returns
whereas SOAP sets up processing rules for information exchanged between
the service provider and receivers. Both SOAP and WSDL are XML-based.
Thus, all messages are required to be encoded into XML format. The draw-
back of using SOAP web services is that in web services with intensive
communications, processing data to XML format causes massive overhead.
A less restrictive form of SOA is called REpresentational State Transfer
(REST), which is more flexible in the format of data transfer in the web [26].
RESTful systems use stateless operations, meaning that the server does not
need to retain the status of each client’s communications. By utilizing the
stateless protocol, RESTful web services achieve high performance, reliabil-
ity, and re-usability. Unlike SOAP, creating REST requests and responses
are done merely with HTTP URL connections and the format of data can be
in XML, JSON, or HTML. As REST architecture is lightweight and format-
agnostic, it has become a popular standard for many companies. Several
major companies such as Amazon, Linked In, and eBay have transformed
their web service technologies to REST.
Vulnerabilities and Security risks in Web Services
Web services usually concentrate large amounts of sensitive data related to
their users and are expected to be responsible for their integrity and security.
The security of web services is an important focus of software testing. Due
to the distributed and loosely coupled nature of web services, vulnerabilities
of these systems should be continuously examined before attackers exploit
them [93].Vulnerability is a weakness of an asset that can be exploited by
one or more threats, where an asset is anything that has value to the or-
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ganization including information resources [48]. A threat is an event with
the potential to impact operations or assets of a system via unauthorized
access, destruction, disclosure, modification of information, or denial of ser-
vice [48]. Any weakness in specifications, design or implementation could
make a system vulnerable to threats.
Authentication and authorization are the two main ways of securing
a web service and the data it maintains. Authentication is the process
of verifying a user’s identity, while authorization is the process of proving
the user’s permission to access resources provided by a web service. For
instance, in a social network, when users sign in (authentication), they can
manage/edit their profiles, however, to change, or add to shared resources,
such as other page’s news feeds, group chats, etc., they require access right
(authorization). Since such systems are dynamic and change constantly,
evaluating the correctness of their security requirements are challenging.
A large body of studies has been presented for testing the security of
different types of systems. However, we focus on relevant work that has
been done for testing the robustness and security of web services. Fault
injection [112], cross-site scripting (XSS) [51], and threat modeling [78] are
some of the common methods in evaluating the security of web services.
Fault injection is based on inducing faults in a system to penetrate its func-
tionality. XSS is an example of fault injection in which malicious scripts
are seeded into web applications to assess their robustness. Several studies
such as [34, 69, 93, 94] present different XSS approaches. Threat modeling
describes a set of security aspects and possible attacks in a system. This
method allows developers to identify risks in early phases of software devel-
opment [18, 104].
Mutation testing of web services and applications has been advocated
as a promising methodology for evaluating their security. A comprehensive
analysis is done on all available mutation testing methods by Jia and Harman
in [50]. More recently, Papadakis et al. presented the current state of the art
in the field of mutation testing, model-based mutation testing, and the open
challenges [83]. Mutation can be applied to the communications between
client and server and malicious behavior in the communications can be tested
[23]. It can be also done in transferred data such as XML messages [63],
XML schema [65], or the web semantics [62].
Lee and Offutt defined a set of mutation operators for XML data models
to mutate inputs in web components [63]. Li and Miller presented a mutation
of XML schema to create invalid XML data automatically [65]. Lee et al.
presented ontology-based mutation operators on OWL-S, which is an XML-
based language for specifying semantics on web services [62]. They mutated
semantics such as data mutation and condition mutation in specifications
and compared the behavior of the mutated specifications with the expected
one.
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The main difference of the testing approach that we are presenting in this
thesis and the related work is that in the related work that is discussed above,
the input data are mutated, while in our work, we mutate the behavior of the
SUT or the environment to check the SUT’s expected behavior. For instance,
the sequence of the request/response that is designed in a web service is
mutated in our approach to evaluating the behavior of the web service in
the presence of unusual inputs. Another difference is that the SUTs are built
upon RESTful architectural styles, whereas the related work is mainly on
SOAP web services. Moreover, we combine MBT with mutation testing and
generate mutated tests for our case studies. We extend the testing approach
for evaluating security vulnerabilities by modeling the authentication and
authorization of users and define mutations for them.
2.3 Modeling Frameworks
Using models as a way of describing the behavior of the system has the
advantage of simplifying the design and focusing on more important parts
of the system by abstracting the details. Modeling helps to understand and
predict the behavior of complex systems with intense internal and external
interactions [27]. Modeling has been adopted in developing, testing, and
automating the verification and validation processes.
Unified Modeling Language (UML)
UML is a modeling language that has been widely used in both industry
and research. It is a standard method of visualizing the design of software
systems by abstracting away the details of the requirements [90]. UML
provides different types of diagrams that help developers to understand the
system from different points of view. Usually, in developing systems, UML
models are used as part of the specification to facilitate understanding of
some complex parts of the systems.
Some types represent structural information, and others represent gen-
eral types of behavior such as interactions among components or systems.
Depending on the need of the system under design or test, a specific type
of diagrams such as sequence diagram, or state diagram are created. A se-
quence diagram represents an interaction between components (or objects)
in sequential order. A state diagram is used to give an abstract description
of the states of a system.
Execution of a system can be defined as a sequence of events that change
the state of the system. A set of such execution sequences is known as the
behavior of the system [4]. Systems with finite numbers of states can be
defined with finite-state modeling formalism. Finite automata (FA) and
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finite state machines (FSMs) are formal models that are used to simulate
the sequential execution of computer systems.
Figure 2.3 shows an excerpt of two UML diagrams, sequence diagram
and state machine of an ATM.
Figure 2.2: Excerpt Sequence Diagram of an ATM
Figure 2.3: Excerpt State Machine of an ATM
Timed Automata Formalism
Although Finite automata and FSMs offer effective constructions and deci-
sion procedures for automatically controlling and analyzing system behavior,
they do not modeling and verification of support timing constraints. In the
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early ’90s, Alur and Dill [4] introduced Timed automata (TA) to represent
more accurately the behavior of real-time systems.
TA are finite automata that are enriched with several real-time clocks
that can be reset during the system execution. A timed automaton is defined
as a set of locations and directed edges that can connect the locations, and
use real-valued variables called clocks to measure the elapse of time. A timed
automaton can execute individually or in synchrony with other automata.
During the execution of the TA, all clocks increase at the same speed. Clocks
can be updated or reset along with the edges of TA. Traversing an edge can
be constrained by guards which enable or disable executing the edge.
If there is more than one enabled edge at a time, then one of them
will be chosen non-deterministically. According to [43], this characteristic
provides more freedom to design non-deterministic behavior in the systems
with arbitrary discrete events, such as real-time systems.
Formally, a timed automaton can be defined as follows:
Definition 1. Timed Automaton (TA) Let C be a set of non-
negative real valued variables of n clocks and G(C) be a set of clock con-
straints that are conjunctions in form of x ./ c, where x ∈ G, c ∈ N, and
./∈ {≤, <,=, >,≥}. Let v : C → R≥c indicate a real value is assigned to
every clock c ∈ C and Let U(C) denote the set of updates of clocks. A timed
automaton is a tuple (L, l0, I, E), where:
• L is a finite set of locations and l0 ∈ L is initial location;
• E ⊂ L×A×G(C)×2c×L is a set of edges including an action, a guard
and a set of clocks.
• I : L→ G(C) assigns invariants of location.
The semantics of a timed automaton is a timed transition system [9],
where a transition is denoted by l
a,g,u−−−→ l′, iff (l, g, a, u, l′) ∈ E. A state in TA
is defined in form of s = (l, v), where l is a location and v is a non-negative
clock value vector that satisfies the invariant of l. A TA progresses either
by changing from a state to other by executing an edge, i.e., (l, v)
a−→ (l′, v′),
or by staying in a location and passing time, i.e, (l, v)
d−→ (l, v + d), as long
as the invariant of location l is true.
In modeling distributed systems, a component can be defined as a timed
automaton that can interact with other components. In such systems, a
component has little or no knowledge about states or internal transitions in
other components. Lynch described such systems as Timed Input/Output
automata [70]. Actions in such systems are in three types: input, output, and
internal. The input and output actions in a timed automaton are used to
interact with its environment, whereas the internal actions are only visible to
the automaton itself. Input actions come from the environment and cannot
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be controlled by the automaton, however, internal and output actions are
generated and controlled by the automaton.
A timed I/O automaton can be formally defined as follow:
Definition 2. Timed Input-Output Automata
Timed Input-Output Automata (TIOA) is an extension of TA, in a way
that the actions set, A is divided into two sets of inputs and outputs actions,
Ai and Ao respectively. Thus, for each input action in the system, there is
an output. A TIOA, A is a tuple < IA, OA, LA, l
0
A, CA, TA >, where:
• IA is a finite set of inputs, labeled by ”?”, OA is a finite set of outputs,
labeled by ”!”,
• LA is a set of locations that indicates the state of the system after the
transition,
• l0A is the initial location,
• CA is a set of clocks instantiated to zero at l0A, and
• TA is a set of transitions in the system.
Modeling with UPPAAL Timed Automata
Uppaal is a tool providing a platform for modeling, validation, and verifica-
tion of real-time systems that are modeled as networks of timed-automata [59].
Compared to TA it is extended with data types such as bounded integers and
arrays as well as with synchronization mechanisms/actions via channels and
committed and urgent locations. The tool has been applied for verification
and testing in a wide range of case studies including real-time systems, web
services, protocols, and has improved to a mature model checker [14, 44, 88].
The formal definition of Uppaal TA is as follows:
Definition 3. Uppaal Timed Automata (UTA)
An UTA, Ai is a tuple < Li, l
0
i , C,A,Ei, Ii >, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where:
• Li is a set of locations in Ai automaton,
• l0i is the initial location in Ai,
• C is a set of clocks set to zero at l0i ,
• A is a set of actions,
• Ei, Ei ⊆ Li ×Ai ×B(C)× 2C × L is a set of edges between locations
with an action, a guard, and a set of clocks to be reset,
• I = L→ B(C) assigns invariants to locations.
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UTA model can be composed to form a network of UTA (NUTA) as
the parallel composition of n UTA that communicate via shared variables,
clocks, and transitions. As mentioned above, Uppaal extends TA with
other data types in addition to clocks. In Uppaal TA, due to the distinction
between local and global variables, it is possible to model systems and their
environment as separate interacting automata. Such functionality enables
refining the specification of either of a system or the environment without
having a significant change in the other. Moreover, various testing goals can
be designed in the environment such as safety, robustness, user scenarios.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a UTA. The model of a system (on the
left) and its environment (on the right) can be synchronized by channels over
edges. Channels are labeled by “!” as emitting and “?” as receiving. In this
example, the environment can trigger the system by executing “a!”, which is
synchronized with the same action as “a?”. In response, the system can only
execute “b!”, which in the environment can be received by “b?”. Within
a limited time (i.e., cl ≤ 10), “c?” can be executed by the environment,
followed by “b!” from the system and incrementing n by 1. This sequence
will continue until n > 5, which enables execution of “d!” and taking the
environment to the “Final” state. This example shows the potential of UTA
to leverage modeling complex systems by supporting parallel transitions of
different automata.
Figure 2.4: An example of a UTA model and its environment
Reachability Analysis in UTA
A UTA model of a system can be analyzed for correctness, i.e. if a
particular requirement will be satisfied during the execution of the model.
In this thesis, we resort to model checking reachability properties to identify
traces of execution that support identifying abstract test cases.
Reachability problem in UTA is represented in terms of a finite sym-
bolic state space and symbolic computation steps. A symbolic state denoted
as (l,D), where l is a location of a timed automaton and D, clocks valua-
tions, represents {(l′, v)|l′ = l ∧ v ∈ D}. The initial state of the automaton
is (l0, D0), where D0 = {v|(l0, vo) d−→ (l0, v)}. The reachability for sym-
bolic state indicates that the location l is reachable at some point in time.
A symbolic computation step is defined in the form of (l,D)
a−→ (l′, D′),
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representing an action followed by some delay. An action is reachable iff
(l, v)
a−→ (l′, v′) and D′ = {v′′|(l, v) a−→ (l′, v′) ∧ (l, v′) d−→ (l′′, v′′) ∧ v ∈ D}.
The Uppaal model checker contains an engine for verifying such proper-
ties [7]. Once a model of a system is verified based on its specification, it can
be used for validation of the behavior of SUT or environment it models. Up-
paal utilizes an online testing tool, Tron ,which generates test cases from
UTA models and executes them against systems. In the following section,
we describe how to use a UTA model for automatic test generation.
In the context of modeling web services, UML is the most commonly used
approach for specifying the behavior of web services and their compositions
[91]. UML provides a standard for expressing the semantics of web services
as described by [6, 54, 71]. Besides, modeling web service compositions with
UML are investigated in [36, 101].
Web services are also verified with model checking techniques, which are
surveyed in [10] and [92]. Directed graphs have been used by Leymann et al.
to model the sequence of interactions in web services [64], while Petri nets
are reported in [107, 16] and [95] for designing web services formulated in
specification languages. Petri net models were also applied for verification
and testing web service compositions in a number of studies such as [37, 68,
79, 96, 114].
Several studies have been done on the transformation of models of web
services to verify their dynamic behavior. For instance, [13, 20, 22] present
the transformation of models to ensure the correctness of web services with
time restrictions. In these studies, the web service compositions are speci-
fied by transforming Web Service Choreography Description Language (WS-
CDL) into Timed Automata and verified the model by Uppaal. Similarly,
in [31] an approach is presented that converts Business Process Execu-
tion Language (BPEL) specifications of web services into automata that
are bounded with guards, translated into Promela language, and verified
with SPIN model-checker. We transform UML models (state machine di-
agram and sequence diagram) of web services into Uppaal TA and verify
the transformed model by tracing the requirements reachability in UTA.
2.4 Model-Based Testing
According to Utting and Legeard, Model-based Testing (MBT) is a testing
paradigm that combines formal models and conventional testing techniques
while offering faster and cheaper results [108]. In model-based testing, it
is assumed that the model can be used as the oracle (i.e, a pivot to deter-
mine the correctness of a system) of the corresponding system [113]. Con-
sequently, differences between the behavior of a model and the observed
behavior of the system help in finding bugs in the system [73]. MBT is
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primarily a black-box testing technique that generates tests from abstract
behavioral models. In the domain of safety-critical systems, MBT is be-
coming an increasingly important technology recommended by IEC-61508-3
[32]. The goal of MBT is to validate that the actual behavior of a system
complies with its specification. Such testing approach that verifies whether
a product performs according to its specified requirements is categorized as
conformance testing.
Generally, MBT contains three main phases, modeling, test generation,
and test execution. Figure 2.5 shows a diagram including MBT phases. The
model of a system specifies the expected behavior of the system or/and its
environment. The modeling phase usually includes also verification of the
system specification, based on its requirements.
In the test generation phase, test cases are derived from the model. Test
cases that are derived from the model are abstract, and they should be
later converted into executable test cases. In most MBT environments, a
mapping between the model-level (abstract) test cases and executable test
cases is implemented by test adapters.
In the test execution phase, the executable tests are run against the SUT,
and the results determine if there is any difference between the behavior of
the model and the SUT by examining actual against expected outputs. If
a fault is found during the test execution, the test verdict is considered as
failed, and the SUT or the model should be debugged (fixed). Once the test
cases comply with the SUT, the test verdict is considered as passed.
Figure 2.5: Overview of the steps in Model-Base Testing
Online Model-Based Testing With UPPAAL-TRON
Uppaal Tron is an online testing tool from the Uppaal family and is
suited for black-box conformance testing of systems with timing constraints
[44]. It generates symbolic timed traces of UTA models.
A symbolic timed trace TTrS of a UTA model is a sequence of symbolic
states, each state being defined as a tuple (l,D, v), where l is a location,
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D is the clock constraints and v a set of non-negative variables’ values.
Similar to the TA progress described above, a transition in UTA from a
symbolic state to another is possible either by an action or by some delay
(l,D, v)
a/d−−→ (l′, D′, v′).
Tron takes the environment constraints of a system into account. Thus,
the model of a system and its environment are defined as TIOAs, where the
model is split into two parts that of the SUT and the environment. These
parts are synchronized by input/output actions. The interaction between
the system and its environment are identified as observable actions in Tron.
The actions within the SUT (or environment) with other systems are known
as internal actions and are not observable. During the execution, these
internal actions are abstracted as delays by Tron. Therefore, conformance
testing contains delays and observable actions.
Definition 4. Relativized Timed Conformance
For input enabled timed input/output labeled transition systems i, s ∈ S
and e ∈ E , relativized timed input/output conformance is defined asl below:
i rtiocoe s ⇔ ∀σ ∈ TTr(e ).Out(〈i, e〉 after σ)
⊆ Out(〈s, e〉 after σ),
where S and E are TIOAs with observable inputs and outputs, i, s and e are
initial states of the implementation under test, specification and environ-
ment respectively. TTr(e ) is a set of timed i/o traces of the environment e,
〈i, e〉 and 〈i, s〉 are observable i/o actions that are synchronized. 〈i, e〉 after σ
indicates that observable trace σ is executed on implementation i via envi-
ronment e and 〈i, e〉 after σ means that an observable trace σ is evaluated
on the specification s via environment e and returned a set of possible states.
Out(states) contains a list of possible output actions or delays.
The practical implication of the previous definitions is that that the
implementation conforms to the specification within a shared environment
if and only if the observable i/o behavior of the implementation conforms
to that of the specification. Thus, the result of conformance testing with
Tron will be one of the three cases: passed, failed, or inconclusive. When
the specified behavior in the model conforms with the implementation, the
test will pass; otherwise, it will fail. If the output is not in the set of inputs
for the environment or no input/output is provided within the defined time
(test timeouts), then the test result is interpreted as inconclusive.
2.5 Model-Based Mutation Testing
To achieve a higher quality of software systems in terms of robustness and
safety, they need to be tested further under unexpected conditions. To mea-
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sure the robustness of the software, one can design several invalid scenarios
and test whether the software can operate correctly even with invalid inputs.
Modeling all possible conditions may not be feasible or scalable. It is, thus,
required to develop automatic construction of invalid test inputs that simu-
late unexpected conditions. One way to automatically generate invalid test
inputs is to combine MBT with mutation testing to obtain a more powerful
testing technique, known as Model-based Mutation Testing (MBMT) [8] or
specification mutation testing [12].
In MBMT, the original test model is altered systematically by mutation
operators creating multiple versions of a model (known as mutant models).
The mutants can be used for the automatic generation of invalid test inputs
that are executed against the SUT. The goal in MBMT is to find whether
any invalid tests can pass the testing. Therefore, they can reveal unexpected
behavior (i.e., fault) in the SUT. Hence, MBMT can expose the mistakes
that are caused by the missed or incorrect implementation of requirements.
Once the mutants are generated, the equivalent mutants (i.e., the mutants
that behave as same as the original model) should be detected and eliminated
to reduce the number of executed tests. Besides, to increase the efficiency of
mutation testing, the redundant generated tests should be eliminated, since
more generated tests could kill the same mutants. As such, the minimal
set of tests that maximizes the fault coverage (or mutation score) can be
determined.
Mutation testing has been widely studied for decades and has been im-
proved with a large number of contributions in tools, techniques and empir-
ical studies as reported in [50] and [83]. The central principle in mutation
testing is to evaluate the effectiveness of test cases by injecting artificial
faults to the SUT. If the test cases are strong enough to detect the faults
in the program under test, then they are scored as adequate. Otherwise,
the test cases are not adequate (are weak) and should be changed, or new
tests should be added to diagnose the undetected faults. Injecting faults
involves having a set of rules, called mutation operators, that systematically
modify the syntax of the program. Each mutation operator is in charge of
a specific action such as changing arithmetic operands, negation or omis-
sion. Designing mutation operators depends on the type of programming
language.
In addition to the programming languages, mutation testing has been
studied for specifications or models of a program. The mutation testing for
a specification that is defined as models is known as model-based mutation
testing. The difference between program mutation and specification mu-
tation is that in model-based mutation testing, the mutants are generated
from the test model and not the implementation of the SUT. Therefore,
tests that are generated from the mutant models will exhibit different in-
puts (incl. faulty inputs) against the original SUT. In such condition, if the
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SUT does not detect the mutated test cases, then either the SUT is too
permissive, or there is a fault is an implementation.
In the following, we present the studies on creating mutation operators
in TA and use them to exemplify some of the mutant models.
Mutation Operators for Timed Automata
From a verified test model, numerous altered versions can be constructed and
the tests that are created from the mutants are also mutated [8]. Aboutrab
et al. and Aichernig et al. defined mutation operators of UTA in [1] and [3],
respectively. Table 2.1 presents lists of mutation operators defined in these
studies. Aichernig et al. defined some generic mutation operators, which
slightly alter a given TA. Clocks are considered as same as other variables
and the mutation operators that are applicable for variables, are used for
clocks as well. For instance, µcg, µng, µci, and µir mutate clock variables.
Aboutrab et al. specifically focused on timing properties in their study.
STC, WTC, RTC, RC, and NRC are defined only for clock variables in TA.
They also added three mutation operators for mutating actions. However,
they did not define any operators for other model elements such as data
variables, condition negation, or location.
Table 2.1: Mutation operators of timed-automata
Aichernig et al. [3] Aboutrab et al. [1]
Change Guard(µcg) Shifting Timing Constraints (STC)
Negate Guard (µng) Widening Timing Constraints (WTC)
Change invariant(µci) Restricting Timing Constraints (RTC)
Change action (µca) Exchanging Output Actions (EOA)
Change target (µct) Exchanging Output Actions (EOA)
Change source (µcs) Exchanging Output Actions (EOA)
Sink location (µsl) Resetting a Clock (RC)
Invert reset (µir) Not-Resetting a Clock (NRC)
The elements in TA include locations, actions, guards, and invariants.
Based on the requirements of the case study and the SUT, for each element,
various mutation operators can be defined. Adding a new element entity or
removing an entity are additional mutation operators that can be applied
for each element.
The operators given in these two studies are different in the type of
alternations that are exercised in each element. For instance, Aichernig et
al. define a general mutation operator (µcg) for guards, while Aboutrab et
al. categorize three mutation operators (RTC, WTC, and STC) for timing
guards. Moreover, since the evaluation of real-time systems was the main
focus of the work in Aboutrab et al. [1] case study, the mutation operators
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are defined for timing constraints, while Aichernig et al. [3] define more
diverse and general mutation operators.
We developed a selection of the mutation operators of TA presented by
these studies for testing the robustness of web services. Similar to [3], we
applied mutations on non-deterministic models, however, in their work, they
use only the UTA model of the IUT and do not consider the environment.
In our approach, each mutant is a closed model communicating with its
environment as well as other systems.
MBMT has been studied and advanced in other modeling languages as
well as optimized in test generation and test execution. A comprehensive
study is conducted in [83], illustrating a wide range of case studies, tools,
and empirical studies in the literature.
The TA mutation operators in [3] and [1] have been adopted, extended
and applied also in other studies, such as [66] and [60]. Lindstrom et al. ex-
tended the MBMT for timed automata for aspect-oriented models. In their
approach, each aspect of a system under test is modeled as an individual
automaton connected to a base automaton [66].
Larsen et al. use the mutation operators with the tool Ecdar, which
belongs to the Uppaal tool family. They used it to perform conformance
checks between the correct specification and the mutants using time re-
finement [60]. Belli et al. proposed two elementary mutation operators
for directed graph-based models (e.g., FSM, ESG) [8]. They categorized the
mutants into several groups after the test execution. Even though the muta-
tion operators are roughly defined to cover generating all possible mutations,
remarkable operators are introduced in our thesis. We developed three new
mutation operators: remove guards (RG), remove actions (RA), and Du-
plicate Actions (DA) to create additional mutations which provide valuable
results to our study. The details of our work are presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Contributions of the Thesis
In this chapter, we explain the research contributions that are included in
this thesis. As described in Chapter 1, the goal of this thesis is to present a
model-based testing approach, which automates the verification and valida-
tion of web services and allows assessing their robustness and vulnerabilities.
Because web services have intensive interactions with other systems or users,
we study how to model web services concerning the behavior of their envi-
ronment. We utilize environment models to create test cases with different
user scenarios and validate web services. The contributions of this thesis
are validated in two different case studies; each exemplifies certain features
of web services.
Case Studies
The first case study is a collection of three different web services, i.e., Web
Service Composition (WSC) of a hotel booking system, initially specified
in Publication I. The requirements of the WSC are specified using Unified
Modeling Language (UML), and a code skeleton is generated with partial
automation with the Django Framework. The Hotel Booking is a REST-
ful web service, created to have a case study similar in complexity to real
services. The case study provides different functionality such as booking
a hotel room, payment through connecting to a bank service, checking-in,
cancellation, and refund within specific timing constraints. The case study
is used as the base of the empirical study on modeling a WSC, transform-
ing the models for verification of timing requirements, and validating the
implementation of the WSC. Moreover, the case study is used for further
research on the robustness testing with model mutations. The case study is
presented in Publication I, Publication III, and Publication IV.
The second case study is Blog web service that is a representation of
social networks. The Blog web service is also implemented in the REST ar-
chitectural style using the Flask web developing micro framework [35]. Blog
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supports functionality such as creating a user account, posting new articles,
commenting, deleting/editing posts and comments, managing user profiles,
similar to the real social networks. Besides, it supports the authorization
of users to access the content of the web service. The case study was uti-
lized to model and test both individual and multi-user behaviors based on
their authentication and authorization to the resources. The case study is
presented and used in Publication V and Publication VI.
Each case study is used to investigate specific properties in web services.
In Hotel Booking web service, the focus is firstly on the design and valida-
tion of a composite of some web services. The model of the WSC consists of
three web services and one user behavior. With 1a single user’s behavior, all
the requirements of the WSC are verified and tested. In contrast, in Blog
web service, the activity of users can influence the content of the web ser-
vice. Users can set, change, or remove their relationships in groups, events,
or friendships. Consequently, users create and manage the privacy of their
information on social networks. Thus, not only the web service should cor-
rectly operate based on the requirements of a single user, but it also should
be validated based on its intensive interactions between multiple users and
their information security.
In the following sections, we provide a summary of the main contribu-
tions of this thesis with a brief overview of the challenges that they address.
The detailed presentation of the contributions is in Part II, The Original
Publications.
3.1 Modeling and Verification of Web Services with
UPPAAL Timed Automata
As the first contribution in this thesis, we studied how to model and test
a web service composition (WSC) that carries timing constraints. We used
the Uppaal model-checker as the supporting tool for our research because
it enables modeling time constraints and verification. It also supports the
modeling of a system under test and its interactions with other systems (as
the environment).
Figure 3.1 shows a part of the Hotel Booking WSC (as described ear-
lier) modeled in UML [86]. The model’s states represent the states of the
WSC. The transitions in the model are the requests between the services
in the composition. Note that the states and transitions in UML directly
correspond to the original user and system requirements.
We converted the UML model into the Uppaal TA model by mapping
the UML elements to the Uppaal TA elements. As such, the UML states
are mapped to Uppaal TA locations, and the UML transitions are mapped
into edges. The UML state invariants are added as location invariants in
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Figure 3.1: Excerpt of the UML model of Hotel Booking ( [86])
the Uppaal TA, and the timing events in UML are defined as clocks in the
Uppaal TA model. The user requirements are traced by defining Boolean
variables called traps that update on the edges.
In addition to mapping the elements, in the Uppaal TA model we added
user’s behavior as the environment of the WSC model. The environment
model triggers the WSC by emitting channels that simulate the interface
method calls in the UML state machines. The receiving side of the channel
is specified in the model of the web service. In return, the desired response of
the request is emitted from the model of the web service to the environment
model. Simulating these automata initiates the request from the user.
In order to exemplify this approach, and yet keep the example compact,
we present how the region marked in red in the UML model in Figure 3.1
is converted into Figure 3.2 as the Uppaal TA model of the web service
composition and Figure 3.3 as its environment model. The details of this
contribution are presented in Publication I.
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Figure 3.2: UTA model of Hotel Booking transformed from Figure 3.1
Figure 3.3: The environment model of Hotel Booking ([86])
Transforming User Scenarios from UML to UTA
One way of specifying user scenarios of a web service is to use UML Sequence
Diagrams (SD). The UML SD supports communications among different
entities in a system as well as their timing constraints such as deadlines. As
a part of the first contribution, we define a set of mappings to transform a
UML sequence diagram to an Uppaal TA (SD→UTA) as below:
LifeLines: Each SD may have several lifelines, which are categorized
into two parts: the SUT and the environment. Messages that are exchanged
between the groups create the testing interface.
Messages: For each input message to the SUT group, we define an edge
in UTA. The edge is labeled by the name of the message and annotated as
an emitting channel (!). Similarly, for each output message from the SUT
group, we define an edge with a receiving notation (”?”).
Fragments: In SD fragments (i.e., alt, loop, opt), for the number of
conditions in the fragment, we define edges from a location and use the
fragments’ conditions as the guards on the edges.
Timing Constraints: The timing constraint and the duration con-
straint are transformed into location invariants and edge guards in UTA.
Multiple user scenarios from different SDs can be included in one envi-
ronment model.
The resulting Uppaal TA environment will have channel synchroniza-
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Figure 3.4: Example of SD of three services (left) and the Uppaal TA model
of S1 as environment (right)
tions matching the SUT model obtained in the first transformation. Figure
3.4 illustrates an example of an SD and its mapped model in Uppaal TA.
We add traps as tracking variables for each user scenario in the UTA
model to measure the test coverage. If a scenario has more than one exit
point (alternative), then a variable will be assigned to each exit point. A
tracking variable is an updated tuple (sd no = false, sd no = true) on the
first edge in the scenario trace and respectively on the last edge in the trace.
In the UTA model, the variable is initiated to false and will be set when its
corresponding condition is satisfied.
Modeling Multi-User Interactions in UPPAAL
In web services such as Hotel Booking, it is enough to model the behavior
of only one user and create test cases. However, in more intensive web
services such as social networks with intensive user interactions and shared
resources, modeling behavior of just one user does not cover all essential
test scenarios. Thus, we extended the design of the test models by adding
the behavior of multiple users. Similar to real web services, the model
supports non-deterministic user activities with shared resources as well as
their authorization and authentication. Adding these new properties to the
model extends the evaluation of the Blog with exhaustive test cases that
not only validate the behavior of the system with single user requirements
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but also the privacy and security requirements of multiple users.
An excerpt of two user interactions within a blog web service is illustrated
in Figure 3.1. From a user’s point of view, the activities are defined as
posting articles, commenting, reading, editing, and deleting. In the web
service’s side, the events are in the form of HTTP requests that trigger
corresponding functions creating or modifying resources or interacting with
other systems.
The automata described the behavior of two users (Figure 3.1) that are
distinguished with two different user-id parameters. The model contains
shared variables for tracking the shared resources that are accessible by both
users. Each user can create new resources such as adding a new article (or
add judgments) or have access to available resources arbitrarily. To enable
such functionality, we defined the following global variables:
• cu, sa, su and sc, indicate “current user”, “selected article”, “selected
user” and “selected comment” respectively. These variables enable
random selection of users, articles and comments.
• Users, max art and max cmt variables indicate the number of users,
maximum number of articles and maximum number of comments, re-
spectively. Bounding the maximum numbers in the model prevents
the possibility of a state space explosion.
• article[Users][max art] assign articles to the users, thus, article[2][3]
means that each user can create up to three articles. For instance,
User1 can create three articles which are mapped to article[0][0], ar-
ticle[0][1] and article[0][2]. The initial values are set to zero.
• Comment[Users][max art][max cmt] contains data about the user-
id of the person who comments on the articles. Thus, when User1
(with id=0) adds a comment on article 1 of User2, then we have
Comment[1][0][0]=0+x. The constant value x is an offset number that
prevents confusing the initial values (zero) with the user-id (id=0).
The article and Comment variables are updated by functions addart()
and delart(), addcmt(), and delcmt(). As it is shown in user automata, the
values of user-id and article are selected randomly: u : int[0, Users− 1], a :
int[0,max art− 1]
Verifying Web Service Requirements with UPPAAL Timed Au-
tomata
Once the requirements are modeled as service goals, they should be veri-
fied to assure that the service does what it is required to do. By defining
verification properties for the service requirements at the design phase and
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(a) Model of a Blog web service
(b) Model of Blog user1
(c) Model of Blog user2
Figure 3.5: Excerpt model of two users interaction with a Blog
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proving them in the validation stage, we can recognize whether the model
behavior complies with the service requirements and if not, the fault can be
traced in the design stage.
An Uppaal model can be verified concerning the reachability, deadlock-
freeness, liveness, and safety properties. The query language used in Uppaal
is a simplified version of TCTL [4] that enables specifying state formulae that
are interpreted by model checker in states and path formulae interpreted over
model execution paths. The Uppaal model checker contains a verification
engine named VerifyTA that checks whether a query (specified as TCTL
formula) is satisfied, meaning that the corresponding query requirements
are satisfied.
As an alternative to encoding properties to TCTL formulae, the require-
ments can be defined also as simple boolean variables which are set to True,
whenever the corresponding requirement is satisfied during the simulation.
Moreover, a set of requirements can be defined as invariant in specific loca-
tions, restricting transitions. These requirements are represented in UTA so
that the links between requirements and the model elements are preserved.
These requirements are included in all the models and traced throughout
the process, i.e., at UML, UTA, and test level, respectively. A detailed de-
scription and examples of verification queries for the Hotel Booking case
study is presented in Publication I.
3.1.1 Testing Web Services Compositions With Uppaal Timed
Automata
Generating tests from a model requires a test adapter. As models abstract
the details of a system, the test cases that are generated are symbolic and
not executable as actual test cases. In online MBT, a test adapter is a
script that converts symbolic test cases into executable tests and vice versa
on-the-fly. We used the Uppaal Tron online MBT tool, which provides
a test environment to connect the model to the SUT. Tron utilizes a test
adapter and communicates the inputs and outputs to/from the SUT based
on the test generation algorithms.
Once the model complies with the requirements, it can be utilized for
generating test inputs. If the behavior of the model execution conforms
to the behavior of the implementation of the web service, then the system
under test is validated.
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3.2 Exploiting Environment Modeling in Model-
Based Testing
Intensive systems usually operate in environments with large numbers of
events and with different timings. Using environment models to understand
the actual behavior of such systems and to create tests accordingly has
gained attention in research in recent years [40, 41, 44, 45, 49]. Therefore,
the second contribution of this thesis is to identify the use of environment
modeling in model-based test generation. The primary objective presented
in Publication II is to understand how an environment model can enhance
the MBT approach, to which types of systems it can be applied, at which
testing levels it can be supported, and what are the challenges in defining
it.
We first defined a set of research questions to clarify the scope of the
review. Then, we defined keywords for searching the scientific databases to
retrieve all relevant studies available. By reviewing the suitable studies, we
obtained information about the environment modeling, which is presented
below.
Role of Environment Model in Testing
An environment model has several fundamental characteristics that define
its behavior. A brief overview of these properties is presented below. Such
statistics are useful in modeling different types of systems and understand
the actual behavior of the systems.
Modeling specific aspects of the SUT: An environment model can
be specified in such a way that only the specific part(s) of the SUT will be
tested. It can contain a test scenario (test suite) to violate certain behaviors
or functionality of the SUT.
Non-determinism: Some studies present environment models with
non-deterministic behavior. Non-deterministic models are especially useful
in modeling the environment of systems which have continuous and unpre-
dictable interactions with their environment [28].
Include multiple entities: We found that some of the papers presented
their work using different environment entities, such as users, other systems,
or a part of the actual environment (i.g. temperature or the sunlight). There
are two ways in specifying multiple environments in a test model: it can
be defined as a single model containing all environment interactions, or it
can be defined as multiple environment components. In both cases, the
environment model should capture all assumptions of the environment.
Dynamic and static behavior: It is reported that environment mod-
els can have the support of dynamic and static behaviors. Static behaviors
mostly indicate what are the inputs of the environment model into the SUT
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and what type of data and properties are supported by the environment
model, whereas dynamic behaviors model the interactions of the environ-
ment model with the SUT, the timing properties and the order of test inputs
base on the current outputs at the time of testing [115].
Abstraction: Abstraction in environment models can be achieved by
ignoring the internal interactions of the SUT. An abstract model can be
defined by restricting the range of input values, omitting some functions or
reducing the time span. Creating an environment model is one of the most
challenging tasks in model-checking because the model should be precise and
at the same time abstract [111]. Multiple studies emphasize the importance
of the abstraction level of the test model when using environment models.
Utting et al. point out the different abstraction issues related to MBT [108].
Control of time: Environment models can be used for testing the
systems with timing properties, such as real-time systems. Environment
models generate timed input traces, which can occur in the real environment,
to ensure that the system can satisfy the specified timing properties.
Explicit behaviors: Having separate models for the SUT and its envi-
ronment has advantages in modifying each of them separately. For instance,
when environment models are used in test generation, they typically en-
code test goals. Whenever test requirements change, only the environment
models should be changed. Environment models used in MBT have explicit
nature depicting the expected behavior of the system.
Source of knowledge for modeling: The source of knowledge about
an environment can come from the requirements or the assumptions of the
test designers. The requirements are a list of the specifications that a system
must follow and need to be tested. However, when the system specifications
are not available, the assumptions of the environment can be observed from
the real environment and then formalized as a model. Several studies claim
that their environment models are extracted from the requirements that are
provided in the documentation of the SUT. They explicitly claimed that
they define their environment via assumptions.
Advantage of using Environment Modeling in Testing
Based on the MBT taxonomy illustrated by [108, 72], testing of a system
using MBT consists of three main activities: modeling, test generation, and
test execution. Based on our findings, environment modeling brings the
following benefits:
Test oracle creation: In MBT, a test oracle is usually encoded in
the test model, and during test generation, it is assigned to the generated
test cases [56, 108]. Thus, an environment model is useful in automatically
creating test oracles. A few primary studies discussed explicitly test oracle
generation using environment models.
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Automated test generation: Environment models are used to gener-
ate test inputs for the SUT during testing. It prevents human errors that
might occur with manual testing and reduces the time of generating test
cases. Furthermore, two papers claim that the advantage of automating
test generation can lead to a test harness, which is a collection of test data
used to automatically run the tests and monitor the outputs [17, 53].
Optimal test generation: Optimized test case generation is discussed
as a benefit of using environment models in testing, making the testing
process more efficient. It is caused by having the support of abstraction in
the environment modeling.
Reducing the size of the state space: One of the main issues in
execution and simulation of complex models (or models with a wide range
of inputs) is that the number of symbolic states that should be explored
increases during the test execution, and thus the memory of the test ma-
chine will be filled. This problem is known as the state space explosion. It
is reported by multiple studies that well-defined environment models signif-
icantly reduce the search space by constraining the ranges of specific test
inputs. Reducing the size of state space can be done by defining a limited
range of numbers instead of defining a general data types, resetting the clock
variables after passing the corresponding state, or defining model invariants
which limit the enabled states at a given time.
Early validation of requirements: Using explicit environment mod-
els can help validating the requirements in the early stage of the system
design. They can be used to guide the simulation of early prototypes of the
SUT. Such characteristic has the advantage of using environment models.
Re-usability: It is reported that with the same environment model, dif-
ferent SUTs, or different versions (regression) of the same SUT can be tested.
Generally, environment models will be changed relatively rarely unless some
errors are discovered from the requirements during testing. Therefore, the
modeling efforts can be reduced by using the same models in different testing
contexts.
Identifying Application Domain of Environment Modeling
The types of systems can be divided into two categories, the systems con-
taining hardware and software, and systems which are only software. The
first category includes different systems as introduced below:
Real-time Systems: Systems with timing properties and activities
that must be performed within specific timing constraints [67].
Reactive systems: Systems with continuous behavior interact with
their environment are known and reactive systems. A reactive system re-
ceives inputs from the environment and based on its configurations, changes
its internal states, and sends the outputs as results to the environment [55].
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Hybrid systems: Systems that combine two or more different systems
are named hybrid systems. Hybrid systems may perform both continuous
and discrete behaviors [42].
Embedded systems: Systems with dedicated design or function for a
part of the hardware, dealing with the control of the physical environment
through sensors and actuators [33].
Embedded systems can act as both reactive systems and real-time sys-
tems. Thus, we present them in either the domain of real-time systems
(for the real-time embedded systems) or reactive systems (for the reactive
embedded systems).
In the second category we have:
Software systems: Software systems are applications or programs that
are based on interactions between their components, describing a system of
a part of a system [39].
A large number of studies are on applying environment models in testing
real-time and embedded systems. They present using environment models
in testing time-constrained systems. It is because the environment models
can control the timing of the SUT and also provides test cases to verify
timing properties.
Some other studies used environment models for testing reactive sys-
tems, that contain continuous communications with its environment. Only
a few studies were found experimenting with environment models on hybrid
systems.
It has been reported in several papers that environment model is used in
testing software components. When the entire software is not complete, and
a component needs to be tested, then an environment model represents the
observable behavior of other components in order to test the component.
Formalism and Tools
The formalism and modeling tools that have been studied are in the context
of MBT. The results show that most of the studies use UML or its various
profiles as the base of environment modeling. Timed Automata, in par-
ticular, UppaalTimed Automata is also a popular formalism in modeling
and simulating test models with their environment. One of the advantages
of using Uppaalis that it allows the simulation and verification of tim-
ing properties of real-time systems. Another major work in investigating
environment modeling is done in attributed event grammar, in which the
environment is based on a set of event grammars and applied for safety as-
sessment in different case studies. In Table 3.1 the formalism and their tools
that use environment models are listed. Further details of studies that are
included in this table is presented in Publication II.
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Table 3.1: Formalism and tools for environment modeling
Formalism Tools # of studies
UML UML diagrams 10
UML/MARTE 5
UML Fondue 2
UML/SysML 1
ESML 1
MbRTE 1
Timed Automata UPPAAL 4
UPPAAL TRON 1
Maude 1
Event Grammar AEG 6
Petri nets TINA 4
Lutin Lurette 3
Java BEG 2
QR QR models 2
TSML AUTOSAR 1
Esterel Esterel 1
SPIN Promela 1
TML JUMBL 1
Markov model Markov model 1
TTCN-3 TTCN-3 1
SLAM SLAM 1
DoB Degree-of-Belief(DoB) 1
BLAST BLAST 1
Identified Problems and Challenges
The studies report that even though the environment modeling assist in
automatic test generation, still manual testing should be done in some of the
case studies. The translating of the symbolic test cases (i.e., model-level test
cases) into executable test scripts is a manual process. There is a shortage
of empirical studies on utilizing environment models in regression testing for
different types of systems. Another issue is on re-usability of environment
models in testing new versions of a software/hardware as suggested by [41].
There are few reports about using environment models in hybrid sys-
tems and orchestrating communications among diverse applications with
the environments as well as communication among the environment entities
are interesting research subjects that have not been studied. There is still
plenty of potential for investigating environment modeling and automating
test generation, especially w.r.t. non-functional testing approaches. Exten-
sions of the current methodologies are needed to overcome these limitations.
In this thesis, we used environment modeling for specifying user behavior
to test web services. In Publication III, we identified user scenarios as an
environment model (Figure 3.4) to test the Hotel Booking web service. In
Publication VI, multi-user behavior is modeled as the environment Blog to
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test the security of web service.
3.3 Using Model Mutations for Assessment of the
Robustness and Security of Web Services
Web services are the type of systems that share resources with other sys-
tems or applications through loosely coupled communication protocols. This
kind of systems should be robust against erroneous inputs. Not only the ex-
pected behavior of the implementation should be tested, but it also should
not contain any unexpected behavior. The functionality of the system can
be checked by running test cases derived from the specification while find-
ing unexpected behaviors of the system can be done by robustness testing,
which executes invalid inputs and detects the vulnerabilities or unexpected
behavior of the implementation.
To this extent, the third contribution of this thesis is the method of
mutating the test models to evaluate the robustness and security of web ser-
vices. The idea behind using mutations is that since the model is previously
verified and used for testing the SUT, it can be considered as the ”correct”
model. Any other model (i.e., mutant) which does not behave identically is
expected to be rejected during conformance testing against the SUT. Thus,
if a test that is generated from a mutant is passed, it indicates that the
SUT accepts a mutated behavior, which should be analyzed for any possible
defects.
Mutating Uppaal Model for Test Generation
We combined the model-based testing with the mutation testing using a
selection of mutation operators presented in Chapter 2. Besides, we intro-
duced three new mutation operators for UTA to generate additional muta-
tions. The goal of this combination is to create copies of the ”slightly faulty”
model. The execution of the mutant models will generated invalid test in-
puts. If the implementation complies with the mutations without raising an
exception, it indicates that it accepts an unspecified sequence of inputs.
Mutation Operators
Mutation generation process of TA for testing dynamic behavior of real-time
systems was first presented by Nilsson et al. in [81], and various mutation
operators on timed automata elements are formally defined by Aboutrab et
al. [1] and Aichernig et al. [3] as are listed in Table 3.3. We categorized the
mutation operators of the studies based on the model element and compared
the operators.
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Table 3.2: Comparing mutation operators of timed-automata in two different
studies
Elements Mutation op-
erators defined
by [3]
Mutation op-
erators defined
by [1]
Informal definition
Guard Change Guard(µCG)
Restricting Timing
Constraints (RTC)
Restricts, expands or
alters guards
Widening Timing
Constraints
(WTC)
Shifting Timing
constraints (STC)
Negate guard (µCg)
Guard will be replaced by
its negation-
Invariant
Change
invariant(µCi)
Restricts, expands or
change value of
invartiants
-
Clock Invert reset (µIr)
Resetting a Clock
(RC)
Removes or adds clock
resets
Not-Resetting a
Clock (NRC)
Action
Change action (µCa)
Exchanging Input
Actions (EIA)
Changes names of actions
Exchanging
Output Action
(EOA)
Change source (µCs)
- Changes source location
of actions
Change target (µCt)
Changes target locations
of actionsTransferring
Destination
Locations (TDL)
Location Sink location (µSl)
Makes a new locations
and changes targets of all
actions to the new
location
-
From the available mutation operators, we used a collection of operators
that are suitable for our testing approach and added some new more muta-
tion operators to the list. The new mutation operators generate additional
mutants that cannot be provided by other operators.
During testing the Hotel Booking case study, we selected seven muta-
tion operators: CG, NG, CN, CT, CS, CI and IR as presented in Publication
IV and V. In Blog case study, in addition to the previous mutation operators,
we extended CG (CGL and CGV) and introduced three new mutation op-
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erators: RG, RA, and DA as reported in Publication VI. Below, we present
the description of the mutation operators implemented in µUTA.
• Change Guard (CG): We followed the definition of µCG defined
by Aichernig et al. [3] that changes the clock constants in guards by
a random value. It is useful for mutating the enabling condition of
actions. This operator is used in Publication IV and V. In Publication
VI, we extended CG as follow:
– Change Guards Logical operators (CGL): This operator
changes the logical operators (i.e., ==, <=, >=, ! =, < and >) in
guards which creates additional mutants.
– Change Guards Variables (CGV): CGV alters the value of
the variables that are used in guards and creates additional mu-
tants that cannot be defined by other mutation operators.
• Negate Guard (NG): It is the same operator as µNG which negates
the guards and may cause some paths of the test model to become
unreachable.
• Change Name of actions (CN): This operator replaces the name
of an action with the name of some other actions. Thus, the expected
sequence of the inputs to the implementation will be different.
• Change Targets of actions (CT): It changes the target location of
an action to another location. This operator breaks the flow of test
inputs and violates the state of the model. This operator can mutate
both input and output actions.
• Change Sources of actions (CS): This operator changes the source
location of an action to another location. Similarly to CT, this oper-
ator mutates the sequence of input/outputs.
• Change Invariant (CI): Similarly to µCI, it shifts values of the
invariant to a different range, extending or restricting the constraints
of the model. It can cause actions to fire earlier (or later) than expected
by the original model.
• Invert Reset (IR): This operator is the same as µIR, which deletes
the resetting of the clock and moves it to one action before or after.
It means that the resetting is shifted one edge earlier or later.
• Remove Actions (RA): This mutation operator randomly deletes
one action at a time and creates a mutant. Omitting an action will
manipulate the sequence of input/output actions.
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Element Mutation Operator Description
Guard
RG* Remove guards
Change Guard
(CG)
CGL Change guards logical operators
CGV Change guards variables
NG Negate Guard
Action
CN Change Name of actions
CT Change targets of actions
CS Change sources of actions
RA* Remove actions
DA* Duplicate actions
Invariant CI Change Invariant
Clock IR Invert Reset
Table 3.3: Mutation operators in µUTA (* new operators)
• Duplicate Actions (DA): This operator randomly copies an ac-
tion in different parts of a model, thus alternates the sequence of in-
put/output by repeating actions in unexpected states of the model.
• Remove Guards (RG): This operator randomly selects an action
and removes its guard. Actions that are mutated by RG will always
be enabled.
In Table 3.3, we list mutation operators that are implemented in
µUTA.
Figure 3.6 shows the generated mutants of a model and sample mutants
using the above operators. In our approach, we only apply the first-order
mutation. That is, a mutant model contains only one mutated segment
based on a single operator.
Mutation Classification
Belli et al., [8] provided an extended classification of the mutants for MBMT
after executing them against the SUT. Such designation elevates the quality
of testing and distinguishes whether the faults are raised by the mutants
or by poor implementation of the SUT. In this thesis, however, we start
classifying the mutants in an earlier stage: mutation generation. The reason
behind this is to identify more suitable mutants from the beginning and
reduce the time of test execution and thus attain more efficient testing.
Figure 3.7 gives the classification in each step of our approach, starting
from the mutation generation until the test analysis.
After the model is designed and its conformance with the implementa-
tion is approved, we used the mutation operators to generate all possible
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(a) The original model (b) RG: Remove Guard(n > 5) (c) CGL: Change Guard Logic
(n > 5)
(d) CGV: Change Guard Vari-
able (n > 5)
(e) NG: Negate Guard (n > 5) (f) CN: Change the name of in-
put action (a?)
(g) CT: Change Target (a?) (h) CS: Change Source (a?) (i) RA: Remove Action (d!)
(j) DA: Duplicate Action (c?) (k) CI: Change Invariant
(cl <= 10)
(l) IR: Invert Reset (cl = 0)
Figure 3.6: A model with examples of mutants generated by a number of
mutation operators.
combinations of mutants. Then, the reachability and infection properties of
the mutants will be checked. The outcomes of this step are as follows:
• An invalid mutant model is either incorrect syntactically, or does not
satisfy the mutation-selection criteria (reachability and infection).
• A valid mutant model must be a syntactically correct model and sat-
isfy the mutation selecting criteria (reachability and infection).
Valid mutants are used for generating faulty test cases. During test
execution, they will be classified further as follows:
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Figure 3.7: Classification of mutations in this thesis
• A killed mutant model is a mutant which does not conform to the
behavior of the SUT resulting in a failed or inconclusive verdict during
testing.
• An alive mutant is a valid mutant that generates faulty behavior that
cannot be observed or distinguished from the behavior of the SUT.
• If a mutant is killed but also reveals an anomaly in the SUT, then we
count it as a fault-revealing killed mutant.
Since infection criterion ensures that the mutants are not equivalent to
the original model, we do not have any equivalent mutants. Analyzing alive
mutants classifies them as follow:
• If the behavior of a mutants is the same as the behavior of the SUT,
then there is a fault in the implementation of the SUT. Such mutant
is called fault-revealing alive mutant.
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• If a mutant’s behavior does not harm the SUT and does not cause any
change in the state of the SUT, then it is known as a not faulty alive
mutant. Distinguishing between such mutant and fault-revealing alive
mutants should be checked by manual inspection.
3.4 Defining Selection Criteria for Model Muta-
tions to Improve our Testing Approach
Even though mutation testing has shown to be stronger than other testing
criteria, it suffers from being expensive and cumbersome. Due to the vast
number of mutants which mostly are not suitable for testing, the effort of
generating mutants with a limited number of valuable mutants is high.
The unsuitable mutants either have identical behavior to their original
model (known as equivalent mutants) or are not syntactically correct. The
problem of equivalency of mutants is a known problem in code-based mu-
tation testing, and there are many techniques to minimize the problem, as
illustrated in [83]. Selecting suitable mutants which can be used for gener-
ating test cases is also another challenge that has been studied in various
ways.
As the fourth contribution of this thesis, we introduce a useful technique
that reduces the effort of mutation generation. Our mutation-selection tech-
nique originates from the main principle of mutation testing: reachability,
infection, and propagation (RIP) for killing mutants.
To kill a mutant:
1. It must be reachable, which means that the mutated part of the
model is accessible at some point of test execution,
2. It must cause infection on the state of the mutant model after the
mutation is visited,
3. It can propagate the mutation through the model (i.e., the difference
in the behavior of the mutant is observable).
If the reachability and infection are satisfied by a mutant, it is called
weak mutant, and if all conditions are met, it is called strong mutant.
In our approach, during mutant selection, we check whether each mu-
tation is reachable and potentially infects the SUT during test execution.
These conditions help to eliminate unfit mutants. In UTA, reachability, live-
ness, and deadlock-free properties can be defined on states and paths. We
define reachability criteria based on the model elements where the mutation
is applied.
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RIP Condition for Mutants in UTA
In our MBMT approach, during mutant selection, we check whether each
mutation is reachable and potentially infects the SUT during the test exe-
cution. These criteria improve the computation and execution time of test
generation by eliminating unfit mutants. In UTA, reachability, liveness,
and deadlock-free properties can be defined on states and paths. We de-
fine reachability criteria based on the model elements where the mutation is
applied.
Reachability
In the context of UTA, if a mutation applied on an edge, guard, or update,
the reachability for symbolic computation step is defined using a global
variable in the model and update its value on the action the mutation is
applied to. Let m ∈ v, be a boolean variable that is initialized to zero and
action a is a mutated action. A mutated action is reachable iff in l,m == 0
and in l′,m == 1, and (l, v) a−→ (l′, v′) and
D′ = {v′′|(l, v) a−→ (l′, v′) ∧ (l, v′) d−→ (l′′, v′′) ∧ v ∈ D ∧m = 1}
Infection
After a mutation is visited and if input/output actions are different from the
original input/output actions, it causes an infection. One way of detecting
the infection is to apply bisimulation relation, which compares traces of the
original model and its mutants and checks whether they are equivalent. We
used this technique in [97]. The mutants that pass the reachability and
infection conditions will be considered as valid mutants.
Propagation
Faulty test cases are generated from the valid mutants by online testing
tool Tron. The propagation condition can be checked during the test
execution by comparing the observable behavior of the mutants with the
behavior of the SUT. Since Uppaal Tron evaluates the test results based
on rtioco relation, it is a proper tool for detecting the propagation of the
mutations at runtime.
If the mutation causes a change in observable input/output or the delays,
and it can be detected during the test generation, then it is considered as
killed. Otherwise, if the SUT provides test outputs to the mutated test
stimuli, then the mutated test case will not be detected and the mutant will
be alive.
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3.5 Developing a Supporting Tool for Model-Based
Mutation Testing
The last contribution of this thesis is a supporting tool that serves as part
of the testing toolchain. We presented the µUTA testing tool that extends
online model-based testing approach offered by Uppaal Tron and enables
model-based mutation testing. Figure 3.8 shows an overview of µUTA that
uses an Uppaal model as the input and creates mutants that generate
mutated inputs against the SUT.
Figure 3.8: An overview of the µUTA tool
Figure 3.9 shows more detailed processes inside µUTA and the types
of mutants that are generated at each stage. The tool consists of three
processes: Mutation Generator, Valid Mutant Selector, and Mutation Test
runner.
The Mutation Generator implements a set of mutation operators for
UTA. The mutation operators are adopted from the studied in [3] and [1]
and three new mutation operators that we defined in [100]. Each mutation
operator generates several unique mutants.
From all generated mutants, we aim to select those that are suitable
for test generation and create artificial invalid inputs. This task is done
with Valid Mutant Selector, which defines verification properties for each
mutation and verifies them. If the mutant satisfies the verification proper-
ties, then it is categorized as valid mutant, otherwise invalid. This process
increases the efficiency of the MBMT approach by removing trivial and
equivalent mutants and reduces the number of mutants that are used for
the test generation. We evaluated the process by running an experiment on
a case study with and without this process. The result shows a significant
reduction in time of testing, as described in [100].
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The invalid mutants are generally discarded, and from the valid mutants
Mutation Test Runner executes tests against the SUT and categorizes the
mutants into killed and alive based on the test results. Both killed, and
alive mutants can reveal hidden faults in the SUT, however, detecting them
still requires manual analysis (as it is shown in Figure 3.7). Killed mutants
indicate that the SUT can detect their invalid inputs, while alive mutants
indicate that the SUT could not detect any anomaly in the invalid inputs.
It is worth noting that not all alive mutants indicate hidden faults in the
SUT. In many cases, an alive mutant is a subset of the original model, or its
mutation does not create any invalid inputs. Distinguishing fault-revealing
mutants requires knowledge about the expected behavior of the SUT.
Figure 3.9: Processes within the µUTA tool and their outputs
Results of Applying MBMT Approach On Case Studies
From the UTA model of Hotel Booking, from a total of 1346 generated
mutants, 393 were found to be valid mutants that were suitable for testing.
After running the test, 40 mutants generated by two operators: CS and
CT were found to identify three hidden faults that were not detected by
the MBT conformance testing approach. The experiment indicates that the
approach of specification mutation testing was adequate to reveal inconsis-
tency between the specification and the SUT. The details of the test results
and the faults are presented in Publication IV.
By running the MBMT approach for the Blog case study, in total, 2962
mutants were generated, whereas only 138 were valid mutants. From 138
valid mutants, 119 mutants were killed during the test execution, eight mu-
tants caused a crash in the SUT during the test, and by investigating them,
we found that all of the crashes belong to a single bug in the implementation.
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Eleven mutants passed the test execution and remained as alive mutants.
From eleven alive mutants, two CGV mutants were able to reveal two dis-
tinct vulnerabilities in the SUT. In total, three different defects have been
found, one of them is revealed during the test execution, and two others
have been found during the analysis. The details of the result and fault
analysis are presented in Publication VI.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future
Work
The primary focus of this thesis was related to model-based verification
and testing interaction-intensive systems such as web services. Due to the
increasing popularity of web services, they are expected to be highly acces-
sible, reliable, and robust. As the first challenge, we presented an integrated
model-based testing approach to design, verify, and validate composite web
services.
We evaluated the integration and functionality of web service composi-
tions with the model-based testing approach. With the help of requirements
traceability mechanism, we traced requirements to UML models and, via the
UML→UTA transformation to timed automata models. The reachability of
the requirements was verified using Uppaal model-checker. The designed
Uppaal models are used for online test generation. The use of online MBT
proved beneficial as the system under test exhibits non-deterministic behav-
ior due to concurrency and real-time constraints. Linking requirements to
generated tests enabled tracing the requirements throughout the verification
and validation processes.
Since web services play the main role in enabling communications among
various systems, it is essential to confirm their correctness in different con-
ditions. One of the main objectives of the research was to construct realistic
test scenarios in which interactions of web services with their environment
used as part of the test model. To be able to understand the role of environ-
ment in testing such systems, we systematically collected and reviewed a set
of related work in the literature for getting guidelines of using environment
modeling in model-based testing. By identifying the main characteristics of
the environment models and application domains, we utilized environment
models for examining web services based on user scenarios. The user scenar-
ios were transformed from UML sequence diagrams into UTA (SD→UTA)
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and used for test generation.
The next challenge we have addressed was the evaluation of the robust-
ness of web services with model-based mutations. To this end, we combined
the model-based testing technique with mutation testing concept to create
mutant models. These models simulate unexpected and invalid input data
to test the robustness of web services. The mutations are created from a
set of well-defined mutation operators, each alters a specific element of the
original test model and generates unique mutants.
Another challenge that we examined was the improvement in the effi-
ciency of tests that much depends on the computation cost, such as the
total time of mutation generation and test execution. We reduced the time
of test execution by employing a verification process that discards equiva-
lent, redundant (i.e., similar mutants) or trivial mutants and select valuable
mutants during the mutation generation. The results show that applying
the verification process reduced the total time of the test generation to less
than half.
From a technical viewpoint, the trade-off between abstraction and the
cost of computing is yet one the most challenging problem in designing
software systems. On the one hand, eliminating the details of a system
has the advantage of focusing on its general behavior. Adding the details
will cause the state explosion problem. One solution to this challenge is to
invest in designing only critical parts of a system and rigorously verifying
them. In this thesis, we focused on the critical parts of our case studies.
In the Hotel Booking case study, the goal of testing was the integration of
the system. Therefore, our main concern about modeling, verification, and
testing was on the integration of the system. Whereas in the Blog case study,
our goal was to model multi-user access control over shared resources and
finding security vulnerabilities in the web service. The mutation-selection
process is integrated into the µUTA tool. The tool is built upon Uppaal
and Tron tools and contains three main parts: mutation generation, valid
mutant selection, and mutation execution.
The contributions of this thesis have shown that the presented testing
approach is promising, and the results have illuminated some research di-
rections for further studies. The testing approach and mutation operators
are not limited to web services but applicable to different types of real-time
systems. In this thesis, we focused on web services as popular and widely
used systems. The results of the experiments are mainly extracted from two
case studies of web services. Generalizing the results for other application
domains can be studied as future work. To this aim, the presented approach
should be applied to different systems and in various application domains.
Some improvements can reduce the test execution time while increasing the
probability of finding faults. As the results of the experiment show, some
of the mutation operators were more efficient than others in generating mu-
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tants that can reveal faults. The result of mutation testing indicates that
an intelligent choice of the mutation operators can attain high mutation ef-
ficiency scores while reducing the time of testing. From the results, it can
be concluded that additional studies need to be conducted to improve the
mutation operators.
Another direction on future work would be to combine the primary mu-
tation operators and design higher-order mutations. Higher-order mutations
can simulate more sophisticated behavior of the systems and are beneficial in
identifying more complex defects. The presented approach does not adjust
the mutant generation based on the knowledge of the previous test results.
Therefore, another intriguing direction in research would be to use learning
algorithms for test generation and test execution. The tester can start from
a set of initial test cases and executes them against the SUT. Based on the
test results from the initial tests, the tester can decide what type of mutants
should be generated further.
More extensive studies are needed to investigate how model-based mu-
tation can be applied in larger case studies preferably industrial-sized web
services. Finally, to generalize what type of mutants correlate to what sort
of faults, a broad range of case studies and different web services should
be used as a benchmark. Thus, the current work can be extended for a
comprehensive benchmark.
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Abstract: We present an integrated approach to design and validate RESTful composite web services. We use the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) to specify the requirements, behavior and published resources of each
web service. In our approach, a service can invoke other services and exhibit complex and timed behavior
while still complying with the REST architectural style. We show how to transform service specifications into
UPPAAL timed automata for verification and test generation. The service requirements are propagated to the
UPPAAL timed automata during the transformation. Their reachability is verified in UPPAAL and they are
used for computing coverage level during test generation. We validate our approach with a case study of a
holiday booking web service.
1 INTRODUCTION
Web services have machine-readable interfaces that
automate the task of communicating information be-
tween machines and reduce time and human efforts.
They are being increasingly used in the industry in
order to automate different tasks and offer services to
a bigger audience. REST architectural style aims at
producing scalable and extensible web services using
technologies that play well with the existing tools and
infrastructure of the internet. This has encouraged no-
table enterprizes to use REST web services to meet
their needs. REST interfaces offer a CRUD interface
(create, retrieve, update and delete) to its users via a
set of standard HTTP methods. They offer stateless
behavior that facilitates scalability and requires that
no hidden session or state information be carried be-
tween method calls.
Different web services published over the internet
can be composed to form a composite web service
such that the composed web service fulfills new ser-
vice goals using the functionality of partner web ser-
vices. Automated systems, for example hotel reser-
vation systems, are often built as stateful composite
services that require a certain sequence of method in-
vocations that must be followed in order to fulfill ser-
vice goals. Designing and developing such stateful
composite services with REST features is not a trivial
task and requires rigorous approaches that are capable
of creating reliable web services.
Thus, with the use of web services in businesses
and critical applications, there is an increasing need
for a) design approaches to develop web service com-
positions that support complex scenarios and timed
behavior while complying with the REST architec-
tural style and b) validation approaches to effectively
and efficiently detect faults in specifications and im-
plementations of such services.
In this article, we present a design and valida-
tion approach that facilitates the service developer to
create reliable, timed and stateful composite REST
web services. As a first contribution, we introduce
an approach in which we use the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) (UML, 2009) to model our service
specifications via an extension of our previous work
in (Porres and Rauf, 2011). We use UML since it has
emerged as a standard modeling language at indus-
trial level (Budgen et al., 2011) and has sophisticated
tools due to large user base. This can make adoption
of the approach easier in the industry.
The service design models and their implementa-
tions should be validated for their correct behavior in
order to build trust on the service functionality. We
have used the model checking approach for this pur-
pose. Model checking is a way to exhaustively and
automatically check if a finite-state model of a pro-
gram satisfies its specifications (Clarke et al., 1994).
The UML-based service design models represent the
system graphically and are comprehensible for a hu-
man user. In order to make the models amenable
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for model checking we suggest, as a second contribu-
tion, a set of reversible mechanized steps for translat-
ing UML-based service specifications into UPPAAL
timed automata (UPTA) (Larsen et al., 2009). UP-
PAAL is a commonly used model checking tool for
verifying real time systems through modeling and
simulation (Larsen et al., 1997). We verify basic
properties of our design models such as reachabil-
ity, liveness and safety using the UPPAAL model-
checker tool. UPTA are updated (if needed) based on
the verification results and transformed back to UML.
From the UML models, a skeleton of the composite
service is generated automatically in the Django web
development framework (Holovaty and Kaplan-Moss,
2009) using our partial code generation tool.
In our approach, a service can invoke other ser-
vices and exhibit complex and timed behavior while
still complying with the REST architectural style. We
need to check if the service implementation is func-
tioning correctly along with partner services and if the
service goals and timed constraints are being fulfilled.
Thus, as a third contribution, we show how we vali-
date the implementation of the RESTful web service
composition with a model-based testing (MBT) ap-
proach using the UPPAAL TRON tool (Larsen et al.,
2009). By using MBT, test cases can be automatically
generated with an increased probability of test cover-
age and with an ease of test case maintenance.
Requirements traceability is an important compo-
nent of our integrated approach. The requirements
of the composition are included in the UML speci-
fications and then propagated to UPTA specifications.
They are used for both verifying the reachability of
those model elements implementing them and for rea-
soning about their coverage after the tests are exe-
cuted. Upon detecting failures, traced requirements
can be used to localize the errors either in the models
or in the specifications.
We exemplify and validate our integrated ap-
proach with a relatively complex case study of a hol-
iday booking composite REST web service from in-
dustrial context. The case study shows how stateful
and timed web services offering complex scenarios
and involving other web services can be constructed
using our approach.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives
an overview of our approach, while tool support is
discussed in section III. The case study is presented
in section IV and the evaluation of the approach is
presented in section V. The related work is discussed
in section VI and the section VII concludes the paper.
2 OUR APPROACH
An overview of our integrated design and validation
approach is given in Figure 1. The left side of the fig-
ure shows our previous work, whereas the right side
shows the contribution of this paper and how it is con-
nected to the previous work.
In our previous work (Figure 1–left), we de-
signed behavioral interfaces for web services that
were RESTful by construction (Porres and Rauf,
2011). These design models were implemented in the
Django web framework using our partial code gener-
ation tool (Rauf and Porres, 2011) which generated
code skeletons with pre- and post-conditions for ev-
ery service method. The design models were also an-
alyzed for their consistency (Rauf et al., 2012).
In the current work, we focus on designing, veri-
fying and testing composite REST web service (Fig-
ure 1–right) as follows:
Design: First of all we extend our design approach
to create composite REST web services with UML.
Our approach takes as input the behavioral interface
specifications of the partner REST web services and
the business requirements. With these inputs, we con-
struct models for composite web service using our de-
sign approach.
Verification: We then provide verification of the
design models by reasoning on the basic proper-
ties of models like deadlock, liveness, reachability
and safety with the UPPAAL model-checker. To
achieve this, we transform the service design mod-
els to UPTA, which are simulated and verified. Based
on verification results, the UML-based service design
models are updated.
Transformation: Transformation step generates two
types of automata from service design models. One
of the types corresponds to service design models and
the other type represents the environment model. The
environment model simulates the behavior of service
user to invoke the interface service methods in order
to facilitate test generation.
Code Generation: The code skeletons are generated
from UML service design models to Python-based
Django web framework using our code generation
tool (Rauf and Porres, 2011) that are completed man-
ually by the developer.
Testing: For model-based testing of the service imple-
mentation, we have used online conformance testing
tool UPPAL-TRON that validates the service imple-
mentation against its UPTA specification models at
runtime.
Evaluation: In the end, we have evaluated our valida-
tion approach for its efficiency using mutation testing
and benchmarked.
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Figure 1: Activity Diagram of Design and Validation Ap-
proach for REST CWS.
2.1 REST Composition Models
We require that a composite REST web service in-
terface should exhibit the REST interface features,
i.e. addressability, connectivity, statelessness and uni-
form interface. We have modeled our composite
REST web service interfaces with a resource model,
a behavioral model and a domain model that exhibit
these features.
This work extends our previous work on creat-
ing behavioral interface specifications of individual
REST web services (Porres and Rauf, 2011). For the
details of the design approach, readers are referred to
(Porres and Rauf, 2011).
The concept of resource is central to the structure
of REST web service. It represents a piece of infor-
mation (Richardson and Ruby, 2008). We respresent
the static structure of REST web service with resource
model which is modeled with a UML class diagram.
Each class represents a resource definition. We have
used the term resource definition to define a resource
entity such that its instances are called resources. This
is analogue to the relationship between a class and its
objects in the object-oriented paradigm.
The direction of the association between resource
definitions gives the navigability direction between
them while their role names give the relative URI of
resources (addressability). The collection resource
definiton without the incoming transitions is termed
as root such that every resource definition in the re-
source model should be reachable via root and the
graph formed should be connected (connectivity).
A behavioral model represents the dynamic struc-
ture of the service and it is modeled by a UML State
Machine (SM). Each state represents the service state
and the trigger methods of transitions are restricted to
the side-effect methods of HTTP, i.e., PUT, POST and
DELETE (uniform interface). The statelessness fea-
ture of the REST interface is preserved while build-
ing stateful REST web service by defining state in-
variants as boolean expression of states of different
resources. The state of a resource is given by its rep-
resentation retrieved by invoking a GET on it. We are
thus able to define service states as predicates over the
resources without maintaining any hidden session or
state information (statelessness). The state invariants
in the SM are written as Object Constrain Language
(OCL) expressions. OCL is commonly used to define
constraints in UML models, including state invariants
(Birgit Demuth, 2009).
For modeling a service composition, the models
are required to represent method invocations on the
partner services. The service invocations to partner
services are modeled as effects on the transitions. The
composite web service requirements, inferred from
the specification document, are added as UML com-
ments on the transitions that satisfy them. These re-
quirements should be met by the implementation of
the service in order to fulfill the service goals.
The domain model of the composite service is rep-
resented with a class diagram. It represents inter-
faces between the composite service and its partner
services. The required and provided interface meth-
ods between the composite and its partner services are
modeled with required and provided interfaces in the
domain model, respectively.
2.2 Verification
Model verification is a process of determining
whether the models are designed correctly and repre-
sent the developer’s conceptual descriptions and spec-
ifications. Model checking is one of the ways to ex-
haustively check the models automatically. The ser-
vice design models of composite REST web service
should be verified for their basic properties in order to
build confidence of the service designer on the models
before implementing them. This allows one to elimi-
nate design errors that can be expensive to detect and
correct at later stage of the development cycle.
UPPAAL model-checker is used for modeling,
simulation and verification of real-time systems
(Larsen et al., 1997). It consists of set of timed
automata (TA), clocks, channels that synchronize
the systems (automata), variables and additional ele-
ments. A real-time system is modeled as a closed net-
work of TA. Each automaton in the network is speci-
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fied via a template, which can be instantiated as pro-
cess. A template in UPTA is composed of locations,
edges, clocks and variables representing all properties
of the system. Synchronization between different pro-
cesses can be provided using channels. Two edges in
different automata can synchronize if one is emitting
(denoted as channel name!) and the other is receiv-
ing (denoted as channel name?) on the same chan-
nel. Guards are the conditions that enable a transition
when they are satisfied. Similarly, the conditions as-
sociated to locations, called invariant, specify that the
system can stay in the location if and only if the in-
variant is satisfiable.
The query language used in UPPAAL is a simpli-
fied version of TCTL (Alur et al., 1990) that consists
of state formulae and path formulae. State formulae
(ϕ) is an expression that describes an individual state,
while path formulae can be classified into reachabil-
ity, safety and liveness properties. Deadlock is ex-
pressed using state formulae. The syntax of TCTL
path formulae that are used in UPPAAL is defined as
follows:
• A  ϕ - for all paths, the property ϕ is always
satisfiable.
• A ♦ ϕ- for all paths, the property ϕ is eventually
satisfiable.
• E ϕ - there is at least a path in the automata such
that property ϕ is always satisfiable.
• E♦ ϕ - there is at least a path in the automata such
that property ϕ is eventually satisfiable.
• ϕ φ - when ϕ holds, φ must hold.
If there is a location in the model that has no out-
going transition, then the model is said to be in a
deadlock. Reachability properties validate the basic
behavior of the model by checking whether a certain
property is possible in the model with the given paths.
The safety property checks that something bad will
never happen and the liveness property is verified to
determine that something will eventually happen.
However, before using UPPAAL model-checker
to verify these properties we need to give our service
design models in UML formal foundations that are
understandable by the verification tool. This has to
be done in an automated manner to avoid extra efforts
from the service developer. In section 3, we present
our tool support for this and explain in detail the trans-
formation from UML to UPTA.
2.3 Model-Based Test Generation
Model-based testing (MBT) is a method that provides
an abstract model of a system under test (SUT) and
preforms automatic test case generation based on the
specifications of the SUT (Utting and Legeard, 2007).
In MBT, modeling the environment of a system is
important since the environment generates test cases
from whole or some parts of the model to satisfy the
test criteria. Environment models help in automation
of testing in three ways: the automation of test case
generation from a simulated environment, the selec-
tion of test cases, and the evaluation of their test re-
sults. Our UML to UPTA transformation tool gener-
ates both the SM of SUT and the environment model.
We provide automatic test generation using UP-
PAAL TRON, which is an extension of UPPAAL for
online model-based black-box conformance testing
(Larsen et al., 2009). During test generation, the envi-
ronment model randomly selects test cases and com-
municates to the test adapter.
A test adapter is used by UPPAAL TRON to ex-
pose the observable I/O communication between the
test environment model and the SUT model, as shown
in Figure 2. Our adapter implements the communi-
cation with the SUT by converting abstract test in-
puts into HTTP request messages and HTTP response
messages into abstract test outputs. The TRON tool
generates tests via symbolic execution of the specifi-
cations using randomized choice of inputs. Based on
the timed sequence of input actions from the simula-
tion, the adapter preforms input actions to Implemen-
tation Under Test (IUT) and waits for the response.
Output from IUT is monitored and generated as out-
put actions for the simulation. The conformance test-
ing is achieved by comparing outputs of IUT to the
behavior of the simulation.
Figure 2: UPPAAL TRON test setup.
2.4 Requirements Traceability
Service requirements can be inferred from the spec-
ification document and they serve as service goals.
A service should be checked for its service goals in
order to validate that the service does what it is re-
quired to do. By catering to the service requirements
at the design phase and propagating them to the val-
idation stage, we provide a mechanism by which a
service requirement can be validated for its goals and
the unfulfilled requirements can be traced back to the
design phase to find faults in the design. Service re-
quirements are generally domain-specific since they
are inferred from the specifications. We infer func-
tional and temporal requirements from the specifica-
tion document into a table and number them. These
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requirements are attached to the SM as comments on
the transitions and are propagated to UPTA such that
the links between requirements and the model ele-
ments are preserved. These requirements are included
in all the models and traced throughout the process,
i.e., at UML, UPTA and test level, respectively.
The requirements are formulated as reachability
properties in UPTA with the purpose of verifying
them during simulation. Each requirement label is
translated into a boolean variable (initialized to False)
and attached to the corresponding edge in the UPTA.
This mapping is explained in more detail in the Sec-
tion 3 on the UML to UPTA transformation.
We require that our testing approach must validate
that these requirements are met by IUT, in order to
build confidence of the developer that the system is
doing what it is required to do. Thus, their coverage
level is monitored during test generation and execu-
tion. Once the test report is available, we can check
which requirements have been validated and which
have failed.
3 TOOL SUPPORT
Modeling in UML. The design models are modeled
using MagicDraw (Mag, 2013). Static validation of
models is done via OCL using the validation engine of
Magic Draw. We rely on predefined validation suites
for UML contained in MagicDraw for the basic val-
idation of the model. These validation suites contain
rules that check that the designed UML model con-
forms to UML meta-model specifications and prevent
the developer from doing basic modeling mistakes.
Code Generation. The code-skeleton of the up-
dated service design models of REST composite web
service can be generated using our tool presented in
(Rauf and Porres, 2011). The tool generates code
skeleton for design models in Django that is a high
level Python web framework (Holovaty and Kaplan-
Moss, 2009). The generated code also has behavioral
information such that the pre and post conditions for
each method are included and the developer just has
to write the implementation of the operations.
UML→UPTA Transformation. The transforma-
tion from UML design models to UPTA is an exten-
sion of our approach presented in (Nobakht and Tr-
uscan, 2013). The extension of transformation gener-
ates several artifacts: UPTA model, test environment
model and a skeleton for test adapter depicting the
testable interfaces of the composite web service.
Resource Model. In UPTA the resource model is rep-
resented as a template. The resource definitions in the
resource model are specified as variables with 1 or 0
Academic Version for Teaching Only
Commercial Development is strictly Prohibited
state machine smachine smachine[   ]
B
[self.b -> size() =1 and self.c -> size() = 0 
 and self.d -> size() = 0]
D
[self.b -> size() =0 and 
self.c -> size() = 0  and 
self.d -> size() = 1]
C
[self.b -> size() =0 and 
self.c -> size() = 1 and 
self.d -> size() = 0]
A
[self.a -> size() =1]
POST(d)
POST(c)
POST(a)
Figure 3: (Left) Composite State in UML State Machine.
(Right) Flattened locations in timed automaton.
value, specifying if a resource exists or not, respec-
tively. The attributes of resource definitions are in-
spected and for each integer attribute, an integer vari-
able is declared in the UPPAAL model. Similarly, the
boolean attributes are declared as integer arrays of 0
and 1.
Domain Model. The domain model shows set of op-
erations offered and required by the composite web
service and its partner web services. The correspond-
ing communication between templates in UPPAAL is
represented by channel synchronizations. Two edges
in different automata in UPPAAL can synchronize if
one is emitting and the other is receiving on the same
channel. The operations in an interface are thus trans-
lated into a binary synchronization channel in UP-
PAAL. The template of the service that realizes the in-
terfaces acts as the receiving automaton and the send-
ing automaton is specified by the template of the ser-
vice that uses the interface.
Behavioral Model. The SM of the REST web
service is encoded to TA that are represented by
templates, which are instantiated as processes. Figure
3 shows an example of transformation from the SM
to TA.
States. A state is mapped to a location in UPTA,
and a state invariant is mapped to corresponding
location invariant. The subclauses of the state
invariant are translated to variables corresponding to
the respective resource definition. For example, in
Figure 3, sel f .a− > size() = 1 is translated as a = 1
and sel f .b− > size() = 0 as b = 0. The initial state
corresponds to the initial location. The final states are
translated by having an edge from the corresponding
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location to initial location and updating all the
variables to their initial values, as shown in Figure 3.
The choice state in the SM is replaced by two edges
in the TA model that are originating from the same
source location to different target locations.
State Hierarchy. The SM may contain composite
states for better representation of specifications.
UPTA, however, does not support the notion of
location hierarchy. We flatten the composite states
into several simple states by including the state
invariant of super states in the contained states that
are then mapped to the respective locations in UPTA.
For example, in Figure 3, the top figure contains a
SM with a composite state that is flattened to UPTA
model shown at the bottom. States B, C and D in the
SM correspond to the locations B, C and D of UPTA,
respectively. Note that all the locations contain the
state invariant of superstate A in the SM.
Transitions. A transition in the SM is mapped
to an edge in UPTA and guards on the transition
are mapped to guards on the corresponding edge in
UPTA. In Figure 4, we shows how the transitions in
the SM (top) are translated to UPTA (bottom right).
The locations L1 and L5 correspond to states S1
and S2 of SM, respectively, and locations L0, L2,
L3, and L4 are the extra locations created during
the transformation process as explained below. The
state invariants are translated to location invariants
and represented as boolean functions for the purpose
of diagram clarity. The transition between states S1
and S2 is triggered by POST(b) after 10 minutes as
specified in the guard. In UPTA, this is represented
as guard over the clock variable cl.
Trigger Methods. The trigger methods from the SM
are translated in to receiving channels in UPTA. This
receiving channel is in sync either with the automaton
of the partner service or with the environment model.
Time Events. The time events in behavioral diagram
are replaced by clocks in UPTA. The clock is reset
in the incoming edge to the location (L1) and is
also included in the location invariant. Thus, the
guard after(10m) is translated to cl > 10 on the
corresponding UPTA edge.
Effects. The effect on the transition, i.e., POST (c)
shows invocation to the partner service. The com-
munication between two web services is established
by using a unique channel synchronization. For
instance, emitting a request from a web service
to the other one can be replaced by synchronizing
a channel in an UPPAAL process, and the other
process is the receiver of the synchronization. The
effect of the transition that invokes a remote service
is represented with two edges and an urgent location
(marked with U in the circle) in between, i.e., edges
e2 and e3 and urgent location L3. An urgent location
in UPTA does not allow any delays (Larsen et al.,
1997). Thus, the first edge (e1) is synchronized with
the environment model and the second edge (e2)
synchronizes with the partner automaton. The third
edge (e3) is synchronized to receive acknowledgment
response from the partner (as we model asynchronous
service) and the sending channel on the fourth edge
(e4) is synchronized with the environment to indicate
the completion of transition.
Figure 4: Example of SM (top) Corresponding Environment
Model (bottom left) and Flattened TA (bottom right).
Requirements. The requirement on the transitions are
translated into a boolean variable (initialized to False)
and attached to the corresponding edge which updates
it to True. This is shown in Figure 4 with Req1=
True on edge e4. This implies that whenever this edge
would be traversed, this requirement will be met. This
can be formulated as reachability properties to attain
requirement coverage and tracked during test genera-
tion and execution.
Environment Model. The environment model in
UPTA has sending channels that are received by the
composite web service automaton as inputs to trig-
ger the process. This is similar to interface method
calls in the SM. All the interface methods of the ser-
vice specified in the state machine are mapped to the
sending channels in the environment model and the
response of successful transition is received from the
composite web service via receiving channels. This is
also shown in Figure 4: the environment model initi-
ates the automaton (bottom right) by sending channel
post b! and the process completes when the channel
resp b? is received.
A Python script is currently used to create the en-
vironment model, from a given UPTA model by ana-
lyzing the channels observable from the environment.
The original idea has been discussed in (Hessel et al.,
2008). This will be merged in the final version of the
UML→UPTA transformation script.
Test Coverage Information. In order to enable
rigorous test coverage in UPPAAL TRON, a second
Python script (discussed in more detail in (Koskinen
et al., 2013)) is used to automatically add counter
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variables for each edge of a given automaton in a
UPTA model and a corresponding update of the given
variable on the corresponding edge. Whenever the
edge is visited during the simulation or execution, the
variable is incremented, allowing thus to track which
edges have been visited and how many times. This
enables one to track coverage level wrt. e.g., edge
coverage or edge pair coverage. This script will also
be integrated in the final version of the UML→UPTA
transformation script.
4 CASE STUDY
Our case study is a Holiday Booking (HB) composite
REST web service that is built on inspiration from the
housetrip.com service, with the purpose of having a
case study similar in complexity to real services. This
service is a holiday rental online booking site, where
one can search and book an apartment in the destina-
tion country.
The user of the service searches for a room in a ho-
tel from the list of available hotels at HB before travel.
He books the room (if it is available) and that book-
ing is reserved by HB with the hotel for 24 hours. The
user must pay for the booking within 24 hours. If the
user does not pay within this time then the booking is
canceled. If the booking is paid, then the HB service
invokes a credit card verification service and waits for
the payment confirmation. When the payment is con-
firmed, HB invokes the hotel service to confirm the
booking of the room. If the hotel does not respond
within 1 day or it does not confirm at all, the book-
ing is canceled and the user is refunded. If the hotel
service confirms, then a booking is made with the ho-
tel. The payment is not released to the hotel until the
user checks in. When the user checks in, HB releases
the money to the hotel and the booking is marked by
the hotel as paid. Due to space limitation, we only
show some of the models and information here. The
detailed case study is available at (Rauf et al., 2013)
Design Models. The design of HB composite REST
web service is modeled with resource, behavioral and
domain models. The state machine of HB composite
service is shown in Figure 5.
Requirements Traceability. We have inferred func-
tional and temporal requirements from specification
document for our case study. Table 1 shows the re-
quirements for Booking and Payment Release. These
requirements should be fulfilled by the IUT in order
to satisfy the service goals. They are added as com-
ments to the model in Figure 5.
Verification. The design models of Holiday Booking
(HB) composite REST web service are translated to
Table 1: Requirements of Holiday Booking CWS (excerpt).
Req Sub-Requirements
1- Booking 1.1 - A booking should be paid
1.1.1 - A booking should be paid within 24 hours of the booking.
1.1.2 - If a booking is not paid within 24 hours of the booking,
then it is canceled by the system
1.1.3 - A confirmed paid booking, waits for user check in
2- ... 2.1 - ...
4- Payment 4.1 - If the user checks in then the payment must be released
Release to the hotel.
4.2 - When the payment is released to the hotel, HB CWS must
notify the hotel about release of the payment
UPTA with the help of transformation tool. Here, we
only show an excerpt of UPTA in Figure 6. The de-
tailed model and the specifications of the partner web
services are available in (Rauf et al., 2013).
The verification properties are specialized for our
case study and some of them are mentioned below.
Deadlock Freeness. The HB Service, the hotel ser-
vice and the payment service models are all deadlock
free. This means that the composite service is never
reach to a state that cannot preform a transition (i.e.,
A[]not deadlock). Note that the following queries are
made for complete model and only some of them can
be traced in Figure 6.
Reachability. All the locations in the HB service
are reachable. This means that the model receives
and sends messages to the partner services smoothly
and the model is validated for its basic behavior (i.e.,
E♦CompService.r), where r is the last location in the
TA model and indicates that all processes for certain
booking is completed.
Safety. Some of the safety properties in our model are:
a) Payment should be released iff the user has checked
in, i.e., (ECompService.h2 imply CardService.c2),
where c2 is the location after check-in and h2 is
the location after payment release, b) If the pay-
ment is released by the HB service then the Hotel
service is paid, i.e., (E  CompService.h2 imply
HotelService.p), where p is the location in Hotel ser-
vice model for hotel payment.
Liveness. Some of the liveness properties in the model
are: a) When the payment is not paid within 24 hours,
the booking is canceled (i.e., CompService.c and
compService.cl > 24  CompService.b1), where c
indicates waiting for the payment, cl indicates clock
of the model and b1 indicates the booking request is
going to cancel due to the delay, b) If the Hotel Ser-
vice does not confirm within 3 days then the booking
is considered not confirmed (i.e., CompService.o and
CompService.cl > 3  CompService.n), where o is
the location for waiting for the hotel response and n is
the location for canceling.
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Figure 5: UML State Machine of Holiday Booking Composite REST Web Service.
Figure 6: Excerpt of UPTA model of Holiday Booking Composite REST Web Service.
Test Environment. The environment model speci-
fies the user actions, such as booking, canceling a
reservation, requesting for the payment, paying, re-
funding and checking in. These are created from the
observable channel synchronizations of the compos-
ite web service. The automaton in Figure 7 shows
the environment model satisfying edge and require-
ments coverage. In Figure 7 they are encoded in
the guard as a verdict() boolean function in the
form: r1&& . . .rn&&e1 . . .&&em where ri and e j are
variables corresponding to requirements and, respec-
tively, to edges of the composite web service in Fig-
ure 6. Whenever the verdict function evaluates to
TRUE environment model can go to the final location.
Test Setup. Similar to Figure 2, the test setup
comprises the TRON engine, the adapter, and the
IUT. The IUT is a web service composition of three
web services: Holiday Booking, Hotel and Payment
Services. The test adapter composed of a set of test
cases which satisfy the test requirements that are
listed in Table1.
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Figure 7: Environment model.
5 EVALUATION
The UML state machines of the HB composite REST
web service had 14 states and 25 transitions. These
were translated into a UPTA model with 34 loca-
tions and 46 edges. Similarly, the state machines of
Payment service had 3 states and 4 transitions which
transformed in to a UPTA model with 5 locations and
6 edges. The Hotel service had 4 states and 5 transi-
tions that were translated into 7 locations and 9 edges.
In addition, the environment model created had 4 lo-
cations and 13 edges.
One issue with using formal tools like UPPAAL
for verification and test generation, is the scalability
of the approach, due to the state space explosion. In
contrast to offline test generation, where the entire
state space has to be computed, in online test gen-
eration only the symbolic states following the cur-
rent symbolic states have to computed. This reduces
drastically the number of symbolic states making the
test generation less prone to space explosion and thus
more scalable. For instance, the number of explored
symbolic states when generating, with the verifyta
tool, traces satisfying complete edge coverage (i.e.,
&e1 . . .&&em, where e j are tracking variables cor-
responding to all m edges of the HBS models) was
974. In the contrast, the maximum number of sym-
bolic states reported by TRON during a test session
achieving complete edge coverage was 12 (see Fig-
ure11).
For benchmarking the verification process, we
have used the verifyta command line utility of
UPPAAL for verification of the specified 5 proper-
ties. We have used the memtime tool to measure the
time and memory needed for verification. The result
showed in average 0.20 seconds and 54996 KB of
memory being used. Although the memory utilization
depends heavily on the symbolic state space, it shows
that the current size models leave room for scalability
of the approach. A known limitation of UPPAAL is
that the maximum memory size it can use is close to
4GB due to its 32-bit architecture. Figure 11 plots the
evolution of the number of symbolic states for 10000
model time units (20 seconds).
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our approach,
we compared the specification coverage with the code
coverage yielded by a given test run. Since we had
access to the source code of the IUT, we used the cov-
erage tool for Python (pyt, 2013) to report the code
coverage for each test session. The Table 2 lists re-
sults of several measurements:
Table 2: Correspondence between code coverage and edge
coverage.
Run Edge Coverage Code Coverage
1 64 % 55%
2 80% 67%
3 100% 78%
Although many of the errors were caused by mod-
eling mistakes, testing revealed some errors in the im-
plementation as well. For instance, in the HB service,
there was an error in sending cancel request and an-
other error found in the POST header in refund re-
quest. Also in the Hotel service, the confirmation was
sent by the wrong method, so it was rejected by Holi-
day Booking service.
In order to evaluate the fault detection capabili-
ties of our approach, we have manually created 30
mutated versions of the original HB service program
code. Each mutation had one fault seeded in the code,
for instance replacing POST with DELETE, remov-
ing one line of the source code, change of logical con-
ditions, etc. The faults were always seeded in those
parts of the code that is covered when achieving 100%
edge coverage of the model. We assumed that the
original version of the composite web service is the
correct one, as we were able to run the 100 test ses-
sions in TRON against it. For each mutated version
of the composite web service, we set the TRON to
execute 100 test sessions against it. When a fault was
discovered, the mutant was considered as killed. If the
mutated statement has been covered by the test runs
but no failure was detected, we mark it as alive. Out
of the 30 mutated programs, 28 mutants were killed
and 2 were alive. This resulted into a mutation score
of 93.3%.
6 RELATED WORK
There is already a large body of work on using model
checking techniques for validation and verification of
web service compositions. Overviews of such works
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Figure 8: Evolution of symbolic states.
can be found in (Rusli et al., 2011) and (Bozkurt and
other, 2010). Mostly authors have used web service
specific specification languages as their starting point
and converted the specifications to an intermediate
language that is accepted by model checking tools.
Then, by taking advantage of the model checking tool
capabilities they performed simulation, verification or
test generation via model-checking. Most of these
works use the selected model-checking tool only for
simulation and verification; only a handful generate
abstract tests from the verification conditions, and in
most cases it is not clear how the abstract test cases
(i.e., the counterexample traces) are transformed into
executable ones and executed. In the following, we
will revisit those works which are most similar to
ours.
We can distinguish roughly two approach cate-
gories: those that target the PROMELA language
(Part and Peschke, 2003) which is the input language
for the SPIN model-checker (Holzmann, 1997), and
those that target the UPPAAL timed automata which
is the input language for the UPPAAL model-checker
(Behrmann et al., ).
In the first category, the vast majority of ap-
proaches have used BPEL or OWL-S(Martin et al.,
2004) for the specification of the web service com-
position. For instance, Garcia (Garcı́a-Fanjul et al.,
2006) generates test cases using test case specifica-
tions created from counterexamples that are obtained
from model checking. The transition coverage crite-
rion is used to identify transitions in BPEL specifi-
cation that define the test requirements for producing
test cases. These transitions are mapped to the model
and expressed in terms of LTL property expressions.
Transition coverage is obtained by repeatedly execut-
ing the tool with each previously identified transition.
Fu. et al. (Fu et al., 2005) provide framework for
analyzing, designing and verifying web service com-
positions. Their work provides both bottom-up and
top-down approach to analyze the interaction between
web services. In top-down approach, the desired con-
versation of a web service is specified as guarded au-
tomaton that are converted to PROMELA and used
as input to SPIN model-checker. The bottom-up ap-
proach translates BPEL to guarded automaton and
then used with SPIN model-checker after translating
guarded automaton to PROMELA. The web service
conversations are analyzed for synchronization in or-
der to verify their compatibility.
One distinct approach is given by Huang et al.
(Huang et al., 2005). They automatically translate
OWL-S specification of composite web service into
a C-like specification language and PDDL through an
integrated process. These can be processed with the
BLAST model-checker which can generate positive
and negative test cases during model checking of a
particular formula and test the web service using the
test cases.
These works focus on BPEL processes and OWL-
S, this makes them dependent on specific execution
languages for SOAP based services whereas our work
is not dependent on implementation and supports
REST architectural style. In addition, their work does
not support requirement traceability and is not clear
how tests are generated and executed. Furthermore,
the works that use the PROMELA language for spec-
ification do not address real-time properties, due to
the limited support for time in PROMELA.
In the second category, researchers have targeted
timed automata specifications. In (Cambronero et al.,
2011), Cambronero et al. verify and validate web
services choreography by translating a subset of WS-
CDL into a network of timed automata and then use
UPPAAL tool for validation and verification of the
described system. They also capture capture require-
ments by extending KAOS goal model and implement
them. The work is supported by WST tool that pro-
vides model transformation of timed composite web
services (Cambronero et al., 2012). In (Dıaz et al.,
2007), Diaz et. al also provide a translation from WS-
BPEL to UPPAAL timed automata. Time properties
are specified in WS-BPEL and translated to UPPAAL.
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However, requirements are not traced explicitly, while
verification and testing are not discussed.
Ibrahim and Al-Ani (Ibrahim and Al Ani, 2013)
transform BPEL specification to UPAAAL. The spec-
ification includes safety and security non-functional
properties which are later formulated into guards in
the UPPAAL model which could be similar to our
verification of requirements. They do not consider
neither real-time properties nor test generation.
In (Guermouche and Godart, 2009), Nawal and
Godart deal with checking the compatibility of web
service choreography supporting asynchronous timed
communications using model checking based ap-
proach. They use model-checker UPPAAL and
present compatibility checking distinguishing be-
tween full and partial compatibility and full incom-
patibility of web services. Our work is somewhat
similar to their work as we support time critical state-
ful REST webs service compositions using UPPAAL,
however, in addition to verification we use UPPAAL
with TRON to validate the implementation of the web
services.
Zhang (Zhang et al., 2011) suggest the use of
the temporal logic XYZ/ADL language (Zhu and
Tang, 2003) for specifying web server compositions.
They transform the specifications into a timed asyn-
chronous communication model (TACM) which are
verified in UPPAAL.
In (Lallali et al., 2008), uses BPEL specifications
as a reference specification and transform them to an
Intermediate Format (IF) based on timed automata
and then propose an algorithm to generate test cases.
Similar to our approach, tests are generated via sim-
ulation in a custom tool, where the exploration is
guided by test purposes. One noticeable difference
is that time properties are added manually to the IF
specification, while we specify them at UML level.
These works provide approaches to verify and
validate the service specifications by checking the
properties of interest using UPPAAL tool, however
our work, in addition to model checking the proper-
ties also performs conformance testing of the service
composition via online model-based testing with the
TRON tool and provides requirement traceability for
non-deterministic systems.
7 CONCLUSION
We have presented an integrated approach to design
and validate RESTful composite web services. In our
approach, a service can invoke other services and ex-
hibit complex and timed behavior, while still comply-
ing with the REST architectural style. We showed
how to model the service composition in UML, in-
cluding time properties. We modeled communicating
web services and explicitly define the service invoca-
tions and receiving service calls.
We use model checking approach with UPPAAL
model-checker to verify and validate our design mod-
els. From the verified specification, we generate tests
using an online model-based testing tool. The use of
online MBT proved beneficial as our system under
test exhibits non-deterministic behavior due to con-
currency and real-time domain.
With the help of requirements traceability mech-
anism we traced requirements to UML models and,
via the UML→UPTA transformation to timed au-
tomata models. Their reachability is verified in UP-
PAAL and they are used as test goals during test
generation. Linking requirements to generated tests
allowed us to quickly see which requirements have
been validated and which have not. In addition, it al-
lows us to identify from which parts of the specifica-
tion/implementation the detected error has originated.
We exemplified our approach with a relatively
complex case study of a holiday booking web service
and we provided preliminary evaluation results.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe a systematic literature review
(SLR) on the use of environment models in model-based
testing (MBT). By applying selection criteria, we narrowed
down the identified studies from two hundred ninety seven
papers to sixty one papers which are used in this analysis.
The results show that environment models are especially
useful in testing systems with high complexity and non-
deterministic behaviors in terms of facilitating automatic
test generation. However, building environment models is
not a trivial task due to the lack of a systematic methodol-
ogy and of supporting tools for automation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6.7 [Simulation and Modeling]: Simulation Support
Systems—Environments; D.2.4 [Software Engineering ]:
Software/Program Verification—Model checking
Keywords
environment model, software testing, model-based testing,
systematic literature review
1. INTRODUCTION
Model-Based Testing (MBT) is a black-box testing tech-
nique that generates tests from abstract behavioral mod-
els [23]. The models can represent either the expected be-
havior of the system under test (SUT) or of its environment,
or in some cases of both. In this context, abstraction is ben-
eficial in hiding unnecessary details of the implementation
and reducing the complexity of testing. Nevertheless, it is
also essential that a test model is detailed enough in order
to generate effective test cases. Finding the right level of
abstraction for the test model is one of the challenges in
MBT [23].
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MBT can be used for both online and offline testing. In
online testing, the test inputs are generated and executed
on-the-fly, whereas in offline testing, test inputs are first
generated and later on executed as a batch [22].
In complex computer systems, which operate in environ-
ments with large numbers of events and different timings,
testing leads to a large number of test cases to cover all pos-
sible states of the system. Executing all possible test cases
becomes time consuming and unfeasible. Therefore, more
advanced methods are required in MBT in order to opti-
mize the number of test cases and reduce the complexity of
testing [9].
Environment modeling is an activity that specifies a part
of the real world, in which the system is integrated. The
process of environment modeling results into an environment
model, which captures all relevant assumptions and contains
all interactions with the SUT [11]. Environment modeling
can help addressing the problem of testing complex systems,
since one can use environment models to generate automatic
test cases for a particular behavior of the SUT.
The main objective of this SLR is to understand how an
environment model can enable MBT and what are the cur-
rent problems and research challenges. In this paper, we do
not attempt to compare different approaches, instead, we
extract the information as presented by the authors of the
available literature in order to present a complete picture of
the research done on this topic. To our best of knowledge,
this is the first systematic literature review on different ap-
proaches in environment modeling.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, we define the research method, provide research ques-
tions, and describe the material selection process based on
the defined selection criteria. In Section 3, we answer the
research questions and present the data analysis from our
findings. In Section 4, we discuss validity threats, while in
Section 5, we provide a discussion and conclusions.
2. RESEARCH METHOD
In this work, we follow the research method suggested by
Kitchenham and Brereton [13] for conducting a systematic
literature review. However, we describe a summary of the
process here, while deferring more details to [20].
Research questions: The following research questions
are addressed in this paper:
• RQ1: What are the characteristics of the environment
models used for MBT?
• RQ2: What are the advantages of using environment
models in MBT?
• RQ3: What formalism and tools have been used for
creating environment models in MBT?
• RQ4: What problems and challenges have been ob-
served by researchers using environment models in MBT?
Search terms: First, we selected a set of keywords from
the research questions and then defined the search term:
(”environment model” OR ”environment behavior model”
OR ”environmental model” OR ”environmental modelling”
OR ”environment modelling” OR ”environment modeling”
OR ”environmental modeling”) AND
(”model-based testing” OR ”model based testing”OR testing
OR test OR ”software testing”)
Sources of studies: The electronic libraries that we used
for searching are: ACM digital library, IEEE Explore, Sci-
ence Direct, Springer, and Google Scholar. The reason for
using Google Scholar is to ensure that we covered all avail-
able and relevant papers that are published by miscellaneous
publishers or shared in other databases.
Selection criteria: A set of inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria has been defined in order to collect relevant studies and
filter out irrelevant ones. The inclusion criteria were:
• The objective of the study should be to discuss, apply
or investigate the environment model methodologies
for the purpose of testing.
• The studies must be written in English.
• The study should be published in a journal or confer-
ence proceedings.
• The study should answer at least one of the research
questions.
• The study should be published between the years 2000
and 2014 (September).
The exclusion criteria are:
• The studies for which only extended abstracts were
available.
• The papers that are about environmental engineering
or biological studies or other studies outside the scope
of software engineering/testing.
• Master’s theses and Doctoral monographs. We as-
sumed that these works have been previously reported
and presented as conference or journal publications.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied during the
selection process in parallel with reading the full papers.
Procedure of selecting primary studies:
Step 1. 297 studies were identified by using the search
terms in the electronic libraries.
Step2. We reviewed title and abstract of the identified
papers and selected 120 studies.
Step 3. We read the content of the selected studies and
applied the selection criteria. In parallel, we made a data
extraction form in our Excel spread sheet and recorded de-
tails of each study, such as authors, year of publication, etc.
In this step, we reduced the number of studies to 63.
Step 4. We added all relevant references that we found in
63 papers and applied Steps 1-3 on them (snowballing [10]).
From the references, we selected 5 more studies, so the total
number from this step reached to 68.
Step 5: We found that 7 papers were redundant, so we
removed them and 61 studies remained.
In this paper, we report the findings that we retrieved
by studying 61 studies, which we refer to them as primary
studies.
For each repository the number of selected papers in each
step is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The number of selected papers in each
repository and in each step of SLR
Database Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 %
ACM 33 12 7 8 7 11%
IEEE Explore 125 48 25 25 24 39%
ScienceDirect 26 7 4 4 4 7%
Springer 72 36 20 22 18 30%
Google Scholar∗ 41 17 7 9 8 13%
Total 297 120 63 68 61 100%
* Only papers that are published in miscellaneous repositories
The last column in Table 1 shows that a large percent-
age of the publications, 39%, comes from IEEE Explore (24
studies), followed by 30% papers from Springer (18 studies).
Google Scholar and ACM have 13% and 11% respectively (8
and 7 studies). Only 7% of the papers are selected from Sci-
ence Direct (4 studies). Here, Google Scholar has a smaller
percentage, since we removed the studies that were origi-
nally found in the other databases.
Figure 1 shows the number of primary studies from 2000-
2014 by five years interval. It can be noticed that in recent
years there has been increased attention towards environ-
ment modeling in MBT. This may be due to the growing rate
of the complexity of computer systems and applications and
subsequently the testing process is becoming more complex.
Thus, using environment models as a technique for reducing
the complexity is becoming more popular.
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Figure 1: Number of primary papers by five years
intervals
3. RESULTS
In this section, we present how the literature answers the
research questions. We start with the information about the
characteristics of environment models (RQ1), followed by an
overview of the role of environment models in MBT (RQ2).
Next, we present a list of modeling formalism, tools and
methodologies that are based on environment models (RQ3).
Finally, we look at the current limitations and challenges
that are reported by the literature (RQ4). Citations of the
selected papers are given in this section for further reading.
Out of 61 studies, 95% are empirical studies (i.e., exper-
iments on case studies). 5% were theoretical studies which
are based on providing concepts, formal definitions, method-
ology or references to other work.
Due to the lack of space, we only present a short overview
of our findings. More details of the analysis and references
to the primary studies are presented in [20].
3.1 RQ1 - What are the characteristics of en-
vironment models used for MBT?
All primary studies, either implicitly or explicitly, pre-
sented general characteristics of using an environment model
in their testing approaches. Below, we present them in more
detail:
• Specific aspects of the SUT: An environment model
can be specified in a way that it covers only certain part(s)
of the SUT in order to test those parts. Therefore, different
parts of a system can be tested separately. Besides, envi-
ronment models can be defined in a way that they contain
different test scenarios to violate specific functionality of the
SUT. Twelve out of 61 primary studies fall in this category.
• Non-determinism: Non-determinism is an important
feature in modeling complex systems with unpredictable en-
vironments. It is not a trivial task to model a system which
can accept and react to unpredictable conditions. Therefore,
using environment models can help in defining the contin-
uous and unpredictable interactions [7]. Non-deterministic
environment models give more options to choose among en-
abled test inputs. We found that 3 primary studies present
environment models with non-deterministic behavior.
• Include multiple entities: A SUT can have commu-
nications with different environment entities such as users,
other systems, or a part of the actual environment (i.g. tem-
perature or the sunlight). There are two ways in specifying
multiple environments in a test model: it can be defined
as a single model containing all environment interactions,
or it can be defined as multiple environment components.
In both cases, the environment model should capture all as-
sumptions of the environment. Also it should control the in-
teractions among the entities as well. Ten papers presented
their work using different environment entities.
• Dynamic and static behavior: An environment model
is able to support both static and dynamic behaviors of a
SUT. Static behaviors mostly indicate what are the inputs of
the environment model into the SUT and what type of data
and properties are supported by the environment model. In
change, dynamic behaviors specify the interactions of the en-
vironment model with the SUT, the timing properties and
the order of test inputs based on the current outputs dur-
ing test execution. Six papers used environment models to
specify dynamic and static behavior.
• Abstraction: A model is an abstract specification of
the real world. An abstract model can be defined by re-
stricting the range of input values, omitting some functions
or reducing the time span. Environment models can be mod-
eled to only focus on the more abstract interactions. Six
papers in our review emphasize on the importance of the
abstraction level of the test model when using environment
models.
• Control of time: Environment models generate timed
input traces, which can occur in the real environment, to
ensure that the system can satisfy specific timing proper-
ties. This characteristics can be beneficial in modeling and
testing real-time systems. Nine studies show that environ-
ment models can be used for testing systems with timing
properties, such as real-time systems.
• Explicit behaviors: Having separate models for the
SUT and its environment has advantages modifying each of
them separately. For instance, when environment models
are used in test generation, they typically encode test goals.
Whenever test requirements change, only the environment
models should be changed. Six papers argue that environ-
ment models used in MBT have explicit nature depicting
the expected behavior of the system.
• Source of knowledge for modeling: The source of
knowledge about an environment can come from the require-
ments, or from the assumptions of the test designers. The
requirements are a list of the specifications that a system
must follow and need to be tested. When the system spec-
ifications are not available, assumptions of the environment
can be observed from the actual environment and then for-
mally defined. From the literature, we found that seventeen
papers define their environment models from the require-
ments that are provided in the documentation of the SUT.
Also, sixteen papers explicitly claimed that they define their
environment via assumptions.
3.2 RQ2 - What are the advantages of using
environment models in MBT?
Based on the MBT taxonomy illustrated by Utting et
al. [23], testing of a system using MBT consists of three main
dimensions: modeling, test generation, and test execution.
Our findings from the primary studies show that applying
environment modeling can be beneficial in all these dimen-
sions. Environment modeling brings the following benefits:
• Test oracle creation: In MBT, a test oracle is usu-
ally encoded in the test model, and during test generation
it is assigned to the generated test cases. In complex sys-
tems, in order to reduce the complexity of testing and focus
on certain functionality, environment model can be used to
model certain test oracles. Three of the primary studies
discussed explicitly about test oracle generation using envi-
ronment models.
• Automated test generation: In online testing, it is
essential to automatically generate test cases. Automation
prevents human errors, which might occur with manual test-
ing, and reduces the time of generating test cases. A Test
harness (automated testing framework) can be built by a
set of test data to automatically run tests and monitor the
outputs. Environment model can be used in automation of
testing. Twelve papers present that environment models are
used to generate test inputs for the SUT during testing.
• Optimal test generation: Optimized test case gener-
ation is discussed as a benefit of using environment models
in testing, making the testing process more efficient. It is
caused by having support for abstraction in environment
modeling. This advantage is presented in five papers.
• Reducing the size of the state space: One of the
main issues in executing and simulating complex models (or
models with a wide range of inputs) is that the number of
symbolic states that should be explored increases during test
execution, which causes the system to run out of memory.
This problem is known as state space explosion. Reducing
the size of the state space can be done by using bounded
data types, resetting clock variables, or defining model in-
variants which limit the enabled states at a given time. Five
studies report that well-defined environment models signifi-
cantly reduce the search space by constraining the ranges of
certain test inputs.
• Early validation of requirements: Using explicit en-
vironment models can be helpful for validating the require-
ments at the early stage of the system design. Inconsisten-
cies in specifications can be detected when building the mod-
els. In addition, they can be used to guide the simulation of
early prototypes of the SUT. Two primary studies discuss
this issue as an advantage of using environment models.
• Re-usability: Different SUTs or different versions (re-
gression) of the same SUT can be tested using a single en-
vironment model (see for instance [4]). Generally, environ-
ment models will be changed relatively rarely unless some
errors originating from requirements are discovered during
testing. Therefore, the modeling efforts can be reduced by
using the same models in different testing contexts. Five
primary studies report this advantage.
• Different testing types: Our findings show that en-
vironment models can be applied in different testing ap-
proaches, such as safety testing (5 studies), robustness test-
ing (2 studies) and regression testing (3 studies). Safety and
robustness can be verified by creating erroneous test inputs
to the SUT. Moreover, since environment models are able
to test certain parts of the SUT, applying them in regres-
sion testing can improve the testing effort. Also, environ-
ment models have been studied in Aspect Oriented Model-
ing (AOM) [6] where are known as context models. In AOM,
an environment consists of some smaller models, which com-
municate with each other and with the SUT.
• Applicable into all testing levels: The primary stud-
ies show that environment models can be applied at all test-
ing levels: system, integration, and unit. The majority of
the studies describe applying environment modeling at the
system level (43 studies) and few number of them report us-
ing environment models at the integration level (3 studies)
and the unit level (6 studies).
3.3 RQ3 - What formalisms and tools have been
used for creating environment models in
MBT?
We detected a large range of modeling languages and va-
riety of modeling and testing tools from the primary studies.
In this section, we provide the list of the most frequent lan-
guages and tools, their references, and briefly discuss some
of the most referenced tools.
• UML: The majority of the studies use the Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) [19] as the modeling language. In our
review, 20 primary studies are built on UML either by using
its standard behavioral diagrams such as sequence and state
diagrams, or UML profiles such as Fondue [16], MARTE [1],
SysML [8] and MbRTE (Executable model-based robustness
testing environment) [24]. The structure of the environment
is a model that describes all various entities and their rela-
tionships (also known as a domain model in the literature)
and consists of one or more environment components. The
domain model provides the information on all relationships
and properties between the components.
• Timed-Automata: Six primary studies present the
MBT approaches using Timed Automata (TA) [3]. The tools
used with TA are UPPAAL, its an online testing tool (UP-
PAAL TRON) and Maude. UPPAAL is a model-checker
which allows simulation and verification of TA-based speci-
fications. Environment models can be specified in UPPAAL
as deterministic or non-deterministic. UPPAAL-TRON is
an online testing tool that generates test cases from TA and
executes them against the SUT [14]. Maude is a tool based
on supporting equational logic and rewriting logic [15]. It
represents model generation rules by applying rewriting the-
ories, instead of describing a model directly. It can be ap-
plied for modifying the TA model.
• AEG: Six primary studies present their experiments on
testing with Attributed Event Grammar (AEG) [4], which
is used for testing real-time and embedded systems. Event
grammars are text-based and are appropriate for specifying
the dynamic environment with an arbitrary number of ac-
tors and events. Models based on event grammars can be
designed either for the environment or for the environment
and the SUT. They can also contain hazardous states to as-
sess the safety of the SUT. The environment models can be
used to automatically generate test cases.
• Petri Nets: Four primary studies are based on Petri
Nets, using the TINA tool (TIme Petri Net Analyser) [5].
TINA is a software environment for the editing and analysis
of Petri nets and Timed Petri nets. The environment mod-
els in TINA have the same properties as the models defined
in UPPAAL. Similar, to UPPAAL, the environment model
supports both non-deterministic and deterministic assump-
tions.
• Lutin: Three primary studies discuss testing with the
Lutin language [18]. Lutin is a test-based language for spec-
ifying random reactive behaviors, specially developed for
modeling and testing reactive systems. The Lurette test
generator is used for random or guided test case generation.
• BEG: Two primary studies show how environment mod-
els can be designed in the Bandera Environment Generator
(BEG) [21], a tool that automates the generation of environ-
ments for model-checking Java programs. The tool is able
to decompose a given Java program into small modules and
create the environment models out of it.
Table 2 shows all formalism and modeling tools that have
been used for environment modeling.
Table 2: Formalism and tools for environment mod-
eling
Formalism/ Languages Tools # Studies
UML
UML tools
10
UML/MARTE 5
UML Fondue 2
UML/SysML 1
ESML 1
MbRTE 1
Timed Automata
UPPAAL 4
UPPAAL TRON 1
Maude 1
Event Grammar AEG 6
Petri nets TINA 4
Lutin Lurette 3
Java BEG 2
QR QR models 2
TSML AUTOSAR 1
Esterel Esterel 1
SPIN Promela 1
TML JUMBL 1
Markov model Markov model 1
TTCN-3 TTCN-3 1
SLAM SLAM 1
DoB Degree-of-Belief(DoB) 1
BLAST BLAST 1
3.4 RQ4 - What problems and challenges have
been observed by researchers using envi-
ronment models in MBT?
We identified several studies that describe problems in
MBT using environment models. Also, they identify re-
search areas in MBT for further investigations.
• Lack of methodology for environment modeling:
Many of the identified studies use environment models for
testing, but without discussing explicitly how they are cre-
ated. Methodological aspects of creating environment mod-
els are only discussed in a limited number of papers (e.g., in
[9] for UML models). Kishi and Noda emphasize the impor-
tance of having a strategy for defining environment model
in aspect oriented approaches [12]. Dividing an environ-
ment model into several sub-models requires a well-defined
methodology as well.
• Test adaptation is manually implemented: The
studies show that although once an environment model is
specified, then the test generation will be automatic. Yet
creating the test adapter which can transform the model-
level test inputs into executable test cases is manual and
error prone process (e.g. in [17]).
• Multiple test adaptations: In systems with multi-
ple environment entities, multiple test adaptations are re-
quired [2]. The reason is that the interactions among the
environment entities as well as interactions between the en-
vironments and the SUT are usually complex.
• Lack of extensive experiments: The results of our
findings show that environment modeling is still immature
in some aspects of MBT. For instance, reports have shown
that environment models are good choices in robustness test-
ing [24] and regression testing. However, there are very few
studies which applied the environment models in practice.
Moreover, reusability of environment model can be investi-
gated more and other advantages of using environment mod-
els can be studied in more details.
• Complex specifications: It is still a challenge to ex-
pand the environment modeling in complex systems and for
more complicated environments. As it is noted by Auguston
et al., more methods are required in order to evaluate en-
vironment modeling in large and complex SUTs with large
number of test cases automated by the environment [4].
4. VALIDITY THREATS
There are four main threats related to our SLR. One is
related to studies that we might have missed in our search.
Despite the fact that we followed all the steps mentioned in
the systematic review process, we cannot be certain that all
of the approaches that use environment models in MBT have
been identified. Some exclusions were made during reading
titles and abstracts, which could have removed studies with
relevant content. However, in the second round of the search
(snowballing), we made the effort of finding all the studies
that were we did not find (or excluded) in the initial round.
Next threat is that there might be some studies that can
not be found in any of the selected repositories. We are
aware that there are some repositories (e.g. Scopus) that
may have more collections of studies. Nevertheless, we con-
verged our search into those repositories to which we could
have access and in addition we included Google Scholar to
find additional works.
Another threat is that the measurements may not be re-
liable. This can be caused from lack of reliability in the
searching databases, or from the lack of metrics of compar-
ing and selecting the papers. We made all efforts to obtain
all published studies that are available in the databases. For
each resource, we recorded the details and the information
about how and where we searched, in order to make the
search repeatable in the future. Moreover, as mentioned in
the search and selection process, we searched several dif-
ferent repositories as well as books, conference proceedings
and journals, where the most updated works and tools are
presented.
Moreover, judgmental errors may have happened during
the classification of the papers. We followed the terminolo-
gies and classifications that are defined by the literature.
Besides, for each classification, we provide the referenced
definition, to prevent ambiguity. Based on the quality as-
sessment that we presented in [20], more than 84% of the
studies are evaluated as high or very high quality. Thus, the
reliability of our measurements can be acknowledged.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this SLR, we defined research questions about environ-
ment modeling in MBT. We searched the keywords in differ-
ent resources based on the defined inclusion and exclusion
criteria. Sixty-one primary studies are found answering the
research questions and the data are extracted and analyzed.
We identified the main characteristics of an environment
model and provided a list of its advantages that are reported
in the literature. From the characteristics and advantages,
we clarified that using environment models can be helpful
in robustness testing, safety testing and regression testing.
Also, we showed that in what modeling languages environ-
ment models have been studied.
The limitations and current challenges in testing with en-
vironment models were summarized as well. The studies
report that although the environment modeling helps in the
automation of test case generation, yet some case test cases
are written manually. Also, the transformation from the
symbolic test cases to test scripts is still a manual process.
More research is needed to develop some statistical meth-
ods to evaluate and analyze the applicability of environment
models in MBT.
From the literature, we clearly conclude that there is still
plenty of potential for investigating environment modeling
and automating test generation specially w.r.t. non-functional
testing approaches. Extensions of the current methodologies
are needed to overcome these limitations.
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Abstract. We present an approach to design and validate RESTful
composite web services based on user scenarios. We use the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) to specify the requirements, behavior and
published resources of each web service. In our approach, a service can
invoke other services and exhibit complex and timed behavior while still
complying with the REST architectural style. We specify user scenarios
via UML Sequence Diagrams. The service specifications are transformed
into UPPAAL timed automata for verification and test generation. The
service requirements are propagated to the UPPAAL timed automata
during the transformation. Their reachability is verified in UPPAAL and
they are used for computing coverage level during test generation. We
validate our approach with a case study of a holiday booking web service.
Keywords: REST, web service composition, model-based testing, UP-
PAAL, TRON
1 Introduction
REST (REpresentational State Transfer) web services are built on the prin-
ciples of the REST architectural style [12] which aims at producing scalable and
extensible web services. The REST interface offers a CRUD interface (create,
retrieve, update and delete) to its users via a set of standard HTTP methods.
In additions, REST offers stateless behavior that facilitates scalability.
Different web services published over the internet can be composed into new
composite web services which fulfill new service goals using the functionality of
partner web services. Automated systems, for example hotel reservation systems,
are often built as stateful composite services that require a certain sequence of
method invocations that must be followed in order to fulfill service goals. Creat-
ing such composite services with advanced scenarios and REST features requires
rigorous development approaches that are capable of creating web services that
can be trusted for their behavior.
With the rise in use of REST web services in different domains offering com-
plex and timed scenarios, there is an increasing need for validation approaches to
effectively and efficiently detect faults in the specifications and implementations
of such services.
In this article, we present a scenario-based validation and verification ap-
proach that can help the service developer in improving the quality of service
specifications and implementations. The approach supports the creation of timed
and stateful behavior with the confidence that the service fulfills its advertised
functionality. The Web Service Composition (WSC) is specified using the Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML) starting from the requirements of the WSC. A
code skeleton of the WSC is automatically generated and manually completed
by the developer. In order to perform validation and verification of the compo-
sition, the UML specifications are transformed into UPPAAL timed automata
(UPTA). We use the UPPAAL tool set [23] to simulate the specifications and
to verify their properties via model-checking. We also use them to automatically
generate tests in order to validate the implementation.
Requirements traceability is an important component of our approach. The
requirements of the composition are included in the UML specifications and then
propagated to UPTA. They are used for both verifying the reachability of those
model elements implementing them and for reasoning about the coverage level
of the tests generated. Upon detecting failures, the traced requirements are used
to trace back errors either in the models or in the implementation.
We exemplify and validate our approach with a relatively complex example
of a holiday booking composite REST web service extracted from an industrial
application. The example shows how stateful and timed web services offering
complex scenarios and involving other web services can be constructed efficiently
using our approach.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our approach and the
tool support is discussed in Section 3. The case study is presented in Section
4, followed by the evaluation of the approach in Section 5. The related work is
discussed in Section 6 and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2 Our Approach
Our scenario-driven approach to verify and test the composite REST web service
is shown in Figure 1. We start by inferring service requirements in tabular for-
mat from specification document and the corresponding user scenarios from the
specification document of the REST WSC. Each user scenario is detailed by one
or several UML sequence diagrams. In addition, we build several perspectives
of the WSC such as a resource, a behavioral and a domain model using UML
class and state machine diagrams. This is an extension of our previous work,
in which we designed behavioral interfaces for web services that were RESTful
by construction [26]. We transform the service design models to UPTA, which
are simulated and model-checked by reasoning the properties such as deadlock,
liveness, reachability, and safety. If inconsistencies are found, the UML-based
service design models are updated. These design models are used to implement
the service in the Python-based Django web framework [16] using our partial
code generation tool [26] which generates code skeletons with pre- and post-
conditions for every service method. The skeleton is manually completed by the
service designer. The verified UPTA specifications are used for online model-
based conformance testing of the implementation.
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Fig. 1. Scenario-based V&V Approach for REST CWS
Requirements Traceability. Service requirements are inferred from the
specification document and they serve as service goals. A service should be
checked for its service goals to validate that the service does what it is required
to do. By addressing the service requirements at the design phase and propagat-
ing them to the verification and validation stages, we provide a mechanism by
which a service implementation can be validated for its goals and the unfulfilled
requirements can be traced back to the design phase to find faults in the design.
Requirements Table: Service requirements are generally domain-specific since
they are inferred from the specifications. We infer functional and temporal re-
quirements from the specification document into a table and number them. These
requirements are attached to the UML state machine (SM) as comments on the
transitions and are propagated to UPTA such that the links between require-
ments and the model elements are preserved. These requirements are included in
all the models and traced throughout the process, i.e., at UML, UPTA and test
level, respectively. The requirements are formulated as reachability properties in
UPTA with the purpose of verifying them during simulation. Each requirement
label is translated into a boolean variable (initialized to False) and attached to
the corresponding edge in UPTA.
Scenario Models: The behavioral requirements are elicited as scenario models
using UML sequence diagrams. These scenario models are translated to envi-
ronment model in UPTA since these scenarios define different conditions under
which the composite service can be invoked.
We require that our testing approach must validate that the service require-
ments are met by IUT, and the service works correctly in different scenarios, in
order to build confidence of the developer that the system is doing what it is
required to do. Thus, the coverage level of scenarios and requirements is moni-
tored during test generation and execution. Once the test report is available, we
can check which requirements have been validated and which have failed. The
main strength of using both the requirements table and scenario models in our
approach is that the former helps in tracing the unfulfilled requirements to the
design models and locating the faults in the design of the service. On the other
hand, the later helps in determining if the service works fine in different scenarios
and identify under which conditions the service shows a faulty behavior.
REST Composition Models. The web service compositions that we build
exhibit RESTful features such as addressability, connectivity, statelessness and
uniform interface. Thus, we model several perspectives of a service composition:
Scenario models. Some of the behavioral requirements of the service are
elicited into scenario models using UML sequence diagrams. These scenario mod-
els provide details of the interaction between composite service and its partners
and also insights on how a certain scenario is realized. This information facil-
itates the development of the composition and they are also used later on to
validate the service implementation.
Resource Model. The concept of resource is central to the structure of REST
web service. It represents a piece of information [28]. We represent the static
structure of REST web service with resource model which is modeled with a
UML class diagram. Each class defines a resource. The direction of the associa-
tions specify navigability (connectivity) direction between resources, while their
role names give the relative URI of resources (addressability). The collection
resources without the incoming transitions are termed as root such that every
resource defined in the resource model should be reachable via the root and the
graph formed should be connected (connectivity).
Behavioral Model. The behavioral model represents the dynamic structure
of the service using UML state machines. Each state represents the service state
and the transition triggers are restricted to the side-effect methods of HTTP
protocol, i.e., PUT, POST and DELETE (uniform interface). The statelessness
feature of the REST interface is preserved while building stateful REST web
service by defining state invariants as boolean predicates over the states of dif-
ferent resources. The state of a resource is given by its representation retrieved
by invoking a HTTP GET method on it. We are thus able to define service
states as predicates over the resources without maintaining any hidden session
or state information (statelessness). The state invariants in the SM are written
as Object Constraint Language (OCL) expressions. OCL is commonly used to
define constraints in UML models, including state invariants [5]. For modeling
a service composition, the models are required to represent method invocations
on the partner services. The service invocations to partner services are modeled
as effects on the transitions. The composite web service requirements, inferred
from the specification document, are added as UML comments on the transitions
that satisfy them.
Domain Model. The domain model of the composite service is represented
with a UML class diagram. It represents interfaces between the composite service
and its partner services. The required and provided interface methods between
the composite and its partner services are modeled with required and provided
interfaces in the domain model, respectively.
Transformation. In order to make the models amenable for simulation and
model checking we employ a set of mechanized steps for translating UML-based
service specifications into UPPAAL timed automata (UPTA) [23].
Fig. 2. Example of State Model (top), Corresponding
Environment Model (bottom left), and Flattened TA
(bottom right)
The transformation from
UML design models to UPTA
has been discussed in [27]. It
takes as input the resource
model, domain model, and
behavioral model and gener-
ates two artifacts in UPTA:
the SUT model specifying
the behavior of the service
and of its partner services (a
generic example is presented
in Figure 2) and an environ-
ment model which simulates
the behavior of the service user. Two kinds of environment models are generated
automatically: a canonical model which allows to simulate freely all possible
behaviors of the SUT and a model used for testing different user scenarios.
The transformation of the user scenarios from sequence diagrams to UPTA
environment models is applicable to Sequence Diagrams(SD) with a restricted
set of elements. The following generic steps are used by the transformation:
– Each SD has may have several lifelines, which are grouped into two groups:
SUT and environment. The messages exchanged between the two groups will
provide the testing interface.
– For each input message to the SUT group, we define an edge to a new
location in UPTA. The edge is labeled by the name of the message and it
has associated a sending channel(!).
– For each output message from the SUT group, we define a new edge to a
new location with a receiving channel (?).
– For SD fragments (i.e., alt, loop, opt), based on the number of conditions in
the fragment, we define several edges from a location and use the conditions
as guards on the edges.
– Timing constraint and duration constraint are transformed into location in-
variants and edge guards in UPTA.
– Tracking variables are added to each scenario trace in UPTA. If a scenario
has more than one exit points (alternatives) several variables are added. A
tracking variable is an updated tuple (sd no = false, sd no = true) on the
first edge in the scenario trace and respectively on the last edge in the trace.
– UPTA traces stemmed from different SDs are included in one single UPTA
environment.
The resulting UPTA environment will have channel synchronizations matching
the SUT model obtained in the first transformation.
Fig. 3. Example of SD of three services (left) and
the UPTA model of S1 as environment (right)
Figure 3 shows an exam-
ple of a SD with three life-
lines (right) and its trans-
formed environment model
(left). Assuming S1 as the
environment, the UPTA en-
vironment model contains
only emitting/receiving mes-
sages to/from S1. Response(b)
should be received within 5
minutes (cl < 5m) and re-
quest(j) can be sent before 24
hours (cl2 < 24 hrs).These
timing constraints are mod-
eled as location invariants
and guards in UPTA. For
modeling before and after a deadline (cl < 10 and cl >= 10 ) in sequence
diagram, we used alt, which is transformed into two different locations with
their corresponding edges (c! and g?) in UPTA. The timing constraints in alt
are translated as location invariant and edge guard in the model.
Verification. We use the UPPAAL model-checker [23] to verify basic prop-
erties of our design models such as reachability, liveness, and safety. In addition,
we check wether the service user scenarios are satisfied. This allows one to elimi-
nate design errors that can be otherwise expensive to detect and correct at later
stages of the development cycle. If problems are found, updates are manually
fixed in the UML design models.
Test Generation. A skeleton of the composite service is generated auto-
matically in the Django web development framework [16] using our partial code
generation tool. The implementation is manually completed by the service de-
veloper. In order to validate that the implementation of the composite service is
functioning correctly along with its partner services and if the service goals and
timed constraints are being fulfilled, we generate tests from the UPTA models
and execute them online (on-the-fly) against the implementation.During the test
execution we monitor how different test coverage criteria are fulfilled, how the
requirements are covered, and whether the user scenarios are validated.
3 Tool Support
Modeling in UML. The design models are modeled using MagicDraw [2].
Static validation of models is done via OCL using the validation engine of Magic
Draw. We rely on predefined validation suites for UML contained in MagicDraw
for the basic validation of the model. These validation suites contain rules that
check that the designed UML model conforms to UML meta-model specifications
and prevent the developer from doing basic modeling mistakes.
Code generation. The code-skeleton of the updated service design models
of REST composite web service can be generated using our tool presented in
[26]. The tool generates code skeleton for design models in Django that is a
high level Python web framework [16]. The generated code also has behavioral
information such that pre and post conditions for each method are included and
the developer just has to write the implementation of the operations.
UML→UPTA transformation. A Python script is used to automate the
transformation.
Test generation. We generate tests using UPPAAL TRON, an extension
of UPPAAL for online model-based black-box conformance testing [24]. A test
adapter is used by UPPAAL TRON to expose the observable I/O communi-
cation between the test environment model and the SUT model. Our adapter
implements the communication with the SUT by converting abstract test inputs
into HTTP request messages and HTTP response messages into abstract test
outputs. UPPAAL TRON generates tests via symbolic execution of the specifi-
cations using randomized choice of inputs. Based on the timed sequence of input
actions from the simulation, the adapter preforms input actions to Implementa-
tion Under Test (IUT) and waits for the response. Output from IUT is monitored
and generated as output actions for the simulation. The conformance testing is
achieved by comparing outputs of IUT to the behavior of the simulation.
Test coverage information. In order to enable rigorous test coverage in
UPPAAL TRON, a second Python script (discussed in more detail in [20]) is
used to automatically add tracking variables (also referred to as traps in the
UPPAAL community) for each edge of a given automaton in a UPTA model
and a corresponding update of the given variable on the corresponding edge.
Whenever the edge is visited during the simulation or execution, the variable
is incremented, allowing thus to track which edges have been visited and how
many times. This enables one to track coverage level wrt. e.g., edge coverage or
edge pair coverage. This script will also be integrated in the final version of the
UML→UPTA transformation script. W.r.t scenario-coverage each scenario will
have its own tracking variable, changing value when the scenario is considered
fulfilled (see for instance variables Sc1 and Sc2 in Figure 8 (left)).
4 Case Study
Our case study is a Holiday Booking (HB) composite REST web service that is
built on inspiration from the housetrip.com service, with the purpose of having
a case study similar in complexity to real services. This service is a holiday
rental online booking site, where one can search and book an apartment in the
destination country.
The user of the service searches for a room in a hotel from the list of available
hotels at HB before travel. He books the room (if it is available) and that booking
is reserved by HB with the hotel for 24 hours. The user must pay for the booking
within 24 hours. If the user does not pay within this time then the booking
is canceled. If the booking is paid, then the HB service invokes a credit card
verification service and waits for the payment confirmation. When the payment
is confirmed, HB invokes the hotel service to confirm the booking of the room.
If the hotel does not respond within 1 day or it does not confirm at all, the
booking is canceled and the user is refunded. If the hotel service confirms, then
a booking is made with the hotel. The payment is not released to the hotel until
the user checks in. When the user checks in, HB releases the money to the hotel
and the booking is marked by the hotel as paid. Due to space limitation, we only
show some of the models in here while complete details are available at [26].
Req Sub-Requirements
2- Payment 2.1 - When user pays for the booking, partner
service should be invoked to process the pay-
ment
2.2 - If the partner service confirms the pay-
ment, the booking should be marked paid.
...
3- Cancel 3.1 - A paid booking can be canceled by the user
3.2 . A canceled booking must be refunded.
...
Table 1. Requirements of Holiday Booking CWS (ex-
cerpt)
Requirements. We have
inferred functional and tem-
poral requirements from spec-
ification document for our
case study. In total we spec-
ified 4 main requirements
with their sub-requirements.
Some of these requirements
are accompanied by scenario
models. For brevity, Table 1
shows only two of these
requirements, Payment and
Cancel. The scenario models in Figures 4 and 5 detail how their corresponding
user scenarios are fulfilled by the composite service.
Design Models. The design of HB composite REST web service is modeled
with resource, behavioral and domain models. Due to space reasons only an
excerpt of the state machine of HB composite service is shown (Figure 6). Service
requirements are traced to the state machine by including them (and their sub-
requirements) as comments linked to transitions.
UML→UPTA transformation. The timed automaton corresponding the
the HB service from Figure 6 is given in Figure 7. The detailed model and the
specifications of the partner web services are available in [26].
Figure 8 shows the two types of environment models produced by the trans-
formation: one modeling the user scenarios in Figures 4 and 5, and a canonical
model. Each scenario has associated a tracking variable (e.g., Sc1 ) which helps
in performing the verification and monitoring test coverage.
Verification. The verification properties are specialized for our case study
and some of them are mentioned below.
Deadlock Freeness. The HB Service, the hotel service and the payment service
models are all deadlock free. This means that the composite service never reaches
a state that cannot preform a transition (i.e., A not deadlock). Note that the
following queries are made for complete model and only some of them can be
traced in Figure 7.
Reachability. All the locations in the HB service are reachable. This means that
the model receives and sends messages to the partner services smoothly and the
model is validated for its basic behavior (i.e., E ♦ CompService.r), where r is
Fig. 4. Scenario Model for User Payment and Invoking Payment Service
Fig. 5. Scenario Model to Cancel Booking
the last location in the TA model and indicates that all processes for a certain
booking is completed.
Safety. Some of the safety properties in our model are: a) Payment should be re-
leased iff the user has checked in, i.e., (ECompService.h2 imply CardService.c2),
Fig. 6. Excerpt of UML State Machine of Holiday Booking Composite REST Web
Service
Fig. 7. Excerpt of UPTA model of Holiday Booking Composite REST Web Service
Fig. 8. Excerpt of Scenario-based environment (left) and canonical environment (right)
where c2 is the location after check-in and h2 is the location after payment re-
lease, b) If the payment is released by the HB service then the Hotel service is
paid, i.e., (ECompService.h2 imply HotelService.p), where p is the location
in Hotel service model for hotel payment.
Liveness. Some of the liveness properties in the model are: a) When the payment
is not paid within 24 hours, the booking is canceled (i.e., CompService.c and
compService.cl > 24  CompService.b1), where c indicates waiting for the
payment, cl indicates clock of the model and b1 indicates the booking request is
going to cancel due to the delay, b) If the Hotel Service does not confirm within
3 days then the booking is considered not confirmed (i.e., CompService.o and
CompService.cl > 3  CompService.n), where o is the location for wait-
ing for the hotel response and n is the location for canceling. For the scenario
environment, we identified a boolean variable for each scenario. Initially, all
variables are false, and at the end of each scenario the corresponding variable
will be set to true. The verification rule shows that all scenarios are reachable
(E♦SDEnv.Sc1 and SDEnv.Sc2 and SDEnv.Sc3), where SDEnv indicates the
environment model, and Sc1, Sc2 and Sc3 are the variables. Timing constraints
in scenario environment is verified by checking if the user is waiting for the ser-
vice payment confirmation more than 10 hours (i.e., in location X ), then she
can cancel the reservation (i.e., SDEnv.X and SDEnv.cl > 10  SDEnv.Y ),
Y and X are locations.
Testing. The test setup comprises the TRON engine, the test adapter, and
the IUT. The IUT is a web service composition of three web services: Holiday
Booking, Hotel and Payment Services, whereas the environment model is one of
the models in Figure 8. Whenever all the tracking variables monitored by the
environment models are true, e.g., scenario 1 and 2 are fulfilled or all edges of
the SUT model are covered, the environment transitions to the final state. This
approach is used as a stopping criterion for testing.
Fig. 9. UPPAAL TRON test setup
5 Evaluation
The UML state machines of the HB composite REST web service had 14 states
and 25 transitions. These were translated into an UPTA model with 34 locations
and 46 edges. Similarly, the state machines of the Payment service had 3 states
and 4 transitions which were translated into an UPTA model with 5 locations
and 6 edges. The Hotel service had 4 states and 5 transitions that were translated
into 7 locations and 9 edges. In addition, the environment model created had 4
locations and 13 edges.
Similarly, the two user scenarios discussed in this article (Figures 4 and 5)
comprised of 15 and respectively 11 messages which were transformed into the
automaton in Figure 8–left with 13 locations and 17 edges.
One issue with using formal tools like UPPAAL for verification and test
generation, is the scalability of the approach, due to the state space explosion.
In contrast to offline test generation, where the entire state space has to be
computed, in online test generation only the symbolic states following the cur-
rent symbolic states have to computed. This reduces drastically the number of
symbolic states making the test generation less prone to space explosion and
thus more scalable. For instance, the number of explored symbolic states when
generating, with the verifyta tool, traces satisfying complete edge coverage
(i.e., e1& . . .&ej& . . .&em, where ej are tracking variables corresponding to all
m edges of the HBS models) was 974. In the contrast, the maximum number
of symbolic states reported by TRON during a test session achieving complete
edge coverage was 12.
For benchmarking the verification process, we have used the verifyta com-
mand line utility of UPPAAL for verification of the specified 5 properties. We
have used the memtime tool to measure the time and memory needed for verifi-
cation. The result showed in average 2 seconds and 54996 KB of memory being
used. Although the memory utilization depends heavily on the symbolic state
space, it shows that the current size models leave room for scalability of the
approach.
Table 2. Correspondence between
code coverage and edge coverage
Run Edge Coverage Code Coverage
1 64 % 55%
2 80% 67%
3 100% 78%
In order to evaluate the efficiency of
our approach, we compared the specifi-
cation coverage with the code coverage
yielded by a given test run. Since we had
access to the source code of the IUT, we
used the coverage tool for Python [1] to
report the code coverage for each test ses-
sion. Table 2 lists results of several measurements.
Although many of the errors were caused by modeling mistakes, testing re-
vealed some errors in the implementation as well. For instance, in the HB service,
there was an error in sending cancel request and another error found in the POST
header in refund request. Also in the Hotel service, the confirmation was sent by
the wrong method, so it was rejected by Holiday Booking service. Similar errors
were detected by applying Scenario-based environment model.
In order to evaluate the fault detection capabilities of our approach, we have
manually created 30 mutated versions of the original HB service program code.
Each mutation had one fault seeded in the code, for instance replacing POST
with DELETE, removing one line of the source code, change of logical conditions,
etc. The faults were always seeded in those parts of the code that is covered when
achieving 100% edge coverage of the model. We assumed that the original version
of the composite web service is the correct one, as we were able to run the 100
test sessions in TRON against it. For each mutated version of the composite web
service, we set the TRON to execute 100 test sessions against it. When a fault
was discovered, the mutant was considered as killed. If the mutated statement
has been covered by the test runs but no failure was detected, we mark it as alive.
Out of the 30 mutated programs, 28 mutants were killed and 2 were alive, using
the canonical test environment in Figure 8-left. This resulted into a mutation
score of 93.3%.
6 Related Work
A large body of work on using model checking techniques for validation and
verification of web service compositions has been done and overviews of works
can be found in [29] and [7]. Mostly authors have used web service specific speci-
fication languages as starting point and converted specifications to models using
model checking tools. Then, they performed simulation, verification or test gen-
eration via model-checking. Most of these works use the selected model-checking
tool only for simulation and verification; only a handful generate abstract tests
from the verification conditions. We can distinguish roughly two verification ap-
proaches: those that target the PROMELA language [25] which is the input
language for the SPIN model-checker [17], and those that target the UPPAAL
timed automata as modeling tool [4]. In the following, we will revisit those works
which are most similar to ours.
Garcia [14] uses counterexamples to specify and generate test cases in model
checking tool. The transitions in BPEL define the test requirements. The tran-
sitions are mapped to the model expressed in LTL properties. Fu et al. [13]
provide a framework for both bottom-up and top-down approach analyzing web
service compositions. In top-down, the conversation of a web service is specified
as guarded automaton converted to PROMELA modeled in SPIN model-checker.
The bottom-up approach translates BPEL to guarded automaton and used SPIN
tool after translating guarded automaton to PROMELA. The synchronization
of web service conversations are analyzed in order to verify the compatibility.
Huang et al. [18] present a work that automatically translate OWL-S specifi-
cation of composite web service into a C-like specification language and PDDL.
These can be processed with the BLAST model-checker which can generate pos-
itive and negative test cases of a particular formula.
These works focus on BPEL processes and OWL-S which make them depen-
dent on specific execution languages for SOAP based services whereas our work
is not dependent on implementation and supports REST architectural style. Be-
sides, they do not support requirement traceability and is not clear how tests
are generated and executed. Furthermore, the PROMELA language cannot ad-
dress real-time properties, due to the limited support for time in PROMELA.
Cambronero et al. verify and validate web services choreography by translating
a subset of WS-CDL into a network of timed automata using UPPAAL tool[8].
They model the requirements by extending KAOS goal model. The work is sup-
ported by WST tool that provides model transformation of timed composite web
services [9]. Diaz et. al also provide a translation from WS-BPEL to UPPAAL
timed automata [10]. Time properties are specified in WS-BPEL and translated
to UPPAAL. However, requirements are not traced explicitly, while verification
and testing are not discussed.
Ibrahim and Al-Ani [19] specify safety and security non-functional proper-
ties in BPEL and later formulated into guards in the UPPAAL model. They do
not consider neither real-time properties nor test generation. In [15], Nawal and
Godart use UPPAAL to check compatibility of web service choreography sup-
porting asynchronous timed communications. They distinguished between full
and partial compatibility and full incompatibility of web services. Our work is
somewhat similar to their work as we support time critical stateful REST webs
service compositions using UPPAAL, however, in addition to verification we use
UPPAAL with TRON to validate the implementation of the web services.
Zhang [30] suggest the use of the temporal logic XYZ/ADL language [31]
for specifying web server compositions. They transform the specifications into
a timed asynchronous communication model (TACM) which are verified in UP-
PAAL. In[21], uses BPEL as a reference specification and transform them to an
Intermediate Format (IF) based on timed automata and then propose an algo-
rithm to generate test cases. Similar to our approach, tests are generated via
simulation in a custom tool, where the exploration is guided by test purposes.
The time properties are added manually to the IF specification, while we specify
them at UML level.
Biswal et al. present a test generation approach using UML activity diagram
to define scenarios [6]. Arnold et al. provide a framework that supports auto-
matic test generation from scenarios and also transforms them to test cases that
can run on actual IUT [3]. Enoiu et al. presented an approach to generate test
suites for PLC software using UPPAAL [11]. Larsen et al. presented an approach
in which scenario-based requirements are translated to timed automata, reduc-
ing the problem of model consistency and verification effort [22]. These works
provide approaches to verify and validate the service specifications by checking
the properties of interest using UPPAAL. However, in our work, in addition to
model checking the properties we also perform conformance testing of the ser-
vice composition via online scenario-based testing with the TRON tool and we
provide requirement traceability for non-deterministic systems.
7 Conclusion
We have presented a scenario-based approach to verify and validate RESTful
composite web services. In our approach, a service can invoke other services
and exhibit complex and timed behavior, while still complying with the REST
architectural style. We showed how to model the service composition in UML, in-
cluding time properties. We modeled communicating web services and explicitly
define the service invocations and receiving service calls.
We use model checking approach with UPPAAL model-checker to verify and
validate our design models w.r.t user scenarios. From the verified specification,
we generate tests using an online model-based testing tool. The use of online
model-based testing proved beneficial as our system under test exhibits non-
deterministic behavior due to concurrency and real-time domain.
With the help of requirements traceability mechanism we traced requirements
to UML models and, via the UML→UPTA transformation to timed automata
models. Their reachability is verified in UPPAAL and they are used as test goals
during test generation. Linking requirements to generated tests allowed us to
quickly see which requirements have been validated and which have not. In addi-
tion, it allows us to identify from which parts of the specification/implementation
the detected error has originated.
We exemplified our approach with a relatively complex case study of a holiday
booking web service and we provided preliminary evaluation results.
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Abstract: We present a model-based mutation technique for testing the robustness of Web service compositions. Specifi-
cations of a Web service composition is modeled by UPPAAL Timed Automata and the conformance between
the model and the implementation is validated by online model-based testing with the UPPAAL TRON tool.
By applying a set of well-defined mutation operators, we generated model mutations. We validate all generate
mutants and exclude the invalid ones. The remaining mutants are used for online robustness testing providing
invalid test inputs and revealing vulnerabilities of the implementation under test. We experimented our method
on a Booking System web service composition. The results show that from a total of 1346 generated mutants,
393 are found suitable for online model-based testing. After running the tests, 40 of the mutants revealed
3 new errors in the implementation. The experiment shows that our approach of mutating specifications is
effective in detecting errors that were not revealing in the conventional conformance testing methods.
1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, the popularity of web services has increased
in the industry. Web services are software appli-
cations that support machine-to-machine interactions
over the Internet. They are accessible via ubiquitous
protocols while expressing a well-defined interface.
This advantage opens the door to new business oppor-
tunities by making it easy to communicate with part-
ner services and by covering a wider range of users.
Web Service Composition (WSC) is the combination
of different services to satisfy a new service. Exam-
ples of using WSC can be seen in many web appli-
cations that enhance their services by using utilities
that are offered by famous companies such as Google,
Amazon, and Facebook (Sheng et al., 2014).
One principle characteristics of a WSC is its dis-
tributed resources, where other services or client web
applications access to information by message proto-
cols. This kind of systems should be robust against
erroneous inputs. In this context, testing WSCs plays
an important role. Not only the expected behavior of
the implementation under test (IUT) should be tested,
but also the IUT should not contain any unexpected
behavior. The functionality of the system can be
checked by running test cases derived from the spec-
ification while finding unexpected behaviors of the
system can be done by robustness testing, which exe-
cutes invalid inputs and detects the vulnerabilities or
unexpected behavior of the IUT.
Defining test inputs by modeling the specifica-
tions is preferred over the manually written test scripts
since the machine can verify the correctness of the
models and automatically generate the test inputs.
Moreover, it supports more extensive and systemat-
ically constructed sets of test cases.
One way to create invalid test inputs is using mu-
tation testing, where a set of well-defined mutation
operators systematically create syntactic changes to
the specifications and produce mutants. This con-
cept was primarily applied for mutating the source
code of a system, however, it has also been applied
to different modeling languages as well (Budd and
Gopal, 1985). Mutants generate invalid scenarios as
test cases, which are executed against the IUT. If the
IUT respects the mutation without raising an excep-
tion, it means that its behavior is inconsistent with its
specification (i.e, the IUT accepts an unspecified se-
quence of inputs).
In this paper, we propose an approach for robust-
ness testing of WSCs using UPPAAL Timed Automata
(UTA). The conformance between the model and the
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IUT is first checked via UPPAAL TRON, an online
testing tool which supports both test generation and
test execution. In online testing, only one test input
is generated and executed on the IUT at a time, and
based on the test output the next test input will be se-
lected.
As a first contribution, we introduce a testing
method, which derives mutants from the specification
and executes them via online testing. We use a selec-
tion of the mutation operators that are defined in the
literature and slightly change them to generate mu-
tants that are suitable for our work.
As a second contribution, in our methodology, we
add verification properties to mutated model segments
to ensure reachability of the mutated elements at run-
time. This step is supported by a mutation genera-
tor tool, which implements selected mutation opera-
tors and performs early verification of each mutant. If
a mutant does not pass the verification properties, it
cannot be used for online testing, hence, we eliminate
them. Furthermore, to ensure that the mutated part
will be executed during the testing process, we mon-
itor whether the mutated elements are reached during
test execution.
As a third contribution, we empirically evaluate
which existing mutation operators for UPPAAL timed
automata are applicable to online testing. We define
two formulas to measure the efficiency of mutation
operators as well as their rates of fault detection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: In Section 2, we briefly review the background
studies. We present the steps of our methodology on
specification mutation testing in Section 3 and selec-
tion criteria for valid mutants. The experiment is pre-
sented in Section 4. The results are discussed and pos-
sible improvements are suggested in Section 6, and
the threats of validity of the proposed method are dis-
cussed in Section 7. We review the literature for re-
lated work in Section 8. Finally, we conclude our
study and present future work in Section 9.
2 Background
We first review UPPAAL tool set, and introduce the
conformance testing with UPPAAL TRON and the
concept of specification mutation testing.
2.1 UPPAAL Timed Automata (UTA)
UPPAAL is a model-checker tool for modeling, simu-
lation, and verification of real-time systems using an
extended version of timed automata called UPPAAL
timed automata (UTA) (Beharmann et al., 2004). A
Figure 1: Example of an UTA model.
timed automaton is a finite state machine with loca-
tions, actions, and clocks.
In UPPAAL, a system is designed as a network of
several such timed-automata called processes work-
ing in parallel. A process can be executed individu-
ally or in sync with another process. Synchronization
of two processes is possible by using input/output ac-
tions (denoted as ”!” for emitting and ”?” for receiv-
ing synchronizations, respectively). The processes
consist of locations and edges. The state of the system
can be shown by the locations of all processes, their
clock values, and their variable values. The edges be-
tween locations represent state transitions including
clock resets. UPPAAL is extended further with global
and local to some process variables that can be of type
integer, boolean, and clock.
Transitions can be constrained by predicates (over
the clocks or variables) known as guards, which de-
fines when the corresponding edge is enabled. The
state transitions are specified on edges as variable up-
dates. A location can be restricted over the clock in-
variants, which specify how long the system can stay
in that location. If there is more than one enabled edge
at a time, then one of them will be randomly selected.
This means that UPPAAL supports non-deterministic
modeling, which gives more freedom to represent be-
haviors, especially in systems with random discrete
events (Hessel et al., 2008).
An example of a UTA model is shown in Figure 1.
The model consists of two automata modeling the be-
havior of a system under test and of its environment.
The communication between the system and its envi-
ronment is modeled using channel synchronizations
and shared variables.
The UPPAAL model-checker uses a simplified ver-
sion of TCTL (Alur et al., 1990), which enables to
exhaustively verify the models w.r.t their specifica-
tions. The query language consists of state formu-
lae and path formulae. State formulae (ϕ) is an ex-
pression that describes the properties of an individ-
ual state while path formulae can be used to specify
which properties (like reachability, safety, and live-
ness ) hold over a given path (Beharmann et al., 2004).
If there is a state in the model that has no enabled
outgoing transitions, then the model is said to be in
a deadlock. A  not deadlock query, can be used
to verify that for all paths in the model, there is no
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deadlock state.
The safety property checks that ”something bad
will never happen”. In UPPAAL it can be expressed
in the form A  ϕ (ϕ should be true in all reachable
states) and E  ϕ (there should exist a maximal path
such that ϕ is always true).
The liveness property determines that ”something
will eventually happen” and it is shown by A ♦ ϕ (ϕ
is eventually satisfied) and ϕ φ (whenever ϕ is sat-
isfied, then eventually φ will be satisfied).
Reachability properties validate the basic behavior
of the model by checking whether a certain property
is possible in the model with the given paths. The
reachability can be expressed in the form of E ♦ ϕ
(there is a path from the initial state, such that ϕ is
eventually satisfied along that path).
2.2 Online Model-based Testing
There are two distinct approaches in testing: offline
and online testing. In offline testing, the complete test
scenarios and test oracle are created before the test
execution, whereas online testing is a combination of
test generation and execution: only one test input at
a time is generated and executed and the next test in-
put depends on the current test output (Larsen et al.,
2005b). This continues until the test termination cri-
teria are satisfied or an error occurs. Usually, the test
stimulus is selected randomly from the enabled test
inputs. In online testing, the state-explosion problem
is reduced because only a portion of the state space is
needed to be calculated and stored at each time. Also,
the non-determinism of systems can be simulated on-
the-fly by random selection of the tests.
In this study, we use the online Model-Based Test-
ing (MBT) UPPAAL TRON, which is an input/output
conformance testing tool for testing real-time systems
based on the rtioco conformance relation (Larsen
et al., 2005a). An UTA model typically consists of
two partitions: a system partition and an environment
partition. The abstract test inputs generated from the
environment are translated into executable test inputs
by using an adapter, which is an interface between
TRON and the IUT. The outputs of the IUT also trans-
lated to model-level test outputs. Thus, the I/O con-
formance of the model and of the IUT is observed by
TRON.
The result of online testing with TRON can be
passed, failed or inconclusive. An inconclusive test
result means that the environment model cannot be
updated since the IUT output is unexpected or it has a
delay in providing test output.
2.3 Specification Mutation Analysis
Specification mutation analysis is used to design
tests to evaluate the correctness and consistency of
the specification and the program (Budd and Gopal,
1985). When the mutation analysis is applied to
the specification a set of mutation operators create
slightly altered versions (mutants) of the specifica-
tion. The tests will be generated from the mutated
specification and used to assess whether the IUT is
accepting the faulty tests.
In the literature (Belli et al., 2016) the following
types of mutants are defined:
Killed: A mutant is said to be killed if tests gener-
ated from it fail against the implementation, under the
precondition that the tests generated from the original
model have passed.
Alive: A mutant is called alive if the IUT passes
all test cases generated by the mutant. Alive mutants
can be divided into two types:
Equivalent: An alive mutant is semantically
equivalent if it manifests the same behavior as the
original model, whereas they are syntactically differ-
ent.
Non-equivalent: An alive mutant is known as
non-equivalent if it does not have the same behavior
as the original model, however, the differences can-
not be detected during testing. These mutants indi-
cate that the implementation is too permissive and is
not able to detect the invalid inputs.
Our goal of using mutation for testing is to find
the non-equivalent alive mutants since they show
that there might be some inconsistencies between the
specification and the implementation. Differing be-
tween non-equivalent alive mutants from equivalent
mutants is done manually.
3 METHODOLOGY
An overview of our method is given in Figure 2. It is
divided into five phases.
Design and Conformance Testing is based on our
previous work on design and validation of WSCs
(Rauf et al., 2014), where we presented an approach
to design web services and their behavioral interfaces
in UML. We transformed the design models from
UML to UTA for verification and testing the imple-
mentation of a WSC.
The participating web services and the user behav-
ior are modeled as distinct timed automata. The user
behavior supports non-deterministic choices, as well
as timing criteria.
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Figure 2: Our approach of Specification Mutation Testing.
The model is verified according to the criteria and
timing constraints that are given in the requirements
of the WSC. The verification is done using TCTL. For
instance, we ensure that the model is deadlock-free
and all states of the system are reachable meaning that
the model can reach all test goals. These verification
rules ensure that the model is usable for online testing.
With TRON, an online testing session is estab-
lished and the conformance of the implementation is
checked. External errors in IUT or in the model are
fixed.
Mutation Generation: Mutation operators for TA
have been formally defined and presented by two
studies in the literature (Aboutrab et al., 2012; Aicher-
ing et al., 2013) and are shown in Table 1.
By summarizing Table 1, the following mutations
can be applied to the different elements of TA.
• Guard: A guard over clock variables can be mu-
tated in three ways: by widening, restricting, or
shifting the time value. If the guard contains other
variables than the clock variables, it can be mu-
tated by negating the predicate.
• Invariant: An invariant can be changed by shifting
it to a greater or smaller value. E.g., add/subtract
value 1 to/from the value of the invariant.
• Action: Name of I/O actions can be changed to
other defined actions. Also, changing their source
and target locations will manipulate the behavior
of the model and so can be used as a mutant.
• Location: A location can be made a sink location,
which means that it accepts all other actions. It
simulates a trap condition, where all actions in the
process are accepted in the same location. Re-
moving a location and adding a new location are
other mutations that can be applied in TA.
Table 1: Mutation operators of timed-automata.
(Aboutrab et al., 2012) (Aichering et al., 2013)
Restricting Timing Constraints (RTC) Change guard
Widening Timing Constraints (WTC)
Shifting Timing constraints (STC)
- Change invariant
Resetting a Clock (RC) Invert reset
Not-Resetting a Clock (NRC)
Exchanging Input Actions (EIA) Change action
Exchanging Output Action (EOA)
Transferring Destination Locations (TDL) Change Target
- Change source
- Negate guard
- Sink location
We have restrict some of the operators in such
a way that they are suitable for online testing with
TRON. As we mentioned earlier, the IUT and its envi-
ronment (user, or other systems) are specified in sepa-
rate automata and they communicate by synchroniza-
tion of input/output transitions (actions). All transi-
tions between the IUT and its environment are ob-
servable by TRON. Based on the type of the input
or output, TRON controls which action can be exe-
cuted at a time. The mutation operators for transitions
without synchronizations (or internal transitions) will
not be observed by TRON. Therefore, we restrict the
mutation operators to only be applied to observable
synchronizations.
Additionally, we adapt the mutation operators to
be used for testing web services. For instance, for
each HTTP request message to a web service, we
have a corresponding HTTP response message and
they are modeled as a pair of input/output actions.
The requests are defined as input actions coming from
the user (or the environment). One mutation option
would be to change the name of the input actions,
which mutates the sequence of the HTTP request
messages. However, defining mutation for the HTTP
response messages (i.e, output actions) cannot help in
mutation analysis since the IUT generates them and
we can only observe them. For instance, for a booking
request, the WSC either accepts or rejects it and both
of these responses cannot be mutated in the model-
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level. Therefore, we limit the mutation operators to
change the name of input actions only.
Finally, we do not change the direction of the syn-
chronizations (i.e, ”?” to ”!”) since, in our modeling
approach, the requests from the users are modeled as
input actions (”?”). Changing the inputs into output
actions means that the requests should be changed
into responses and it would not allow test generation
at all.
Below we present a list of operators that we se-
lected from Table 1 for our methodology.
1. Change Name of Input Action (CNI) replaces
the name of an input action (denoted by ”?”) with
the name of other actions. Thus, the expected se-
quence of the inputs to the implementation will be
different.
2. Change Target (CT) changes the target of an ac-
tion to other location. This operator can break the
flow of test inputs and violate the state of the IUT.
Both input and output actions can be mutated by
this operator.
3. Change Source (CS) changes the source location
of an action to other locations. Similar to CT, this
operator gives a different I/O sequence.
4. Change Guard (CG) changes the clock constants
in guards by a random value. It is effective for
mutating the condition of enabling an action.
5. Negate Guard (NG) negates guards, which may
result in omitting some paths of the test model.
6. Change Invariant (CI) shifts the values of invari-
ant conditions to a different range, extending or
restricting the constraints of the model. It can
cause actions fire earlier (or later) that the ex-
pected time.
7. Invert Reset (IR) deletes the resetting of the
clock and moves it to one action before or after. It
means that the resetting is flipped one clock ear-
lier or later.
Figure 3 shows the generated mutants of a model
and sample mutants using the above operators. In our
approach, we only apply first order mutation. That is,
a mutated model contains only one mutated segment
based on a single operator.
Select Valid Mutants: In our approach, we en-
force that every time a mutated model is generated,
we create a corresponding reachability rule to check
whether it is a valid mutant for online testing or not.
In UPPAAL, the reachability property is defined
for locations, thus, when an action is mutated, we de-
fine the reachability property for the target location
of that action. For instance, in Figure 3(b), the in-
put action a? is mutated into c?, hence, the reacha-
bility for this mutation should be defined for its tar-
get location (i.e, l). For example, in Figure 3(b),
we have E  l, which verifies that the mutation can
be executed. An alternative to the reachability rule
would be to define a trap variable (Gargantini and
Heitmeyer, 1999) and set its initial value to false. For
the mutated action, then, the variable will be updated
to true, and so the reachability can be achieved by
checking if the variable eventually will be set to true
(E  trap == true). One can use trap variables to
ensure that the mutation part of the model will be
reached during the test execution as well. In the case
that the minimum repetitive execution of mutation is
needed the boolean trap variable should be replaced
by an integer counter variable count and the reach-
ability condition with E  count >= const. Those
models that pass the verification process are consid-
ered as valid mutants and can be executed against the
IUT.
Having verification rules offers two main advan-
tages. First, it reduces the number of mutants used for
testing by eliminating false negatives which cause se-
mantic and syntactic errors. Secondly, it avoids hav-
ing traps in the model, which may increase the size of
the state space.
Mutation Testing: Each valid mutant model is
executed in a testing session with UPPAAL TRON.
The verdict of an online testing session with TRON
can be passed, failed, or inconclusive. In TRON, an
inconclusive verdict indicates that either the observed
output from the IUT is not valid, or there is an unac-
ceptable delay in sending inputs. We consider that the
mutants that generate inconclusive test cases, exhibit
different behavior than the original model and thus
they are considered as killed. If the IUT passes the
test, then two different scenarios are possible: either
the mutant is an equivalent model to the original one
(i.e, equivalent mutant), or not equivalent, but there is
a defect in the implementation that allows mutated in-
puts (i.e, non-equivalent mutant). We defer automatic
equivalence detection for future work. When execut-
ing the mutants we assume implicitly that these test
runs are exhaustive w.r.t. the mutation, i.e. all muta-
tions injected are also covered by these test runs.
Evaluation: The last phase of our methodology
is to evaluate the result by reasoning about the unex-
pected behaviors that the IUT shows during testing.
The non-equivalent mutants generate different invalid
test inputs, thus, these test inputs are manually eval-
uated to find the correlations between them and the
actual faulty behaviors.
Tool Support: We implemented the selected mu-
tation operators as a tool in order to generate the mu-
tants automatically. The tool uses UPPAAL TA XML
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(a) The original model (b) CNI: Change the name of
input action
(c) CT: Change Target (d) CS: Change Source
(e) CG: Change Guard (f) NG: Negate Guard (g) CI: Change Invariant (h) IR: Invert Reset
Figure 3: A model with examples of mutants generated by the selected mutation operators.
format as input. From a given model, the tool gener-
ates mutants based with the selected mutation opera-
tors. In addition, it adds reachability and deadlock-
freeness rules to the mutants and verifies them with
the verifyta tool, which is a command-line verifica-
tion tool for UPPAAL models.
4 EXPERIMENT
We exemplify our approach using the case study pre-
sented in (Rauf et al., 2014). In this section, first, we
review the case study, and then we apply the specifi-
cation mutation method.
4.1 Case Study
For evaluation, we used a WSC that is implemented in
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) (Richardson
and Ruby, 2008) architectural style. The composition
of web services is based on a central service which
orchestrates other services. This service synchronizes
the execution of different methods on the web ser-
vices participating in the composition and satisfies the
specifications. The central web service (i.e, the com-
position service) can invoke other services while ex-
hibits timed behaviors in a RESTful architecture.
The WSC offers a Hotel Booking System (HBS),
including a Card service, a Hotel service, and a Book-
ing service. This case study is specified, implemented
and verified in our previous work in details in (Rauf
et al., 2014). The Card service deals with payments
and refunds for booking requests, whereas the Hotel
service keeps track of the details of booking records
such as name, the number of days and type of room,
also giving access to the hotel manager for accept-
ing or declining the booking requests. The Booking
service is responsible for communications with cus-
tomers, the Hotel, and the Card services. From the
specification of HBS, we define the following scenar-
ios:
Booking: A customer can search for a room in a
hotel by accessing the booking service. He books the
room (if it is available) and that booking is reserved
by the Booking service for 24 hours.
Payment: If the user does not pay within 24 hours
then the booking will be automatically canceled. If
the booking is paid, then the Booking service invokes
Card service and waits for the payment confirmation.
Hotel Confirmation: When the payment is con-
firmed, Booking service invokes the Hotel service to
confirm the booking of the room. The Hotel service
can confirm and assign a room for the customer, or it
can reject the request.
Refund: If the Hotel service does not respond
within 1 day, rejects the request, or does not con-
firm at all, the booking is canceled and the user is
refunded.
Check-in: If the Hotel service confirms, then a
booking is made with the hotel. The user now can
check in to the hotel.
Hotel Payment Release: The payment is not re-
leased to the hotel until the user checks in. When
the user checks in, the Booking service releases the
money to the hotel and the booking is marked by the
hotel as paid.
4.2 Model
From the above descriptions, we have specified the
system as a UTA model which consists of four au-
tomata: three for the web services and one for the
environment. Figure 4 shows the models of the case
study and the interactions between the services and
the environment. In this experiment, we mutate only
the Booking service that is larger and handles the
communications among other services and users. The
Booking service model consists of 33 locations, 39
actions, 4 guards, and 4 clock invariants.
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Table 2: Result of mutation testing.
Name Generated Valid Killed Alive
CNI 180 28 24 3
CT 567 314 242 72
CS 567 38 6 32
CG 12 6 6 0
NG 4 1 1 0
CI 12 4 4 0
IR 4 2 2 0
Total 1346 393 285 107
After verifying the model, we developed an
adapter for translating the model-level inputs into
HTTP requests which are sent to the IUT, and then,
we generated tests using UPPAAL TRON. The use
of online MBT proved beneficial as our implemen-
tation under test exhibits non-deterministic behavior.
For instance, in the scenario of Hotel Confirmation,
there are three possible cases from the hotel: con-
firmation, rejection, or no response. Any of these
choices are given the same chance to be executed with
non-deterministic modeling.
4.3 Generating Valid Mutants
Table 2 shows the numbers of mutants generated from
each mutation operators. Since the Booking service
represents the composition of different web services
as well as communicating to the user, it is a good can-
didate to be mutated. The mutation generator pro-
vided 1346 mutants, from which 393 of mutants were
valid (i.e, passed the verification rules). The total time
for generation and validation of all mutants took 258
seconds in a 4 cores machine running the Ubuntu 14.4
Server operating system. As the numbers show, hav-
ing verification in the early stage of testing would help
in removing non-relevant mutants and hence the to-
tal time of the test execution will be considerably re-
duced.
As it can be seen in Table 2, a majority of 314
valid mutants are generated by the CT operator, in
contrast with 38 valid mutants provided by the CS and
28 from the CNI. The other mutation operators have
a small share of valid mutants.
4.4 Mutation Testing
We set the test session for executing tests 3 min-
utes for each mutant model covering all actions in
the model ensuring that the mutated element was also
covered at runtime. It roughly took 7 hours to com-
plete running all valid mutants. The time was suf-
ficient for covering all valid mutations of interest.
Therefore, it was postulated that if no failure is de-
tected during this time, and the test is passed, then the
mutant is alive.
5 RESULTS
We check whether the alive mutants were able to show
any fault in the behavior of the web services and
which of the mutation operators generates more ef-
fective mutations in online testing.
We also present two formulas for the efficiency
of mutation operators showing how many of the alive
mutants address faults. We need, therefore, to sep-
arate the equivalent mutants from the alive mutants.
The analysis is based on the reasoning why the mu-
tated inputs could not be detected by the IUT.
Automatically detecting all equivalent mutants is
an impossible task since they are undecidable (i.e,
there is no possible solution to confirm that a mutant
has equivalent behavior to its original program). Al-
though there are several approaches to the detection
of equivalent mutants, it still requires human effort.
We manually distinguished the equivalent mutants by
checking whether the mutants change the sequence of
the test scenarios and how it affects the functionality
of the IUT. It is done by checking if all the test sce-
narios can be covered by the mutants and where is the
location of the mutation in the model.
It is worth noting that not all of the non-equivalent
mutants cause violations in the functionality of the
IUT. For example, in the model of Booking ser-
vice, changing the target location of the action
post hotelChk to the location a does not cause an in-
valid test scenario. Despite the fact that such mutant
does not cover all test scenarios, it will pass the test.
The reasoning behind this is that from the initial loca-
tion, a, any booking requests will be considered as
a new booking request and will be a new booking
record. Therefore, such non-equivalent mutants do
not violate the functionality of the Booking service.
Since in the robustness testing the goal is to detect
unexpected behaviors of the IUT, having more alive
mutants indicates that the corresponding operators are
more effective. Hence, we define the following for-
mulas for analyzing the mutation operators:
Mutation Efficiency: For each mutation oper-
ator, we calculate how many mutants are alive. We
calculate the efficiency of each mutation operator in
generating alive mutants:
MEi =
Ai
Vi
, (1)
where A is the number of alive mutants, V is the
number of valid mutants of operation i.
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(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 4: The model of HBS: (a) Booking service, (b) Card service, (c) Hotel service and (d) Environment.
Figure 5: The proportion of alive and killed mutants for
each mutation operator.
Mutation Fault Detection: After analyzing alive
mutants and removing the equivalent mutants, we
check which non-equivalent mutant corresponds to a
fault. For each mutant that was able to show a fault
in the IUT, we score the corresponding operator. For
each operator, we measure the mutation fault detec-
tion with following formula:
MFDi =
NEi
Ti−Ei
, (2)
where NE is the number of non-equivalent mutants
that reveal hidden faults, T is the number of total mu-
tants and E is the number of equivalent mutants.
The primary result shows that the total alive muta-
tions belong to three operators: CT, CS, and CNI with
72, 32 and 3 mutants respectively. The CT operator is
a good candidate for mutation testing since it gener-
ates the highest number of alive mutants. It can be
debated that changing the order of the test inputs may
cause changing the state of the IUT and hence, the
IUT may reach to an unknown state (i.e, unexpected
condition). Moreover, as it can be observed from Fig-
ure 5 that the proportions for the total number of alive
and killed mutants for each individual operator show
that the mutation operators CT and CNI were the most
suitable operators for our case study.
By using Formula 1, we calculated the efficiency
of the operators CT, CS and CNI, which result in
22.9%, 84.2% and 10.7%, respectively (Table 3). This
means that the CS operator is more effective in suc-
cessfully generating alive mutations.
Table 3: Mutation efficiency and Mutation fault detection
of the mutation operators.
mutation efficiency fault detection
CT 22.9% 62.5%
CS 84.2% 8,3%
CNI 10.7% 0
Analysis of the result shows that there are some
faults in the implementation of the case study that
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were not detected during the conformance testing. We
found the following problems in the behavior of the
implementation:
• Ten different mutants revealed the same fault in
the Hotel Confirmation scenario. For example,
one faulty scenario is: from a single booking, it
is possible to send the confirmation request more
than once. Nine of these mutants were generated
by the CT operator and one by the CS operator.
• Seventeen mutants showed that there is a fault in
the payment scenario of the IUT. After payment
confirmation from Card service, a new payment
for the same booking can be made. Also, for a
single booking, there could be several payments.
Seven of these mutants are generated by the CT
operator and the rest 10 are from the CS operator.
• Thirteen mutants made faulty changes in the re-
fund scenario, which could not be detected in the
original testing. Four of them belong to the CT
and 9 are from the CS.
From 40 different mutants, 3 hidden faults are
revealed in the implementation.
Half of the mutants that revealed faults were from
the CT operator and half were from the CS. We used
Formula 2 to measure fault detection capability of
each mutation operator. The result of the calculation
is shown in Table 3 as well, showing that CT gets the
best score in revealing faults.
Table 3 illustrates information on how the muta-
tion operators are able to show some faults in the case
study. The result in the first column shows how many
alive mutants have remained after the mutation testing
without having further information about the equiva-
lent mutants.
Here, it seems that CS is a better operator than the
others. However, after removing the equivalent mu-
tants and calculating the fault detection ability of each
operator, CT provides a better percentage. The second
column in the table shows the result. All of the alive
mutants generated by CNI were found equivalent and
hence CNI is ranked 0 in fault detection.
6 DISCUSSION
Some improvements can reduce the test execution
time while increasing the probability of finding faults.
For instance, both CS and CT were able to reveal
all three faults and since both of them have gener-
ated large numbers of mutants, selecting one of them
can considerably reduce test generation and execution
times. The result of mutation testing indicates that
an intelligent choice of the mutation operators can at-
tain high mutation efficiency scores while reducing
the time of testing.
Another improvement could be done in the pro-
cess of fault detection. Redundant work is done on
detecting the same faults. This extra effort can be re-
duced by categorizing the alive mutants in such a way
that all mutations of a certain location or action in the
model will be in a category. As soon as any of the
mutants in a category detects a fault, then the rest of
the mutants on that group can be eliminated from the
fault detection analysis. The idea behind this is that
the locations and actions in a model represent actual
states of the system under test and if there is a state
which contains a fault, then any mutant from that state
may be able to reveal that fault. However, more ex-
periments are needed to show the correctness of this
mutation reduction technique.
More extensive studies are needed in order to in-
vestigate how the specification mutation can be ap-
plied in larger case studies preferably industrial-sized
web services. Besides, more experiment on larger
scales would be helpful in finding whether there is
any correlation between certain mutation operators
and the real faults in design and implementation of
web services.
It should be noted that the presented approach for
robustness testing does not specifically designed for
composite of web services, but any individual service
can also be tested. We selected the WSC since it in-
cludes more communications and timing behaviors.
The main downside of model-based mutation test-
ing comes from MBT: the process of design models
from the specification, verifying them and writing the
test adapter (to translate model-level test inputs into
acceptable test script for the IUT and vice versa) is
time consuming. We have reduced the design and ver-
ification time by reusing the same models from the
previous research. The mutation testing does not add
any overhead into MBT. The mutation generator tool
automatically generates correct and valid mutations
and thus, it reduces the mutant generation time.
7 THREATS TO VALIDITY
There are three main threats related to our study. One
is related to the mutation operators. Despite the fact
that we have followed the systematically and formally
defined mutation operators and implemented them in
our study, there might be some more effective muta-
tion operators or combinations of operators that we
have missed. We argue that the current number of
mutation operators provides a large number of mu-
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tants which can provide faulty test inputs which are
close to the accepted inputs.
Another threat is that although the test model is
designed and validated very carefully and the IUT is
well-tested, there might be some mistakes in design-
ing the test model. However, the probability of such
mistakes is low since we have applied conformance
testing and fixed the bugs prior to mutation analysis.
Judgmental errors may have happened during the
classification between equivalent and non-equivalent
mutants. For comparing the mutation models and the
original one, we checked the alive mutants and ap-
plied formal verification rules.
8 RELATED WORK
A comprehensive analysis is done on all available mu-
tation testing method presenting the current state of
the art in this field and the open challenges (Jia and
Harman, 2011) .
Lee and Offutt (Lee and Offutt, 2001) introduced
an Interaction specification Model which formalize
the interactions among Web components. They de-
fined a set of mutation operators for XML data model
in order to mutate the inputs of the Web components.
Li and Miller (Li et al., 2009) presented mutation
testing methods using XML schema to create invalid
inputs. Mutation testing is extended to XML-based
specification languages for Web services. Lee et al.
presented an ontology based mutation operators on
OWL-S, which is an XML-based language for spec-
ifying semantics on Web services(Lee et al., 2008).
They mutate semantics of the specifications of their
case study such as data mutation, condition mutation,
etc. Wang and Huang presented a mutation testing ap-
proach based on OWL-S to validate the requirements
of Web services (Wang and Huang, 2008). Also,
Dominguez et al. presented a mutation generator tool
for WS-BPEL.
We discuss those that are similar to our approach.
Work has been done on using model checking tech-
niques for validation and verification of WSC. There
are two studies that review the literature on testing
Web services (Rusli et al., 2011), (Bozkurt and other,
2010). Starting from specification languages for mod-
eling Web services, researchers perform simulation,
verification and test generation using model checking
tools. Most of the works use model checking for spec-
ification and verification and only a group of them use
the models for the test generation as well. We discuss
those that are similar to our approach. Using TA mod-
els for mutation testing has been mostly studied on a
real-time and embedded system. In (Aboutrab et al.,
2012) and (Aichering et al., 2013) mutation operators
for TA are presented. Aboutrab et al. proposed a set of
mutation operators for timed automata to empirically
compare priority-based testing with other testing ap-
proaches (Aboutrab et al., 2012). However, in their
approach, the generation of mutations is done manu-
ally.
Aichernig at al. presented model-based mutation
testing real-time system using UPPAAL (Aichering
et al., 2013). The mutation operators that are defined
in their work more detailed and some of them are im-
plemented as a mutation on bounded model-checking
and incremental SMT solving. They showed that us-
ing mutations for timed automata has potential on de-
bugging and revealing the unexpected behavior of the
IUT.
We applied/modified the mutation operators of TA
presented by these studies for testing the robustness of
WSC. Similar to (Aichering et al., 2013), we applied
mutations on non-deterministic models, however, in
their work, they use only the UTA model of the IUT
and do not consider the environment. In our approach,
however, each mutant is a closed model communicat-
ing with its environment as well as other systems. We
check deadlockfreeness and reachability in order to
reduce the number of invalid mutants. Also, we use
different verification and test generation processes.
There are some works that target UTA as the spec-
ification language for Web services. In most of the
works, the authors transformed the specification that
is defined in their selected languages into UTA and
then they investigated their research. For instance,
in (Rauf et al., 2014), the specification of a WSC is
defined initially in the form of UML and then trans-
formed into UTA for an online testing purpose. In
(Cambronero et al., 2011), Cambronero et al. ver-
ify web services by the UPPAAL tool for validation
and verification of their described system that is trans-
formed from WS-CDL into a network of TA. In (Dıaz
et al., 2007), Diaz et al. also provide a translation
from WS-BPEL to UTA. Time properties are speci-
fied in WS-BPEL and translated to UTA. However,
requirements are not traced explicitly, while verifica-
tion and testing are not discussed.
9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
Due to the increasing popularity of combining differ-
ent Web services as a new Web service, robustness
of such systems gained attention in the recent years.
We have presented a model-based mutation testing
approach for Web service compositions using the UP-
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PAAL TA.
Our method starts with the design model that is
specified as UPPAAL TA, verified UPPAAL TRON ap-
plied for conformance testing thereafter.
We used our mutation generator tool which im-
plements a set of mutation operators applied on the
test model for the purpose of online testing. In or-
der to reduce the number of trivial invalid models and
also increase the efficiency of testing, we defined a
set of verification rules for each mutant. We verified
whether the generated mutants are deadlockfree and
if the mutation part of each mutant is reachable. If
both of these criteria are satisfied, then we select the
mutant as a valid mutant. We used UPPAAL TRON
for executing all of the mutation models against the
system under test.
We presented our approach with an experimental
study on Hotel Booking System as a case study. The
Web services are implemented in REST architectural
style and with timing constraints. Our hotel booking
case study has been designed and validated with UP-
PAAL test model and also the testing evaluated with a
series of mutation in the source code of the case study.
The results showed that from a total 1346 gener-
ated mutants, 393 were found to be valid mutants that
were usable for testing. After running the test, 40 of
the mutants were found to identify 3 hidden faults in
the implementation of the IUT. The experiment indi-
cates that our approach of specification mutation test-
ing was effective to reveal inconsistency between the
specification and the implementation under test.
The primary results of this study showed that our
method in robustness testing a valid approach in im-
proving the quality of web service implementations,
by detecting faults not detected by the traditional
MBT process.
Our experiments also showed that some of the ex-
isting mutation operators for time automata are more
efficient than the others at finding faults.
There are some research directions that certainly
improve the current approach. The next work will be
running more experiments, on different case studies in
different application domains. More experiments help
us to gain more information about mutation operators
and correlations between the type of the case study
and the common faults.
Another improvement will be to investigate how
to detect equivalent mutants. Automation of this pro-
cess of the approach reduces the errors and increases
the scalability of the target applications.
Moreover, we plan to apply mutation selection and
mutation reduction techniques to increase the proba-
bility of fault detection. Defining new mutation op-
erators, categorizing the mutants, etc., will be investi-
gated in our future work.
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Abstract. One way of evaluating the robustness of a web service is to
test it against invalid inputs. We introduce a model-based mutation tech-
nique which automatically generates faulty test inputs. From the speci-
fication of a Web service, a test model is designed using Uppaal Timed
Automata and the conformance between the model and the implementa-
tion is validated via online model-based testing with the Uppaal Tron
tool. A set of mutation operators is applied to the test model in order to
generate mutant test models. We validate all generated mutants via ver-
ification rules and select those that are executable and introduce proper
mutations. We employ bisimulation as a tool for detecting and eliminat-
ing equivalent mutants, that is those mutants which have identical input-
output behavior with the original test model. The resulting mutants are
used for online test generation against the service implementation in order
to check whether the latter allows for unspecified behavior. We discuss
tool support and present an experiment of applying our method for a case
study of a blog web service with real-life properties. The experiment shows
that the proposed approach of mutating the specifications is effective in
detecting errors both in the system functionality and in the test model.
Keywords: Web service · Model-based mutation testing · Uppaal ·
Tron · Bisimulation of Uppaal Timed Automata
1 Introduction
Software applications that support machine-to-machine interactions over the
Internet have heavily increased the role of web services. One main character-
istic of web services is that they are accessed via clearly defined interfaces over
the standard HTTP protocol. This kind of systems should be robust against
erroneous inputs. This means that one needs to ensure that the web service
implementation is tested with respect not only to its expected behavior, but
also to its unexpected behavior. The former can be checked by running test
cases derived from the specification, whereas the latter can be done via robust-
ness testing, by executing invalid inputs.
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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When defining test inputs, the model-based specifications are preferred over
manually written test scripts since the machine can verify the correctness of the
models and automatically generate the test inputs from them. Moreover, test
generation from models enables systematic construction of extensive test cases.
One way to create invalid test inputs is using specification mutation, where
a set of well-defined mutation operators generate syntactic changes to the spec-
ifications and produce specification mutants. Although originally the mutations
have been applied directly to source code, it has also been extended also to
specification languages [1]. When applied to modeling languages, mutation used
to create the models that generate invalid scenarios as test cases, which then
are executed against the implementation under test (IUT). If the IUT conforms
to the mutated specification (i.e., the IUT accepts an unspecified sequence of
inputs), it means that its behavior is inconsistent with its original specification
and it may have unspecified or incorrect behavior.
In this work, we propose a tool-supported approach for robustness testing of
web service using Uppaal Timed Automata (UTA). The conformance between
the model and the IUT is first checked via Uppaal Tron, an online conformance
testing tool which supports both test generation and test execution. As a first
contribution, we introduce a test generation method, which derives mutants
from the specification and executes them via online testing. We use a selection
of mutation operators that are previously defined in the literature and adapt
them for the online testing process targeted in this work.
As a second contribution, in our method, we add verification properties to
mutated model segments to ensure reachability of the mutated elements at run-
time. If a mutant does not satisfy the verification properties, it cannot be used for
online testing, hence, we eliminate it. Furthermore, to ensure that the mutated
part will be executed during the testing process, we monitor whether the mutated
elements are reached during test execution.
As a third contribution, we provide an approach for detecting and eliminating
equivalent mutants, that is those mutant models which exhibit identical timed
input-output behavior with the original test model, even if the two models are
syntactically different. For this purpose, we verify the timed bisimilarity of the
corresponding Uppaal timed automata models.
As a forth contribution, we empirically evaluate which of the existing muta-
tion operators for Uppaal timed automata are effective for online testing of web
services. For this purpose, we define two formulas to measure the efficiency of
mutation operators as well as their fault detection rate.
Parts of this work have been originally presented in [2]. In this version, we
extend previous work as follows: we provide a method for detecting equivalent
mutants, we discuss tool support for the entire approach, we address a larger set
of mutation operators, we use a different case study to complement the previous
results and we provide a more detailed analysis of the results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we briefly revisit
the background concepts behind Uppaal timed automata, conformance testing
with Tron, and specification mutation analysis. Section 3 details the steps of
our approach and its tool support. The case study and the experiments used to
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validate our approach are presented in Sect. 4. The results are discussed in Sect. 4.6
and possible improvements are suggested in Sect. 6. Threats to validity of the pro-
posed method are discussed in Sect. 7. We review the literature for related work
in Sect. 8. Finally, we conclude our study and present future work in Sect. 9.
2 Background
We first review the Uppaal tool set and we introduce the conformance testing
with Uppaal Tron , then we elaborate on the concept of specification mutation
testing.
2.1 Uppaal Timed Automata (UTA)
Uppaal is a model-checker tool for modeling, simulation, and verification of
real-time systems using an extended version of timed automata called Uppaal
timed automata (UTA) [3]. A timed automaton is a state machine with locations,
actions, and clocks.
In Uppaal, a system is designed as a network of several such timed-automata
called processes working in parallel. A process can be executed individually or
in sync with another process. Synchronization of two processes is possible by
using input/output actions (denoted as “!” for emitting and “?” for receiving
synchronizations, respectively). The processes consist of locations and edges. The
state of the system can be shown by the locations of all processes, their clock
value intervals, and their variable values. The edges between locations represent
state transitions including clock resets. Uppaal is extended further with global
and local to some process variables that can be of type integer, boolean, clock
and arrays of those.
Edges can be constrained by predicates (over the clocks or variables) known
as guards, which defines when the corresponding edge is enabled. State tran-
sitions are specified on edges as variable updates. A location can be restricted
over the clock invariants, which specify how long the system can stay in that
location. If there is more than one enabled edge at a time, then one of them will
be randomly selected. This gives more freedom to represent non-deterministic
behaviour, especially in systems with random discrete events [4].
Fig. 1. Example of an UTA model [2].
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An example of a UTA model consisting of two timed automata is shown in
Fig. 1. The communication between automata is modeled using channel synchro-
nizations (e.g., a, b, c, d) and variables (e.g., n). Time is modeled via the clock
variable cl.
The Uppaal model-checker uses a simplified version of TCTL [5], which
enables to exhaustively verify the models w.r.t their specifications. The query
language consists of state formulae and path formulae. State formulae (ϕ) is
an expression that describes the properties of an individual state while path
formulae can be used to specify which properties (like reachability, safety, and
liveness) hold over a given path [6].
If there is a state in the model that has no enabled outgoing transitions, then
the model is said to be in a deadlock. A  not deadlock query, can be used to
verify that for all paths in the model, there is no deadlock state.
The safety property checks that “something bad will never happen”. In
Uppaal it can be expressed in the form A  ϕ (ϕ should be true in all reach-
able states) and E  ϕ (there should exist a maximal path such that ϕ is always
true).
The liveness property determines that “something will eventually happen”
and it is shown by A ♦ ϕ (ϕ is eventually satisfied) and ϕ  φ (whenever ϕ is
satisfied, then eventually φ will be satisfied).
Reachability properties validate the basic behavior of the model by checking
whether a certain property is possible in the model with the given paths. The
reachability can be expressed in the form of E ♦ ϕ (there is a path from the
initial state, such that ϕ is eventually satisfied along that path).
2.2 Online Model-Based Testing
Model-Based Testing (MBT) [3] is an approach which uses behavioral models of
the system under test to generate tests. Based on how tests are generated and
executed, there are two distinct approaches of MBT: offline and online testing.
In offline testing, the complete test scenarios and test oracle are created before
the test execution, whereas online testing is a combination of test generation
and execution: only one test input at a time is generated and executed, then the
next test input is generated based on the previous test output [7]. This continues
until the test termination criteria are satisfied or an error occurs.
In this study, we use the online testing tool Uppaal Tron, which is an
input/output conformance testing tool for testing real-time systems based on
the rtioco conformance relation [8]. In Tron, the UTA model is divided in two
partitions: a system partition and an environment partition, and the communi-
cation between the two is observed against the inputs and outputs of the IUT.
Test stimuli are selected randomly from the enabled test inputs. A test adapter
is used for converting abstract test cases to concrete inputs to the IUT and for
converting concrete outputs into abstract outputs represented in the model. Via
online testing, the state-explosion problem is reduced because only a portion of
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the state space is needed to be calculated and stored at each step. Also, the
non-determinism of systems can be simulated on-the-fly by random selection of
the test inputs.
The result of online testing with Tron can be passed, failed, or inconclusive.
An inconclusive test result means that the environment model cannot progress
since the IUT output is unexpected or timeout occurred when waiting for test
output.
2.3 Specification Mutation Analysis
Specification mutation analysis is an approach used to design tests to evaluate
the correctness and consistency of the specification or of the program [1]. When
the mutation analysis is applied to the specification, a set of mutation operators
create slightly altered versions (mutants) of the specification. The tests will
be generated from the mutated specification and used to assess whether the
IUT is accepting the tests. The following types of mutants are defined in the
literature [9]:
• Killed: the tests generated from a mutant specification fail against the imple-
mentation, under the precondition that the tests generated from the original
specification have passed.
• Alive: all test cases generated from the mutant pass against the IUT. Alive
mutants can be divided into two sub-types:
• Equivalent: The mutant manifests the same behavior as the original model,
even if they are syntactically different.
• Non-equivalent: The mutant does not have the same behavior as the orig-
inal model, however, all tests generated from the mutant pass against the
IUT. These mutants indicate that the implementation is too permissive and
is not able to detect the invalid inputs.
3 Method
In this section, a method which combines specification mutation testing and
online model-based testing is presented. The outcome of the method is to gener-
ate and identify non-equivalent alive mutants which are used to show that there
might be some inconsistencies between the specification and the implementation.
The collected mutants are subject to further investigation to identify whether the
source of the problem is in the specification or in the implementation. Figure 2
illustrates an overview of the method including six main phases (separated by
dashed lines), as follows:
3.1 Design and Conformance Testing
From the given specifications of a system, e.g., a web service, a test model is
designed. The test model consists of two partitions: the system under test and
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Fig. 2. Model-based mutation testing approach.
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its environment. The former models the activities that a typical user performs
against the web service, while the latter models how the system should respond
to user activities. For instance, a flight booking server receives different HTTP
requests (such as searching, checking in, etc.) and returns the corresponding
HTTP responses. For each request and response, two edges are specified in the
model. It should be noted that, failure responses are not modeled since adding
all possible failure response types might make the model too complex.
In order to ensure that the model is correctly designed according to the
specification, we verify it via model-checking. Deadlockfreeness and reachability
properties are two common and essential properties that the model should satisfy.
These properties ensure that the model can be used later on for online testing.
The test adapter is implemented to convert the observable test interface I/O
actions into HTTP messages and vice-versa. The adapter is also used to check
the status codes of different HTTP responses, before forwarding them to the
tester. The Tron testing tool orchestrates the communications between the test
model and the IUT, and check the I/O conformance between the two. During
the online testing, the expected behavior of the IUT is validated and possible
modeling errors or implementation bugs are resolved.
3.2 Mutation Generation
From a verified test model various modified versions are created. Each modified
version of the original model is called mutant model (or simply mutant). Test
generated from mutants will also exhibit a mutated behaviors compared to the
original ones.
Mutation operators implement the rules that create systematic mutation of
a given context. They are uniquely defined for a specific modeling language. For
example, different modeling languages (UML, Petri Nets, Uppaal, etc.) have
different mutation operators. Mutation operators for UTA have been previously
defined by Aboutrab et al. [10] and by Aichernig et al. [11], as summarized
in Table 1. As one may notice, the two sets of operators are mostly similar
in purpose, however they differ in the restrictions that are employed in each
element. For instance, for a guard, three mutation operators (RTC,WTC and
STC) are defined by Aboutrab et al., while, all three definitions are covered in
one mutation operator (µCG) in the work of Aichernig et al.
Mutation operators that are used in this paper are selected from this list,
combining the definition of the similar mutation operators in both studies. Only
one of the mutation operators (sink location) was not selected in this study, since
it will produce higher order mutations which are beyond the scope of this work.
We have restricted some of the operators to make them suitable for online
testing with Tron. As we mentioned earlier, the IUT and its environment (user,
or other systems) are specified in separate automata and they communicate via
synchronization channels and global variables. All channels between the model of
the system and its environment and the variables attached to those channels are
observable by Tron. Based on the type of the input or output, Tron controls
which action can be executed at a given time. Therefore, if there are multiple
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Table 1. Mutation operators of timed-automata, [2].
Mutated
elements
Aichering et al. [11] Aboutrab et al. [10] Informal definition
Guard Change Guard (µCG) Restricting Timing
Constraints (RTC)
Restricts, expands or alters
guards
Widening Timing
Constraints (WTC)
Shifting Timing
constraints (STC)
Negate guard (µCg) - Guard will be replaced by its
negation
Invariant Change invariant (µCi) - Restricts, expands or change
value of invartiants
Clock Invert reset (µIr) Resetting a Clock
(RC)
Removes or adds clock resets
Not-Resetting a Clock
(NRC)
Action Change action (µCa) Exchanging Input
Actions (EIA)
Changes names of actions
Exchanging Output
Action (EOA)
Change source (µCs) - Changes source location of
actions
Change target (µCt) Transferring
Destination Locations
(TDL)
Changes target locations of
actions
Location Sink location (µSl) - Makes a new locations and
changes targets of all actions
to the new location
processes in the model and some of the synchronizations among them are not
defined in the IUT, then they cannot be observed by Tron. Thus, they will not
be mutated either. It should be noted that in this study, only the system under
test (SUT) partition is mutated and we limit our approach to partitions with
only one timed automaton process.
Additionally, the mutation operator for changing the name of the actions
(i.e. µCa) is only applied on input actions in the SUT model. The reason behind
this is that the implementation of the web service is a black box and thus we
cannot change them. The requests (inputs actions), on the other hand, come
from outside of the SUT and can be manipulated. We select EIA mutation
operator that will be effective since the sequence of requests will be mutated,
whereas mutating the output actions does not make a suitable mutation.
Finally, the direction of synchronizations will not be changed (i.e., switching
“?” to “!”) since the requests from the environment are modeled as input actions
(“?”) and changing them into output actions indicates that the requests will be
changed into responses, which is not applicable in web services. The web service
is the receiver of the requests from the user and not the sender of the requests.
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The mutation operators adapted from Table 1 and used in this paper are
presented in the following.
1. Change Name of Input Action (CNI). This operator is same as EIA,
which replaces the name of an input action (denoted by “?”) with the name
of other actions. Thus, the expected sequence of the inputs to the implemen-
tation will be different.
2. Change Target (CT). This operator is similar to TDL and µCT . As it
name suggests, it changes the target of an interface action to other location.
This operator can break the flow of test inputs and violate the state of the
IUT. Both input and output actions can be mutated by this operator.
3. Change Source (CS). This operator is similar to µCS defined in [11]
changes the source location of an action to other locations. Similar to CT,
this operator gives a different I/O sequence.
4. Change Guard (CG). For this operator, we followed the definition of µCG,
which changes the clock constants in guards by a random value. It is effective
for mutating the enabling condition of an action.
5. Negate Guard (NG). It is the same operator as µNG which negates the
guards and may cause some paths of the test model to become unreachable.
6. Change Invariant (CI). Similar to µCI, it shifts values of the invariants
to a different range, extending or restricting the constraints of the model. It
can cause actions fire earlier (or later) than expected by original model.
7. Invert Reset (IR). This operator is same as µIR which deletes the resetting
of the clock and moves it to one action before or after. It means that the
resetting is shifted one edge earlier or later.
Figure 3 shows the mutants of a model and corresponding mutants using the
above operators. In our approach, we only apply first order mutation. That is,
a mutant model contains only one mutated segment based on a single operator.
3.3 Selecting Valid Mutants
In the context of this paper, we define a valid mutant as one which can be
executed by Tron and in which the mutated part is reachable. To this end, we
verify if all mutations are reachable and deadlock free.
In Uppaal, the reachability property is defined for locations and the valu-
ations of variable sets. When an action is mutated, we define the reachability
property for the target location of that action. For instance, in Fig. 3(b), the
input action a? is mutated into c?, hence, the reachability for this mutation
should be defined for its target location (i.e., l). For example, in Fig. 3(b), we
have E  l, which verifies if that the mutation can be reached and executed.
Nevertheless, for CT and CS that change target and source of actions, the
above reachability is not suitable. Thus, we add an alternative method to define
reachability in these circumstances. For a mutated action, we add a trap variable
update [12] on its edge. The initial value of the variable is set to false. The
variable will be updated to true whenever the mutated action is executed, and
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(a) The original model (b) CNI: Change the name of
input action
(c) CT: Change Target
(d) CS: Change Source (e) CG: Change Guard (f) NG: Negate Guard
(g) CI: Change Invariant (h) IR: Invert Reset
Fig. 3. A model with examples of mutants generated by the selected mutation
operators [2].
so the reachability can be achieved by checking if the variable eventually will be
set to true (E  trap).
One can use trap variables to ensure that the mutation part of the model
will be reached during the test execution as well. In the case that the minimum
repetitive execution of mutation is needed the boolean trap variable should be
replaced by an integer counter variable count and the reachability condition
with E  count >= const. Those models that pass the verification process are
considered as valid mutants and can be executed against the IUT.
Beside reachability, the deadlock-freeness property will also be verified. The
deadlock freeness property can be expressed as A not deadlock, which indicates
that for all existing path in the model there is no deadlock.
Early validation of the mutants reduces the number of final valid mutants by
eliminating false negatives which cause semantic and syntactic errors.
3.4 Detecting and Removing Equivalent Mutants
In order to detect those mutants which have equivalent observable input-output
behavior we employ bisimulation relation checks. Intuitively, two UTA are bisim-
ilar if they accept the same timed language, i.e., they perform exactly the same
observable action transitions and if they reach bisimilar states. In other words,
each of the systems cannot be distinguished from the other by an external
observer. Bisimulation relation is symmetric. Bisimulation for timed automata
has been originally introduced by [13] and shown in [14] to be decidable for
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parallel timed processes. In order to observe bisimilarity between the original
model and one of its mutants, we follow these steps:
1. we compose a new UTA model containing both the original and a mutant
model,
2. we add additional, side-effect free, synchronization channels between the mod-
els for the observable actions,
3. we verify that the complete model never deadlocks on all possible paths.
The mutants selected after the validation step described in Sect. 3.3 were
examined for their bisimilarity.
Figure 4 depicts an example of a bisimulation model used to detect bisimilar-
ity between two models. The observable channels and shared variables between
environment and the SUT partition of the mutant process are renamed (using
the BISIM prefix) and added as a counterpart to observe the bisimilarity.
A committed location between each channel and its counterpart to ensure that
both observable actions take place at the same time. Thus, the deviation of the
behavior of either process results in a deadlock which violates the condition of
bisimilarity. The non-bisimilar models are good candidates for mutation testing
due to their erroneous behavior. All mutants which are found to be bisimilar with
the original model are considered equivalent, and consequently, are eliminated.
Fig. 4. UTA containing an original process (model), a mutated process (MutModel),
and a shared environment process (user).
3.5 Mutation Testing
Each valid mutant model is executed in a testing session with Uppaal Tron.
The verdict of an online testing session with Tron can be passed, failed, or
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inconclusive. In Tron, an inconclusive verdict indicates that either the observed
output from the IUT is not valid, or there is an unacceptable delay in receiving
responses from the IUT. We consider that the mutants that generate inconclusive
test cases exhibit different behavior than the original model and thus they are
considered as killed. When executing the mutants we assume implicitly that these
test runs are exhaustive w.r.t. the mutation, i.e. all mutations injected are also
covered by these test runs.
3.6 Result Analysis
The last phase of our method is to evaluate the results by reasoning about the
unexpected behaviors that the IUT shows during test execution. The focus of the
analysis is on the non-equivalent mutants, which generate different invalid test
inputs, thus, these test inputs are manually evaluated to find the correlations
between them and the actual faulty behaviors.
3.7 Tool Support
Tool support has been implemented to automate several of the activities dis-
cussed in the previous section. The Uppaal tool set is used for modeling and
verification of the original model. Then the Tron tool and a test adapter is
implemented to interface Tron with the IUT.
A prototype tool set, called MuUTA, has been implemented to support the
generation of mutants based on the selected mutation operators, to automati-
cally perform the verification of reachability and deadlock-freeness rules for each
mutant via the verifyta utility of Uppaal and run bisimulation checks. The
tool also instantiates a test session for each mutant using Tron test adapter
and IUT and eliminates those mutants that are killed. All generated mutants
are stored based on their status in corresponding folders for further analysis.
4 Experiment
We exemplify our approach using the case study of a blog web service. We
define the specifications of the web service and present different use cases that
are satisfied.
4.1 Case Study
The case study represents a blog website that is implemented in REpresen-
tational State Transfer (REST) [15] architectural style. The web service pro-
vides functionality for creating a user account, posting new articles, commenting,
deleting/editing posts and comments, managing the user profile, etc. similar to
other social networks. These main characteristics of a sample blog web service
include authorization of users to access to features of the web service. The web
service is implemented in Python using Flask web developing micro framework
[16]. Figure 5 shows a use case diagram of the blog web service. Each use case is
detailed below:
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Fig. 5. Use case diagram of blog web service.
– Create New Profile. A new user can create a unique profile in blog service
in order to use the features of the web service. It includes inserting a valid
(and unique) username and a password.
– Log In. A user is able to log in with registered username and password. No
two usernames are similar.
– Manage Profile. A signed up user can have access to his profile for further
settings.
– Delete Profile. A user can delete his profile. This action logs him out from
the blog as well as removes all of his posts and comments.
– Post New Article. A user can post new articles. Each article has a title
and body.
– View Articles. Both user and reader (blog reader) are able to search
throughout the blog and read the posted articles.
– Comment Articles. A user can comment on articles of the blog.
– Edit/Delete Articles. A user, who is owner of an article can edit/delete it.
– Edit/Delete Comments. An owner of the article can manage his
comments.
– Idle User. There is a timer in the blog which checks whether a user is idle
for more than 10 min. If so, then the service will automatically logs out the
user.
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4.2 Model
From the above descriptions, we have specified the system as a UTA model which
consists of two automata: one for the blog web service and one for the environ-
ment (user). Figure 6 shows the models of the case study and the interactions
between the service and the users.
From the specifications, we can define some use case scenarios which are
designed in the model as well. For example, the above specification of edit/delete
an article is designed in the model accordingly. In order to delete/edit an arti-
cle, in the user and blog automata are synchronized as follows: the user sends
a request logged in, which is received in the blog by the same channel. The
response from the blog will be either loged in which changes the state of the
model to the next location (id46 in blog) or login failed which returns it to
the initial location. This synchronization will continue by manage ar (getting
an specific article), which will be responded by either access ar (access to the
article) or access denied (does not allow to have access to the article, or the
article does not exists). If the response channel is access ar, then there are two
options for the next request from the user: edit ar and delete ar which will be
responded by edited ar and deleted ar respectively. Similarly, the rest of the
specifications are designed as UTA models as described above.
The model is verified before using it for test generation for deadlock-freeness
and that the requirements are satisfied. For example, to ensure that editing
article is possible we define a global boolean variable (e.g. a) and update its value
to TRUE on edited ar. Then we define a reachability property like E ♦ a ==
true which, if satisfied, indicates that there is at least a path in which a will be
eventually true.
4.3 Generating Valid Mutants
In this experiment, we mutate the blog automaton (Fig. 6(a)) to generate
mutated models. The total time for generation and validation of all mutants
took 246 s on a Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit operating system, Intel quad-core
CPU and 16 GB RAM. In total, the generator provided 1019 mutants, of which
470 mutants were valid (i.e., passed the verification properties). As the num-
bers suggest, early verification of the mutants is helpful in having only mutants
applicable for testing and thus, reducing the time of the test execution. The
majority of the valid mutants, 300, were generated by the CS operator, in con-
trast with 102 valid mutants provided by CNI and 32 by CT. All generated
mutants by IR and NG passed the validation process, and other mutation oper-
ators have a small share of valid mutants.
4.4 Detecting and Removing Equivalent Mutants
After performing equivalence checking, a number of 31 mutants were eliminated
as being bisimulation equivalent. We eliminated them from the valid mutants,
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Fig. 6. Behavioral model of blog: (a) blog service, (b) blog user.
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resulting a number of 439 valid non-equivalent mutants. The equivalence detec-
tion process took 286 s. Obviously, none of the mutants generated by CS, CT,
CG and CNI were equivalent since they change the trace of the mutant which is
clearly different than the original one. Only one mutant from NG is remained as
valid non-equivalent. All mutants generated by IR and NG were equivalent and
thus were eliminated.
4.5 Mutation Testing
We execute each mutant with Tron against the implementation of the blog
web service. Each test session is set for 180 s in sequence, and we check that
the mutated state is covered by the test and is also covered at runtime. It took
roughly 8 h to execute the 439 non-equivalent mutants of which 436 have been
killed.
4.6 Results Analysis
The resulting 33 alive mutants have been used for further analysis. In this step,
we are interested in understanding why the tests generated from each alive
mutant did not fail against the IUT. The process is done manually.
We detected 3 inconsistencies in the test model and the test adapter while no
error in the code. In contrast, to the results presented in the previous paper [2],
where the errors were detected on the implementation of the IUT, in this paper
the detected errors were localized in the test adapter and the test model only.
The inconsistencies that are found are as follows:
– Mutation in some of alive mutants change the timing of which could not
be killed by the IUT. Mutants by CG and NG are mainly addressing this
inconsistency.
– For some mutants, although the IUT detects the mutation, the test adapter
does not stop the test session. Some of alive mutants by CT revealed this
problem.
– Some mutants generate the cases that regardless their difference from the
original test cases, they are not erroneous. Alive mutants by CS, CN and CT
revealed the same problem.
5 Analysis of Experimental Results
One of the questions that we wanted to answer in this paper was about the
efficiency of the mutation operators used in our approach. Table 2 summarizes the
results of the method at different steps, while Fig. 7 shows the 100% stacked bar
chart showing the ratio of different types of mutants for different operators. For
instance, IR and NG have the highest percentage of valid mutants in proportion
to their generated mutants, however, majority of them were eliminated by the
equivalence detection. The valid mutants in CS and CNI are more than half of
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Table 2. Result of mutation testing.
Name Generated Valid Non-equivalent Alive
CNI 132 102 102 1
CT 420 32 32 8
CS 420 300 300 19
CG 12 4 4 4
NG 16 16 1 1
CI 3 0 0 0
IR 16 16 0 0
Total 1019 470 439 33
Fig. 7. The proportion of the result of each mutation operator and the total result of
testing.
their generated mutants and none of them were equivalent. Small proportion of
generated mutants in CT and CG are valid and no valid mutant is generated
by CI.
Two formulas were defined previously for the efficiency of mutation operators
showing how many of the mutants reveal the faults [2]. By calculating the number
of equivalent mutants we can calculate the mutation efficiency for each mutation
operator as follows:
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Mutation Efficiency: For each mutation operator, we calculate how many
mutants are alive. We calculate the efficiency of each mutation operator in gen-
erating alive mutants:
MEi =
Ai
Vi
, (1)
where A is the number of alive mutants, V is the number of valid non-equivalent
mutants of the mutation operator i.
Mutation Fault Detection: Since after finding a fault in each category, we
discard the rest of them, the formula for fault detection will be applied based on
the categories. For each category that shows a fault, we score the corresponding
operators. For each operator, we measure the mutation fault detection with
following formula:
MFDi =
NEi
Ti − Ei
, (2)
where NE is the number of non-equivalent mutants that reveal hidden faults, T
is the number of total mutants and E is the number of equivalent mutants.
By using Formula 1, we calculated the efficiency of the operators that have
alive mutants. The result shows that all alive mutants generated by CG remained
alive, however, none of them shows a fault and thus CG has 0% in fault detection.
A quarter of generated mutants by CT and only 6.3% of the mutants generated
by CS were efficient. While CS is in the bottom of the list in ME, it has the
highest rank in MFD. It means that CS is more able to detect faults in the
model and the test adapter. Table 3 illustrates information on how the mutation
operators are able to show some faults in the case study.
Table 3. Mutation efficiency and mutation fault detection for the suggested operators.
Operators ME MFD
CNI ∼1% 0.7%
CT 25% 1.6%
CS 6.3% 2.3%
CG 100% 0%
NG 6.2% 0%
6 Discussion
Some improvements can reduce the test execution time while increasing the
probability of finding faults. The results of mutation testing from this study and
the previous one [2] indicate that an intelligent choice of the mutation operators
can attain high mutation efficiency scores while reducing the time of testing. For
instance, the mutations generated by IR, NG and CG were not effective, thus
either they should be changed to stronger operators or simply not considered.
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Another improvement could be done in the process of fault detection. Redun-
dant work is done on detecting the same faults. This extra effort can be reduced
by categorizing the alive mutants in such a way that all mutations of a certain
location or action in the model will be in a single category. As soon as any of the
mutants in a category detects a fault, then the rest of the mutants on that group
can be eliminated from the fault detection analysis. The idea behind this is that
the locations and actions in a model represent actual states of the system under
test and if there is a state which contains a fault, then any mutant from that
state may be able to reveal that fault. However, more experiments are needed
to show the correctness of this test effort reduction technique.
The main downside of model-based mutation testing comes from MBT: the
process of designing models from the specification, verifying them and writing
the test adapter (to translate model-level test inputs into acceptable test script
for the IUT and vice versa) is time consuming. However, once the above artifacts
are created, the model-based mutation testing process could be automated to
a large extent. Also reusing existing models from development process would
help in reducing the effort as it is often the case in regression testing. Moreover,
the new method of equivalence detection helped us to reduce the number of
alive mutants into half. The mutation testing does not add any overhead into
MBT. The mutation generator tool automatically generates correct and valid
mutations and thus, it reduces the mutant generation time.
Finally, the process of result analysis is manual and for large-scale sys-
tems, it is tedious. But some degree of tool support could be provided via
TRON2UPPAAL backtracing tool described in [17]. This tool allows one to
load a test execution trace generated from Tron and load it in the Uppaal
simulator for visualization and step-wise debugging.
7 Threats to Validity
There are two main threats related to our study. One is related to the mutation
operators. Despite the fact that we have followed the systematically and formally
defined mutation operators and implemented them in our study, there might be
some more effective mutation operators or combinations of operators that we
have missed. We argue that the current number of mutation operators provides
a large number of mutants which can provide faulty test inputs which are close
to the accepted inputs.
The other threat is that the results are strongly related to the test model
and to the case study used. Different test designers can specify the same system
in various ways which may provide different results of mutation testing. Perhaps
having a systematic modeling approach specifically for web services (if there is
any) would resolve such threat.
More extensive studies are needed in order to investigate how the specification
mutation can be applied in larger case studies preferably industrial-sized web
services. Besides, more experiment on larger scales would be helpful in finding
whether there is any correlation between certain mutation operators and the real
faults in design and implementation of web services.
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8 Related Work
A comprehensive analysis is done on all available mutation testing method pre-
senting the current state of the art in this field and the open challenges [18].
Lee and Offutt [19] introduced an Interaction specification Model which for-
malize the interactions among Web components. They defined a set of mutation
operators for XML data model in order to mutate the inputs of the Web compo-
nents. Li et al. [20] presented mutation testing methods using XML schema to
create invalid inputs. Mutation testing is extended to XML-based specification
languages for Web services. Lee et al. presented an ontology based mutation oper-
ators on OWL-S, which is an XML-based language for specifying semantics of
web services [21]. They mutate semantics of the specifications of their case study
such as data mutation, condition mutation, etc. Wang and Huang presented a
mutation testing approach based on OWL-S to validate the requirements of web
services [22]. Also, Dominguez et al. presented a mutation generator tool for
WS-BPEL.
We discuss those that are most similar to our approach. Work has been
done on using model checking techniques for validation and verification of web
servicesWSC. There are two studies that review the literature on testing Web
services [23,24]. Starting from specification languages for modeling Web services,
researchers perform simulation, verification and test generation using model
checking tools. Most of the works use model checking for specification and veri-
fication and only one group use the models for the test generation as well.
Using TA models for mutation testing has been mostly studied on a real-
time and embedded system. In [10,11] mutation operators for TA are presented.
Aboutrab et al. proposed a set of mutation operators for timed automata to
empirically compare priority-based testing with other testing approaches [10].
However, in their approach, the generation of mutations is done manually.
Aichernig et al. presented model-based mutation testing real-time system using
Uppaal [11]. The mutation operators that are defined in their work are more
detailed and some of them are implemented as mutation bounded model-checking
and incremental SMT solving. They showed that using mutations for timed
automata has potential on debugging and revealing the unexpected behavior of
the IUT.
We applied/modified the mutation operators of TA presented by these studies
for testing the robustness of web servicesWSC. Similar to [11], we apply muta-
tions on non-deterministic models, however, in their work, they use only the
UTA model of the IUT and do not consider the environment. In our approach,
however, each mutant is a closed model communicating with its environment. We
check deadlockfreeness and reachability in order to reduce the number of invalid
mutants. Also, we use different verification and test generation processes.
There are some works that target UTA as the specification language for Web
services. In most of the works, the authors transformed the specification that
is defined in their selected languages into UTA and then they investigated its
properties. For instance, in [25], the specification of a web serviceWSC is defined
initially in the form of UML and then transformed into UTA for an online testing
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purpose. In [26], Cambronero et al. verify web services by the Uppaal tool for
validation and verification of their described system that is transformed from
WS-CDL into a network of TA. In [27], Diaz et al. also provide a translation from
WS-BPEL to UTA. Time properties are specified in WS-BPEL and translated
to UTA. However, requirements are not traced explicitly, while verification and
testing are not discussed.
9 Conclusions and Future Work
The popularity of web services has significantly increased in recent years and
as a consequence their robustness and reliability have become more important.
One way of testing robustness of such dynamic systems is to check their behavior
against invalid and stressful environment. In this paper, a model-based mutation
testing method is presented using the Uppaal TA for assessing the robustness
of web services.
The method includes six steps, starting with designing a test model
via Uppaal TA and executing online conformance testing with Uppaal-
Tronagainst the implementation of the service, continuing with the generation
of mutant test models based on a selection of mutation operators and with elim-
inating invalid and equivalent mutants. Then, the IUT is tested against each
mutant, and the mutants which result in a failure are considered killed and
eliminated. Finally, the results of the mutation testing are evaluated manually,
by investigating the alive mutants, in order to reveal potential faults in the test
model or in the IUT.
In this paper, we evaluated the presented method by experimenting Blog
System as a case study. The web service is implemented in REST architectural
style and with timing constraints. The results showed that from a total 1019
generated mutants, 470 were found to be valid mutants, that were usable for
testing and from 33 alive mutants, three different errors in the test model were
uncovered. Combined with the previous results on a different case study, in which
several faults were uncovered in the implementation, it shows the our approach
has the potential to detect faults not found otherwise via functional testing. One
improvement compared to the previous work of the paper is in the automatic
detection of equivalent mutants, which was previously done manually and which
now allowed us to reduce the number of mutants.
There are some research directions that would certainly improve the current
method. From the two different case studies of web services, we have achieved
some useful information for reducing the testing effort specially in larger scale
use cases. Automation of this process of the approach reduces the errors and
increases the scalability of the target applications.
For future work, we plan to run more experiments and evaluate a larger set
of mutation operators. We also plan to make the mutation process more efficient
by applying more mutation selection and mutation reduction techniques and by
running different processes in parallel.
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Abstract—We present a model-based mutation testing ap-
proach, for evaluating the authentication and authorization of
web services in a multi-user context. Model of a web service
and its security requirements are designed using UPPAAL Timed
Automata. The model is mutated to create invalid behavior which
is used for test generation to reveal faults in the system under
test. The approach is supported by a model-based mutation
testing tool, µUTA, that automatically generates mutants, selects
a collection of suitable mutants for testing and generates test cases
from them. We modify a previously defined mutation operator
and introduce three new operators for additional mutants. We
define criteria for the mutation-selection and demonstrate the
approach on a blog web service. Results show that the approach
can discover authorization faults that were not detected by
traditional methods.
Index Terms—Model-Based Mutation Testing, Timed Au-
tomata Mutation, User Behavioral model, UPPAAL, Security
Testing
I. INTRODUCTION
Popular social web services such as Facebook, Twitter,
concentrate large amounts of sensitive data related to their
users and are expected to be responsible for their integrity
and security. One of the top security risks that are reported
by OWASP is the incorrect configured user and session
authentication which enables attackers to exploit passwords,
keys, or session tokens, or take control of users accounts to
assume their identities [1].
Authentication and authorization are the two main ways of
securing a web service and the data it maintains. Authen-
tication is the process of verifying a user’s identity, while
authorization is the process of proving user’s permission to
access resources provided by a web service. For example,
once a user is signed in to a blog (authentication), she
can manage/edit her posted articles but is not allowed to
manage/edit other users’ articles (authorization). Furthermore,
access control and authorization in web services are often
defined based on user’s roles in a group setting. For instance,
a blog’s administrator may have permission to manage all
posted articles, whereas other users do not. Such role-based
requirements make implementation of security systems of a
web service more challenging.
As defined in BS 7799-3:2017 standard, vulnerability is a
weakness of an asset or group of assets that can be exploited
by one or more threats, where an asset is anything that
has value to the organization, its business operations and
their continuity, including information resources that support
the organization’s mission [13]. To ensure that the security
system of a web service is implemented correctly, all possible
scenarios of user activities should be tested in an ideal case.
Since manual testing is error-prone and mostly not exhaustive,
model-based testing (MBT) has gained more attention by
offering automated test generation from the model of a system
under test (SUT) and its environment. As models can be
designed based on specific test oracles such as robustness and
security, they create test cases to validate the systems based on
the test oracles. The test cases are executed against the SUT,
and the test outputs are compared with the expected outputs.
Leveraging MBT by adding mutation testing leads to more
powerful testing technique, known as Model-based Mutation
Testing (MBMT) [11]. In MBMT, the original test model is
altered systematically by mutation operators creating multiple
versions of a model (known as mutant models). The mutants
can be used for automatic generation of invalid test inputs
that are executed against the SUT. The goal in MBMT is to
find whether any invalid tests can pass the testing, thus they
can reveal unexpected behavior (i.e., fault) in the SUT. Hence,
MBMT can expose the mistakes that are caused by missing
requirements or incorrect implementation.
The concept of MBMT itself is not new, however to our
knowledge, the security requirements such as authentication
and authorization have not been assessed using such technique
yet. Available modeling and testing approaches focus on the
integrity of the specification based on individual user activities
and not multi-user interactions.
In our previous work on testing web services with a similar
MBMT approach, the model of the SUT was defined for single
user activities in a web service with the purpose of evaluating
the robustness of the SUT [36]. However, the authorization and
privileges for multiple users were not designed and tested. In
this paper, we extend and improve the MBMT approach with
three main contributions, as follows:
• we extend the previous approach to evaluating the vul-
nerability of web services in multi-user context;
• we improve the mutation-selection process to achieve
more efficient mutants (i.e., the mutants that reveal
Fig. 1. Overview of our model-based mutation testing approach
faults);
• we introduce and evaluate three new mutation operators
of Uppaal Timed Automata models and extend one of the
previously defined mutation operators to create additional
mutations.
We model a web service, its users and their authentication
and authorization requirements. The model will be mutated to
create invalid test inputs that target faults in the implemen-
tation of the web service. Besides, some mutation-selection
criteria such as reachability are employed to provide more
suitable mutants for testing.
Model-based mutation testing approach utilizes black-box
testing for detecting vulnerabilities in web services, assuming
that their source-code is not available.
Figure 1 presents an overview of the process. At first, a
model is designed and verified by model checking. In the
second step, mutants are generated by applying the mutation
operators. In this paper, we select some suitable mutants from
a list of mutation operators presented in [2] and [5], extend
one of the operators and introduce three new operators to
create further mutations. To increase the efficiency of MBMT,
we apply a mutation-selection technique to the mutants and
eliminates trivial mutants (i.e., mutants that are unreachable
or incorrect). The selected mutants are called valid mutants
and will be used for test generation.
In the third step, a test runner executes the valid mutants,
mimicking possible faults in the SUT. If the SUT detects an
invalid input, the corresponding mutant will be killed; other-
wise, it will be alive. In the analysis of the results, the alive
mutants will be assessed for detecting possible vulnerabilities
in the implementation of the system. The efficiency of the
mutation operators will be measured as well.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We use UPPAAL Timed Automata (UPPAAL TA) as the
base of modeling and mutating a web service. We first briefly
describe TA and UPPAAL TA formalisms and then review their
formal definitions.
A. Overview of Timed Automata
Alur and Dill introduced the theory of Timed automata (TA)
for modeling and verification of real-time systems [6]. TA are
expressed as a set of locations and directed edges that can
connect the locations to each other and extended with real-
valued clocks. A timed automaton can execute individually or
in synchrony with other automata. During execution of TA,
all clocks increase with the same speed.
Clocks can be updated or reset along with transitions of
TA. The transitions can be constrained by guards of edges
and enable or disable transitions.
If there is more than one enabled transition at a time, then
one of them will be chosen randomly. This characteristic
provides more freedom to design non-deterministic behavior
in the systems with random discrete events [20], such as
real-time systems.
Definition 1. Timed Automata (TA)
Let C be a set of non-negative real valued variables of
n clocks and G(C) be a set of guards on clocks that are
conjunctions in form of x ./ c, where x ∈ G, c ∈ N, and
./∈ {≤, <,=, >,≥}. Let v : C → R≥c indicates that a real
value is assigned to every clock c ∈ C and Let U(C) denote
the set of updates of clocks. A timed automaton is a tuple
(L, l0, I, E), where:
• L is a finite set of locations and l0 ∈ L is initial location;
• E ⊂ L×A×G(C)×2c×L is a set of edges including an
action, a guard and a set of clocks.
• I : L→ G(C) assigns location invariants.
A transition can be denoted by l
a,g,u−−→ l′, iff
(l, g, a, u, l′) ∈ E. A state in TA is defined in form of
s = (l, v), where l is a location and v is a non-negative clock
value that satisfies the invariant of l. A TA progresses either
by changing from a state to other by executing an edge,i.e.,
(l, v)
a−→ (l′, v′), or by staying in a location and passing time,
i.e, (l, v) d−→ (l, v + d), as long as the invariant of location l
is true.
Definition 2. Timed Input-Output Automata (TIOA)
Timed Input-Output Automata (TIOA) was introduced as
extensions of TA, in a way that the actions set, A is divided
into two sets of inputs and outputs actions, Ai and Ao
respectively [22]. The input actions model the behavior of the
environment and output actions model the external actions of
the system. Thus, for each input action in the system, there is
an output. A TIOA, A is a tuple < IA, OA, LA, l0A, CA, TA >,
where:
• IA is a finite set of inputs, labeled by “?”, OA is a finite
set of outputs, labeled by “!”,
• LA is a set of locations that indicates the state of the
system after the transition,
• l0A is the initial location,
• CA is a set of clocks instantiated to zero at l0A, and
• TA is a set of transitions in the system.
The theory of TIOA is implemented in modeling frame-
works such as UPPAAL.
B. Overview on UPPAAL Timed Automata & UPPAAL-TRON
UPPAAL is widely used modeling and verification tool for
real-time and reactive systems. The tool and its formalism
were introduced as Ph.D. thesis [31]. It extends TA with
other data types in addition to clocks. In UPPAAL , due
to the distinction between local and global variables, it is
possible to model systems and their environment as separate
interacting automata. Such functionality enables refining the
specification of either of a system or the environment without
having a significant change in the other. Moreover, various
testing goals can be designed in the environment such as
safety, robustness, user scenarios.
Definition 3. Uppaal Timed Automata
A UPPAAL TA model is a network of n timed automata that
share variables, clocks and actions. A UPPAAL TA model Ai
is a tuple < Li, l0i , C,A,Ei, li >, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A UPPAAL TA model of a system can be analyzed if a
particular criterion will be satisfied during the execution of the
model. This analysis is done by defining reachability properties
in UPPAAL TA models as explained below:
In UPPAAL a model of a system and its environment can
be synchronized by channels over edges. Channels are labeled
by “!” as emitting and “?” as receiving. Thus, UPPAAL TA
leverage modeling complex systems by supporting parallel
transitions from different automata.
Reachability Analysis in UPPAAL TA
Reachability analysis in UPPAAL TA is implemented as a
finite symbolic state space exploration by executing symbolic
computation steps. A symbolic state denoted as (l,D), where
l is a location of a timed automaton and D, clocks valuations,
represents {(l′, v)|l′ = l ∧ v ∈ D}. The initial state of the
automaton is (l0, D0), where D0 = {v|(l0, vo) d−→ (l0, v)}. The
reachability for symbolic state indicates that the location l is
reachable at some point of the time. A symbolic computation
step is defined in the form of (l,D) a−→ (l′, D′), representing
an action followed by some delay. An action is reachable iff
(l, v)
a−→ (l′, v′) and D′ = {v′′|(l, v) a−→ (l′, v′) ∧ (l, v′) d−→
(l′′, v′′) ∧ v ∈ D}.
Beside reachability, in UPPAAL TA, safety, deadlock-
freeness and liveness properties also can be defined. The
UPPAAL model checker contains an engine for verifying such
properties [23].
Once a model of a system is verified based on its
specification criteria, it can be used for validation of its actual
behavior. UPPAAL utilizes an online testing tool, TRON which
generates test cases from UPPAAL TA models and executes
them against systems.
Conformance Testing With UPPAAL TA
UPPAAL TRON generates symbolic timed traces in UPPAAL
TA models. A symbolic timed trace TTrS of a UPPAAL
TA model is a sequence of symbolic states, each state being
defined as a tuple (l,D, v), where l is a location, D is the
clock constraints and v a set of non-negative variables’ values.
Similar to the TA progress described above, a transition in
UPPAAL TA from a symbolic state to another is possible either
by an action or by some delay (l,D, v)
a/d−−→ (l′, D′, v′).
UPPAAL TRON takes environment constraints of a system
into account. Thus, the model of a system and its environment
are defined as TIOAs, where the model is split into two
parts of the SUT and the environment that are synchronized
by input/output actions. The interaction between the system
and its environment are identified as observable actions in
UPPAAL TRON. The actions among the SUT (or environment)
with other systems are known as internal actions and are
not observable. During the execution, these internal actions
are abstracted as delays by UPPAAL TRON. Therefore,
conformance testing contains delays and observable actions.
Definition 4. Relativized Timed Input/Output Confor-
mance (rtioco)
For input enabled timed input/output labeled transition
systems i, s ∈ S and e ∈ E , relativized timed input/output
conformance is defined asl below:
i rtiocoe s ,∀σ ∈ TTr(e).Out(〈i, e〉 after σ)
⊆ Out(〈s, e〉 after σ),
where S and E are TIOAs with observable inputs and
outputs, i, s and e are initial states of the implementation under
test, specification and environment respectively. TTr(e) is a
set of timed i/o traces of the environment e, 〈i, e〉 and 〈i, s〉 are
observable i/o actions that are synchronized. 〈i, e〉 after σ in-
dicates that observable trace σ is executed on implementation i
via environment e and 〈i, e〉 after σ means that an observable
trace σ is evaluated on the specification s via environment e
and returned a set of possible states. Out(states) contains a
list of possible output actions or delays.
The practical implication of the previous definitions is
that the implementation conforms the specification within a
shared environment if and only if the observable i/o behavior
in the model is always the same as the behavior of the
implementation. Thus, the result of conformance testing with
UPPAAL TRON will be one of the three cases: passed, failed,
or inconclusive. When the specified behavior in the model
conforms to the implementation, the test will pass; otherwise,
it will fail. If the output is not in the set of inputs for the
environment or no input/output is provided within the defined
time (test timeouts), then the test result is interpreted as
inconclusive.
C. Model-Based Mutation Testing
Mutation testing extends the fault detection capabilities of
MBT by exposing more vulnerabilities of systems. It changes
a system’s program or its specification, to create new versions
of the system (mutants). Mutation operators are rules that
establish the mutants by altering the syntax of the program
(or the specification). The syntax alternations usually result in
different behavior in mutants. In model-based mutation testing,
the mutants are generated from the test model of the SUT.
The tests exhibit altered inputs (incl. faulty inputs) and input
sequences against the SUT. Hence the mutants allow testing
of the SUT with invalid.
Although mutation testing has shown to be more efficient
than other test criteria [30], it suffers from a large number
of mutants that are not suitable or have equivalent behavior to
their original specification/program. Creating and executing all
mutants are usually costly. In this paper, we follow the mutants
selection principles, reachability, infection, and propagation
(RIP) for killing mutants. The RIP model was primarily
defined for code-based mutation testing [7]. We adopt the RIP
model for model-based mutation testing. To kill a mutant:
1) It must be reachable, which means that the mutated part
of the model is executed at some point of test run,
2) It must cause infection (i.e., changes the state), on the
mutant model after the mutation is visited,
3) It can propagate the mutation through the model (i.e.,
the difference in the behavior of the mutant is observ-
able).
If the reachability and infection are satisfied by a mutant, it
is called weak mutant and if all conditions are met, it is called
strong mutant.
In our MBMT approach, during mutant selection, we check
whether each mutation is reachable and potentially infects the
SUT during test execution. These conditions help to eliminate
unfit mutants. In UPPAAL TA, reachability, liveness, and
deadlock-free properties can be defined on states and paths.
We define reachability criteria based on the model elements
where the mutation is applied.
1) RIP condition for mutants in UPPAAL TA: In the context
of UPPAAL TA, if a mutation applied on an edge, guard,
or update, the reachability for symbolic computation step
is defined using a global variable in the model and update
its value on the action the mutation occurs. Let m ∈ v,
be a boolean variable that is initialized to zero and action
a is a mutated action. A mutated action is reachable iff in
(l, v),m = 0 and in (l′, v′),m = 1, and (l, v) a−→ (l′, v′) and
D′ = {v′′|(l, v) a−→ (l′, v′)∧ (l, v′) d−→ (l′′, v′′)∧ v ∈ D ∧m =
1}
After a mutation is reached, if input/output actions are
different from the original input/output actions, then it means
that the mutation changes the original state and causes an
infection. One way of detecting the infection is to apply
bisimulation relation, which compares traces of the original
model and its mutants and checks whether they are equivalent.
We used this technique in [37]. The mutants that pass the
Fig. 2. Mutant classification in our approach
reachability and infection conditions will be considered as
valid mutants. Aichering and Jöbstl introduced such condition
regarding refinement relation in [5].
Mutated test cases are generated from the valid mutants the
online testing tool UPPAAL TRON. The propagation condition
can be checked during the test execution by comparing the
observable behavior of the mutants with the behavior of the
SUT. Since UPPAAL TRON evaluates the test results based on
rtioco relation, it is a proper tool for detecting propagation of
the mutations at runtime.
If the mutation causes a change in observable input/output
or the delays, and it can be detected during the test generation,
then it considered as killed. Otherwise, if the SUT provides test
outputs to the mutated test stimuli, then the mutated test case
will not be detected and the mutant will be alive. The reason is
that the SUT might be more permissive than its specification.
2) Mutation Classification in MBMT: In [11], Belli et al.,
an extended classification of the mutants for MBMT after
executing them against the SUT. Such designation elevates
the quality of testing and distinguishes whether the faults
are raised by the mutants or by poor implementation of the
SUT. In this study, however, we classify the mutants during
mutation generation. The reason behind this is to identify more
suitable mutants from the beginning and reduce the time of test
execution and thus attain more efficient testing.
Figure 2 gives the classification in each step of our MBMT
approach, starting from the mutation generation until the test
analysis. After the model is designed and its conformance with
the implementation is approved, we use the mutation operators
to generate all possible combinations of mutants. Then, the
reachability and infection properties of the mutants will be
checked. The outcomes of this step are as follows:
• An invalid mutant model is either incorrect syntactically,
or does not satisfy the mutation selection criteria (reach-
ability and infection). Syntactically incorrect mutants are
known as stillborn mutants.
• A valid mutant model must be a syntactically correct
model and satisfy the mutation selecting criteria (reach-
ability and infection).
Valid mutants are used for generating mutated test cases.
During test execution they will be classified further as follows:
• A killed mutant model is a mutant which does not
conform to the behavior of the SUT resulting in a failed
or inconclusive verdict during testing. The killed mutants
can be either trivial (killed by every test) or non-trivial,
but in both cases, they are considered not interesting and
thus eliminated.
• An alive mutant is a valid mutant that generates faulty
behavior that cannot be observed or distinguished from
the behavior of the SUT.
• If a mutant is killed but also reveals an anomaly in the
SUT, then we count it as a fault-revealing killed mutant.
Since infection criterion ensures that the mutants are not
equivalent to the original model, we do not have any equivalent
mutants. Analyzing alive mutants classifies them as follow:
• If the SUT behaves the same as a mutant, then there is a
fault in the implementation of the SUT. Such mutant is
called fault-revealing alive mutant.
• If a mutant’s behavior does not harm the SUT and does
not cause any change in the state of the SUT, then it
is known as a not faulty alive mutant. Distinguishing
between such mutant and fault-revealing alive mutants
should be checked by manual inspection.
III. MODELING WEB SERVICES WITH UPPAAL TIMED
AUTOMATA
As mentioned earlier, UPPAAL TA can be used for modeling
behavior of a system as well as its environment, which
includes behavior of other systems and users that interact with
the system under test. The interaction between a system and
its environment is via observable channel synchronizations in
the UPPAAL TA model.
First, we demonstrate a simple communication between a
user and a web service with an excerpt of the actual model
and then we explain how the model is extended for multi-user
communication and their security specification.
Figure 3 shows two automata, a user and a web service.
The automata are synchronized via channels following the
request-response paradigm specific to web services. When a
user wants to post a new article in a blog, she sends a request
to the web service by clicking corresponding button or link
in the browser. For each HTTP request, a channel is defined
emitting from User1 and receiving in Blog. The response
to the request corresponds to a channel synchronization in the
opposite direction, i.e., emitting from Blog and receiving in
User. To edit and article, the user first gets access to the
article (manage article) and then she submits the changes
(edit article).
Fig. 3. Excerpt model of user interaction with a Blog
The extended version of model consists of Blog, User1
and User2 automata which describe multi-user interactions
in a blog web service as shown in Figure 4. For demonstration,
a limited number of user activities are modeled. From a
user’s point of view, the activities are limited to posting
articles, commenting, reading, editing and deleting. In the web
service’s side, the events are in the form of HTTP requests
that trigger corresponding functions creating or modifying
resources or interacting with other systems.
The users automata are modeled with two different user-
ids. The model contains some shared resources for tracking
articles and comments and are accessible by both users. Each
user can create new articles (add comments to the articles),
or have access to available resources arbitrarily. The shared
resources are defined as follows:
• cu, sa, su and sc, indicate “current user”, “selected
article”, “selected user” and “selected comment” respec-
tively. These variables enable random selection of users,
articles and comments.
• Users, max art and max cmt variables indicate the num-
ber of users, maximum number of articles and maximum
number of comments, respectively. Bounding the maxi-
mum numbers in the model prevents the possibility of a
state space explosion.
• article[Users][max art] assign articles to the users,
thus, article[2][3] means that each user can create up
to three articles. For instance, User1 can create three
articles which are mapped to article[0][0], article[0][1]
and article[0][2]. The initial values are set to zero.
• Comment[Users][max art][max cmt] contains data
about the user-id of the person who comments on
the articles. Thus, when User1 (with id=0) adds a
comment on article 1 of User2, then we have Com-
ment[1][0][0]=0+x. The constant value x is an offset
number that prevents confusing the initial values (zero)
with the user-id (id=0).
The article and Comment variables are updated by func-
tions addart() and delart(), addcmt(), and delcmt().
As it is shown in user automata, the values of user-id and
article are selected randomly:
u : int[0, Users− 1], a : int[0,max art− 1]
Fig. 4. A UPPAAL TA model of interactions of two bloggers within a Blog
These values will be assigned to su and sa variables
identifying the selected user and selected article. For instance,
if u and a are zero and 1 and if the selected article exists (i.e.,
guard: article[0][1] > 0), then manage ar can be executed.
The model is non-deterministic and either of the two users can
start sending requests.
General security requirements are extracted from the re-
quirements and are presented in Table I. In each request,
the user credentials should be sent to the web service and
verified. The authentication is specified in the user automata
by updating the cu variable, which is used as guard conditions
in Blog. Besides, only the owner of a resource has the right to
delete and edit his comments or articles. Therefore, in Blog,
the cu == su guard is used to check this condition.
For instance, the first requirement in Table I includes an
authentication condition, i.e., the user should be verified, and
an authorization condition, i.e., the user is the owner of
the article. The authentication condition is defined in such
a way that the model updates the shared variable cu (i.e.,
cu=0 or cu=1). When dele cmt is requested, in Blog the
authorization is defined by comparing the owner of the request
and the owner of the article (cu). The way in which the security
requirements of the model have specified allows us to scale the
model up for verifying the behavior of more than two users.
IV. MODEL-BASED MUTATION TESTING WITH µUTA
As shown in 1, our approach on MBMT includes three
main steps. Once the test model conforms with the SUT
(i.e., step (1)), it can be used for generating mutants. In this
section, we describe step (2) and step (3) of the approach,
namely Mutation Generation and Selection, and Model-based
Mutation testing and Analysis. The µUTA tool automates step
(2) and, partially, step (3). The analysis of the test results is
done manually.
A. Mutation Generation & Selection
The idea of generating mutants for TA for testing the
dynamic behavior of real-time systems was first presented by
Nilsson et al. in [29]. Then, various mutation operators on
timed automata elements were formally defined by Aboutrab
et al. [2] and Aichernig et al. [3]. From the the previously
TABLE I
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR A WEB LOG
Security requirements Authorization Authentication
A user can delete any Guard in Blog update in User1/User2
comment under his article. (comments[su][sa][sc] == cu) (cu=0, or cu=1)
An article can only Guard in Blog (cu==su) ”
be edited/deleted by its owner.
A comment can only . Guard in Blog (cu==su) ”
be edited by its owner
A comment can only Guard in Blog
be deleted by its owner OR by the (Comments[su][sa][sc] == cu ”
owner of the article. ||cu == su)
TABLE II
MUTATION OPERATORS (* NEW OPERATORS)
Element Mutation Operator Description
Action
CN Change names of actions
CT Change targets of actions
CS Change sources of actions
RA* Remove actions
DA* Duplicate actions
Guard
RG* Remove guards
CGL Change guards logical operators
CGV Change guards variables
proposed operators, we have selected the ones shown in
Table II, which apply to actions and guards. However, the
mutation operators for invariant and locations are not selected
because they are not applicable in this particular case study.
• Change Name of actions (CN) – replaces the name of an
action with the name of other actions in the model. Thus,
the expected sequence of the inputs to the implementation
will be different.
• Change Targets of actions (CT) – changes the target
location of an action to another location in the model.
This operator breaks the flow of test inputs and violates
the state of the model. Both input and output actions can
be mutated by this operator.
• Change Sources of actions (CS) – changes the source
location of an action to another location. Similar to CT,
this operator mutates the sequence of input/outputs.
In addition, we introduce three new mutation operators as
follows:
• Remove Actions (RA) – randomly deletes one action
at a time and creates a mutant. Omitting an action will
manipulate the sequence of input/output actions.
• Duplicate Actions (DA) – randomly copies an action in
different parts of a model, thus alternates the sequence
of inputs and outputs by repeating actions in unexpected
states of the model.
• Remove Guards (RG) – randomly selects an action and
removes its guard. Actions that are mutated by RG will
be always enabled.
Previously, the mutation operators on guards were defined
to negate conditions, in [3], or to alter timing constraints [2].
We modify this operator and split it in two new operators:
• Change Guards Logical operators (CGL) – changes
logical operators (i.e., ==, <=, >=, ! =, < and >) in
guards.
• Change Guards Variables (CGV) – alters values of the
variables that are used in guards and creates additional
mutants that cannot be defined by other mutation opera-
tors.
µUTA implements the mutation operators which generate
mutants from the given UPPAAL TA model. Distinguishing
between the valid and invalid mutants with the tool is done
by defining some model-checking conditions. The tool uses
verifyta [9] to select valid mutants. Verifyta is an UPPAAL
interface that can verify an UPPAAL TA model based on
given list of conditions that are formalized as queries. The
mutants are killable if they do not satisfy at least one of the
following conditions:
Deadlock-freeness and livelock-freeness – If the mutants
have deadlock or live-lock, they are killable. Deadlock means
that a system enters to a state where no further action is
enabled, while live-lock means that a system reaches to
a condition that continually switches among some states
forever, without any progress. UPPAAL supports verifying
deadlock-freeness, however, livelock-freeness for mutants are
automatically defined by µUTA.
Mutation reachability – As we described in Section II-C,
for the mutation operators that alter actions (i.e., CN, CT,
CS, and DA), we apply symbolic computation steps. In
UPPAAL a boolean variable is declared and initialized to
False, and on the mutated action, it will be updated to
True. Therefore, if the action is fired, then the variable
will be set to True. Consequently, the reachability of the
mutated action can be checked symbolically during simulation.
input/output traces – To ensure that the input/output trace
in the mutant is different than input/output trace of the original
model, we create a set of traces that contain all edge coverage
and all location coverage. If a mutant model does not follow
the traces, then it is considered as invalid; otherwise, it is
valid. The comparison is automatically done via bi-simulation
following the approach presented in [37].
B. Mutation Testing & Analysis
In the last step of the approach, we use the valid mutants
for test generation against the Blog web service and analyze
the results. A tester sets up individual test sessions using
the UPPAAL TRON testing tool. The test execution from the
model-level inputs to actual HTTP requests is established by
a test adapter, which converts input/outputs actions into their
corresponding requests/responses. A HTTP request will be
sent to the Blog web service as an URL, and UPPAAL TRON
waits for the response from the web service. The test adapter
converts the response into a receiving action in the model. The
result of each test will be categorized into alive and killed
mutants, based on the verdict of the test session.
The analysis of the result is a manual process.
Distinguishing whether an alive mutant addresses a genuine
bug or it is in fact an equivalent model is yet a manual
process. Moreover, not all possible bugs that are found
during the mutation analysis will reveal vulnerabilities in the
implementation or indicate wrong specifications. A bug proves
that the expected and actual behavior do not conform, while
vulnerability is a specific bug that manifests the possibility of
exploiting the system under test. Therefore, deciding whether
an alive mutant is a bug, which reveals vulnerability should
be done manually based on the experience of the tester.
Defining useful mutation operators has a significant impact
on computational time and test effort. Typically, mutation
score is a standard for evaluating the mutation operators.
Mutation Fault Detection The ratio of mutants (killed or
alive) that reveal faults in the SUT to the number of generated
mutants is measured by
MFD =
FAMi + FKMi
VMi
,
where FAMi indicates the number of fault-revealing alive
mutants, FKMi is the number of fault-revealing killed mu-
tants, and VMi is the number of all the valid mutants
generated.
Mutation testing has some fundamental problems. One of
the problems is caused by having identical mutants generated
by two or more mutation operators. Redundant mutants not
only increase the test generation and test execution time but
also have an impact on the validity of the assessment. How-
ever, this problem is tackled in our approach. The mutation
operators in the µUTA tool are carefully designed, imple-
mented and tested to prevent generating redundant mutants.
Each mutation operator is implemented in such a way that
provides unique mutants.
Another main problem is the equivalency. Equivalent mu-
tants are those that are behaviorally equivalent to the original
model. In code-based mutation testing, equivalency has been
proven to be undecidable. However, in timed automata, it
can be prevented. Our technique for solving such problem is
to compare input and output traces of each mutant with the
original model.
V. EVALUATION
A. Blog Web service
We selected the Blog web service as an example of a web
service that provides multiple user interactions and supports
some of the general security requirements such as authoriza-
tion and authentication. The Blog web service is designed
in REpresentational State Transfer (REST) [34] architectural
style and provides functionality for creating new user accounts,
posting new articles, commenting, deleting/editing posts and
comments, managing user’s profile, similar to common social
networks. The web service is implemented in Python using
Flask web developing micro framework [19]. We chose Flask
as it has a simple and flexible structure which does not restrict
developers to specific formats. This feature, however, makes
the web applications prone to error and an interesting topic
for testing.
B. Tool chain
Our MBMT approach is supported by a set of tools that
automate the mutation generation, selection and execution pro-
cedures. The UPPAAL model-checker is used for modeling and
verification the original test model. For online conformance
testing, we use UPPAAL TRON.
µUTA tool contains some components: a generator, a
selector and a test runner. The generator systematically creates
mutants form a given UPPAAL TA model based on given
set o mutation operators. The selector is a component that
creates model-checking rules for each mutant and utilizes the
verifyta tool [9] to validates them. If the rules are satisfied by
verifyta, then the mutants will be classified as valid, otherwise
discarded (i.e., invalid mutants). The test runner sets up test
sessions using UPPAAL TRON, orchestrates the execution of
valid mutants against the implementation of the SUT, and
synthesizes the test results in a report.
To execute test cases that are generated by the mutants, we
developed a test adapter, which translates the model-level test
cases into test scripts that create HTTP requests that include
test inputs. The responses from the web service under test will
also translated by the test adapter into model-level responses.
The µUTA tool is developed using Python language and
the test adapter is developed in Java language.
C. Results
The results of the MBMT approach for the Blog case study
are presented in detail in Table III. From the Blog model, in
total 2962 mutants were generated, whereas only 138 were
valid for testing (i.e., VM). The generation and validation
process took 24 hours and 44 minutes on a PC running
Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit operating system with Intel quad-
core CPU, and 16 GB RAM. The test execution time for each
valid mutant set to 150 seconds. It took about 200 minutes to
run all the valid mutants against the SUT.
TABLE III
MODEL-BASED MUTATION TESTING PROCESS AND THE RESULTS.
Mutation Generation and Selection Mutation Testing Analysis
Operators time #of IM #of VM #of KM #of FKM #of AM # of FAM #of NFAM MDF
CN 0:51:24 302 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
CT 01:18:22 160 20 12 0 8 0 8 0
CS 01:08:34 171 9 1 8 0 0 0 88.9%
RA* 00:02:05 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0
DA* 18:43:57 2099 79 78 0 1 0 0 0
RG* 00:24:30 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
CGL 0:36:08 8 12 12 0 0 0 0 0
CGV 1:39:00 210 6 4 0 2 2 0 33.3%
Total 24:44:00 2962 138 119 8 11 2 8 7.2%
In total three different defects are found, one of them is
revealed during the test execution and two others are
found during the analysis.
From 138 valid mutants, 119 mutants were killed during
the test execution (i.e., KM), eight mutants caused a crash in
the SUT during the test and by investigating them, we found
that all of the crashes belong to a bug in the implementation.
Therefore, they are labeled as fault-revealing killed mutants
(FKM).
Eleven mutants passed the test execution and remained as
alive mutants (AM). All FKMs were generated by the CS
operator and revealed a vulnerability in the implementation
of the SUT. From eleven AMs, eight of the mutants were
generated from the CT operator, two from CGV and one from
DA, respectively.
The alive mutants were investigated by comparing their be-
havior to the original model, and whether they were represent-
ing any vulnerabilities. Deciding whether an AM shows faults
(FAM), or does not create a fault (NFAM) is done manually.
For instance, if a mutation changes the input/outputs in a way
that the mutant does not generate additional behavior, then
the mutant is NFAM. For example, in the User1 automaton,
a mutant is generated using the CT operator, which changed
the target of access_ cmt? edge to the initial location,
then the actions dele_ cmt!, edit_cmt! and cancel!
cannot be executed (they are not accessible via the access_
cmt? action), thus the mutant is not able to generate the same
traces as the original model. However, the mutant’s traces will
not be faulty and it will be not faulty alive mutant (NFAM).
To this extent, we investigated the AMs and found that none
of the eight alive mutants generated by the CT operator were
able to create faulty behavior and thus they were counted as
not faulty alive mutants (NFAM). Similarly, the single alive
mutant generated by the DA operator did not address any
vulnerabilities in the SUT and was counted as a NFAM. The
two CGV mutants, however, were able to reveal two distinct
vulnerabilities in the SUT and were labeled as faulty alive
mutants (FAM). The vulnerabilities were caused by mistakes
in two separate parts of the implementation and are explained
below.
D. Describing the bugs and identifying vulnerabilities
As described in Table IV, there are three bugs that were
detected by the MBMT approach.
The first bug was detected during the test execution. The
mutations were applied on the “delete” request for non-
existing resources. The expected behavior of the SUT in this
situation is to reject the request by a standard HTTP response,
such as ”404: Not Found”. It can be done by adding
a condition in the source code to check if the resource is
available. However, this condition was missing in the code.
Thus, invalid delete requests could crash the execution of the
SUT. Eight FKMs generated by CS revealed the same bug.
In the analysis of the alive mutants, we detected two other
bugs that show incorrect authorizations in two different HTTP
requests: deleting articles and editing comments. In both cases
the expected behavior of the SUT is first to verify whether
the user is the owner of the resource, however, since such
condition was missing in the source code, the SUT wrongly
allows unauthorized users to modify resources. Two FAMs
generated by CGV detected these bugs.
Vulnerabilities are the specific bugs that can exploit the
system under test. If the bugs can cause abusing the system
or unintended behavior occur in the system, then they are
the system’s vulnerabilities. Therefore from the bugs that
we detected, we concluded that all three bugs are Blog
vulnerabilities.
E. Efficiency of MBMT
Mutation Fault Detection (MFD) score is presented in the
last column in Table III. CS has the highest score of 88.9%,
followed by CGV with 33.3%, whereas other operators did
not reveal any fault and got zero scores. The result shows
that having a large number of mutations may not necessarily
provide better results. For instance, DA generated the highest
number of valid mutants. However, all of them were killed
during the test execution. In contrast, CS has only nine valid
mutants, which eight of them revealed one fault.
F. Testing Effort
To evaluate whether applying the reachability criterion is
efficient regarding mutation generation and testing effort,
we conducted two experiments on the same case study: (1)
MBMT without verifying mutations’ reachability properties,
TABLE IV
DESCRIPTION OF DETECTED VULNERABILITIES
Fault description Operator on which step
The SUT stops working when it receives a
delete request to an non-existing article CS during testing
The SUT allows the user to delete an article
without authorization check CGV during analysis of alive mutants
The SUT allows the user to edit Comments
without authorization check CGV during analysis of alive mutants
and (2) MBMT including verification of mutations’ reachabil-
ity.
In the first experiment, the time of the mutation generation
was roughly 120 hours, which is five times more than the
second experiment. Moreover, the number of valid mutants for
testing in the first experiment was 348, whereas in the second
experiment we had 138 valid mutants. The test execution and
analysis of the results in both experiments were similar. This
comparison confirms that applying the reachability criterion
significantly reduces the time of mutation generation and
selection and consequently the time of test execution.
G. Evaluation of Mutation Operators
In this work, we extended one of the previously defined
mutation operator to create mutants on values of variables in
the guards (CGV) and were able to detect two authorization
defects. The results suggest that additional modification on the
mutation operators may provide more efficient mutants.
The new mutation operators (RA, DA, and RG) offer a large
number of valid mutants for testing. However, none of the
mutants were able to reveal any fault. The mutation operator
for removing actions (RA) simulates a condition in the web
service where there is no response to a request or there is a
response to a non-existing request.
The mutation operator for duplicating actions (DA) suggests
that a request (or a response) will appear unexpectedly. Finally,
removing guards (RG) creates a test model in which mutated
actions do not have guards, thus they are always enabled.
Despite none of the new mutation operators were fault
revealing in our case study, they still provide new faulty be-
havior that cannot be created by any other mutation operators.
Nevertheless, these mutation operators can deliver valuable
mutants and should be investigated more.
H. Relation Between Mutations and Real Faults
To understand what kind of faults can be simulated by
certain mutation operators, we compare the faults with the
corresponding mutations. The first fault in Table IV is caused
by the changing source of a transition (CS). It shows that
deleting a resource was not properly implemented in the source
code. The source code is implemented in such a way that
it does not have the necessary condition of checking the
availability of a resource, before deleting it. Such condition
should always be included in the source code. Thus, CS can
show lack of such condition by breaking the test sequences.
The second and third faults are caused by Change Guard
Variables (CGV). The correlation between the faults and the
mutation operator is straightforward: the operator changes the
guards’ values which simulate changing user’s id in HTTP
requests. Changing guards enables some transitions that oth-
erwise are disabled.
VI. RELATED WORK
Due to the importance of testing security of web services,
many studies and tools have been proposed in the literature.
To draw the position of our research among the available
studies, first, we describe related model-based mutation testing
approaches, then we present some of the most related work
on the model-based design and testing of web services and
compare the available studies with our work, and then we
focus on security testing approaches of web services.
A. MBMT approaches and improvements
MBMT has been gaining attention in software testing field,
especially safety and security applications. Apart from theo-
retical research and experiments, one of the keys to making
mutation testing available tool support. In a recent survey
conducted by Papadakis et al. [30], available model-based
mutation testing approaches are discussed. We only review
some of the tools that are more similar to our work.
One of the well-defined tools is MoMuT that supports auto-
matic mutation of different modeling languages, such as UML
statecharts and Timed Automata [4], [3]. MoMuT for UML
contains mutation operators for a large number of elements in
UML. It only supports non-deterministic models. Thus test
cases are linear sequences of inputs and outputs. MoMuT
for TA uses UPPAAL TA models and applies timed input-
output conformance (tioco) check between the specification
and mutants. The conformance checking is done via SMT
solver Z3.
Larsen et al. present an efficient technique of MBMT using
Ecdar tool, which belongs to UPPAAL family [24]. The tool
creates a strategy for refinement check for MBMT. The tool
supports only deterministic models.
Belli et al. present MBMT with directed graphs using only
two elementary mutation operators (insertion and omission)
[11]. They describe the test algorithms and mutation gen-
eration technologies that are used to experiment with two
different case studies. Their work is supported by a chain of
tools including an event sequence graph (ESG)-based mutant
and test set generator (MTSG). SIMULTATE is a toolset that
uses fault injection technique on Simulink models to perform
mutation analysis for certain parts of systems[32].
Several optimization techniques have been studied to reduce
the cost of test execution. Devorey et al. presented featured
mutants model (FMM) [15]. Their technique significantly
reduces the time of testing by integrating multiple executions
into a single one.
B. Modeling and Testing of web services
Model-driven development is a standard way of developing
web services and can be used both for design and generation
tests. Modeling web services has been presented by formal
verification methods, model-checkers, specification languages,
and theorem proving. Bozkurt et al. investigated a comprehen-
sive survey on testing web services presenting available web
service testing strategies [12].
Typically, web services are modeled with specification lan-
guages, simulated, verified and tested. Majority of the studies
use model-checkers to verify the correctness of specifications,
while some of the studies use models for verification as well
as test generation. We review the studies that are similar to
our approach.
Model-based testing of web services with symbolic tran-
sition systems (STS) is introduced by Frantzen et al. [18].
Belli et al. presented an event-oriented approach for MBT of
a composite of web services in [10] and described expected
behavior as a positive model and generated tests. They also
defined some possible fault scenarios as a fault model which
specifies undesired situations in communications of the web
service composition and used for negative testing.
Modeling behavior of web services and their compositions
are studied using UML [8], [28]. In order to automate the test
generation, UML model of web services has been transformed
into executable models. For instance, UML to UPPAAL TA
transformation has been deployed in [16], [14] and [33].
In [33], we specified model of a web service composition
using UML state diagrams and verified the requirements.
Then, we transformed the model into UPPAAL TA models
and generated the tests from the UPPAAL TA. In this study,
however, we used the UPPAAL TA model to generate mutants
to assess the vulnerabilities of the web services. Besides,
in this paper, we focus on evaluating the authorization and
authentication of web services.
C. Testing security of web services – different approaches
Security of web services is one of the fast evolving subjects
in software testing. The reason behind such challenging issue
is that the complexity of web services especially online
social networks is growing fast. Mistakes in implementing and
defining user credentials in web service are still one of the
most common faults that are reported.
Several studies have been done on testing security in web
services using fault injection, cross-site scripting (XSS) or
modeling attacks scenarios. Salas and Martins presented a new
approach to analyzing the robustness of Web Services by fault
injection [35]. In their approach, attacks are simulated which
can be used for evaluating the penetration on the web services.
However, the process is not automated.
Dragoni and Massacci presented a framework which estab-
lishes communications between client and server based on the
defined privileges as well as behavioral constraints [17]. They
showed that the framework works as expected against both
cooperative and malicious behavior.
A comprehensive analysis is done on all available mutation
testing method presenting the current state of the art in
this field and the open challenges [21]. Lee and Offutt [26]
introduced an Interaction Specification Model which formalize
the interactions among Web components. They defined a set of
mutation operators for XML data model to mutate the inputs of
the Web components. Li and Miller presented mutation testing
methods using XML schema to create invalid inputs [27].
Mutation testing is extended to XML-based specification lan-
guages for Web services.
Lee et al. presented ontology-based mutation operators on
OWL-S, which is an XML-based language for specifying
semantics on web services [25]. They mutate semantics of
the specifications of their case study such as data mutation,
condition mutation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we described three new improvements on
our MBMT approach. Our approach includes the specification
of a web service model in UPPAAL TA, generating mutants
from the model, eliminating the trivial mutants and generating
mutated tests. We presented the µUTA tool, which automates
the mutation generation, mutation-selection, and mutation ex-
ecution. As one of the improvements, we demonstrated how
to select fewer, but suitable mutants by following mutation
testing principles.
The second improvement of the approach was the demon-
strating its relevance for the testing security of web services
concerning multi-user context. As a consequence of inten-
sive user collaborations in such services, user authentication
credentials should be protected from malicious parties and
adversaries. The dependability of social web services depends
on offering privacy and security. We modeled and verified a
Blog web service with two users including their privacy.
Lastly, we extended one of the previously defined mutation
operators and introduced three new mutation operators to
generate additional mutants. The evaluation of the approach
showed that the mutation-selection criteria speed up the
MBMT approach preserving the same quality of the test.
In future work, we plan to provide further experiments on
web services and employ smarter mutations by combining
primary mutation operators. Higher order mutations might
be more efficient since infection of the first order mutations
can be quickly discarded by other guards in the first place;
thus they will not be selected for testing. Therefore, creating
less restricted models using multiple mutations would help in
generating stronger mutants.
Some of the problems that should be addressed in future
work are scalability of test models and context-aware test
generation. For large-scale web applications, which concurrent
operations are prone to vulnerabilities, modeling and testing
the critical parts using the approach would be helpful. For
these issues, we can focus on various test modularization
principles such as aspects, contracts etc. and validating that
part rather than including other parts of the system.
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